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ABSTRACT 

From the fountainhead of Erik Erikson's identification of identity as the most 

prominent issue across the life span, research has contributed significantly to the 

exploration of identity development. Despite advancements, little attention has been 

directed toward understanding an individual's sense of their spiritual self The absence of 

such research is notable considering the profound interest of Erikson in detailing the 

developmental psychohistories of key significant spiritual leaders. 

From the theoretical foundations of Erikson's psychosocial developmental 

perspective and George H. Mead's symbolic interactionism, one's sense of spiritual 

identity is regarded as a role in which the ultimate questions of life are mediated. This 

study utilizes an extensive, qualitative interview called the Role-Related Identity 

Interview (RRII) to explore the salience and flexibility of a respondent's sense of 

spiritual identity. Interviews were conducted with a convenience sample of fifteen males 

and fifteen females, ranging in age from 22 to 72 and differing in race, marital status, and 

religious orientation. Using multiple indicators, these interviews were utilized to explore 

respondent's sense of spiritual self. Characterizations of four spiritual identity patterns 

are described as an extension of James Marcia's depiction of identity statuses. The 

metaphor of space provides a helpful means to distinguish among these patterns and how 

they are constmcted. Limitations of the study and directions for future research are 

noted. 
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CHAPTER 1 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

From the fountainhead of Erik Erikson's identification of the nature of the self or 

identity as the most prominent issue across the lifespan, a significant number of scientists 

have contributed to the exploration of identity development (Bosma, 1995; Marcia, 1993; 

Waterman, 1993; Josselson, 1987; Cote & Levine, 1987). Despite this plethora of 

activity and orthogenetic advancements in the study of identity, little attention has been 

directed toward understanding an individual's sense of their spiritual self The absence of 

such research is notable considering the profound interest of Erikson in detailing the 

developmental psychohistory of significant spiritual figures such as Martin Luther or 

Gandhi (Erikson, 1958; Erikson, 1969). 

This study addresses the largely unexplored area of a person's sense of spiritual 

self Following the Eriksonian contention that identity formation is a psychosocial 

process that is forged in the interaction occurring between an unfolding epigenetic ground 

plan and societal expectations for timely accomplishment of certain developmental tasks, 

the study takes a personal view of the self-in-context. Phenomenological in nature, it 

refrains from attempting a causal hypothesis regarding the origins or ontology of 

spirituality (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). Rather, it explores how subjective meanings 

that form one's sense of spiritual self are constmcted from involvement in social contexts. 

Implicit in this approach is a sociological conceptualization of the dual nature of society 

as objective facficity and subjective meaningfiilness (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). 



Drawing from Mead's conceptualization of the mind, self, and society, this study posits a 

view of one's sense of spiritual self as emerging when the symbolic religious or spiritual 

content from a society is transferred to the individual in a way that allows for the 

formulation of a variety of individual perspectives. Theoretically, the analysis of roles 

has been employed to reveal these mediations between the objectivated meanings of signs 

and language in a social context and the ways by which these meanings are appropriated 

in the consciousness of the individual (Berger & Luckmann, 1966). Josselson (1987) 

explained that to operationalize identity by exploring one's social roles is to examine that 

facet of the diamond that one can actually see. Driven by these theoretical 

presuppositions and casting a broad range for individual constmctions, this exploratory 

study employs the methodology used in role analysis to gain an initial understanding of 

an individual's sense of spiritual identity. Specifically, spiritual identity is defined as a 

role in which an individual constructs a sense of self addressing ultimate questions about 

the nature of life, its purpose and meaning, and resulting in behaviors which are 

consonant or dissonant with the individual's core values. 

This definition recognizes that identity and spirituality often serve a similar 

fimction in the ego's attempt to organize experience and maintain a sense of unity 

(Josselson, 1987; Erikson, 1968). Furthermore, it predicts that often spirituality will 

have a pervasive influence on the whole amalgam of roles that constitutes a person's 

identity, because a change in any aspect of a system must be accommodated by change in 

the rest of the system to maintain a unitary function (Ford & Lemer, 1992). Thus, a 

sense of spiritual self may be as encompassing as a "world image" or ideology that 



becomes a predominate framework for the entirety of self-understanding (Erikson, 1958). 

However, this is not to suggest that this pervasiveness always occurs; nor does it imply 

that identity and spirituality are similar constructs. One may define themselves against 

the spiritual meanings inherent in the society, constructing idenfity without a sense of 

spiritual self Indeed, one's sense of spiritual self may be nonexistent, negligible, 

partially differentiated from that of conventional understandings, ascribed as a role but 

not really intemalized, confined to a particular compartmentalized role, or well integrated 

into all of life. 

This study regards one's sense of spiritual self as an idenfity constmct that is 

formed in the same locale and in much the same manner as other aspects of identity. This 

commonality legitimates using current methodological techniques which allow a 

respondent ample freedom to describe various dimensions of the domains which 

constitute their sense of self The role related identity interview by Sorell, Montgomery, 

and Busch-Rossnagel (1997) offered a helpful instmment for this kind of exploration. 

Focused on salience and flexibility rather than Marcia's dimensions of exploration and 

commitment (1993). this methodology provides an extenuation of the conventional status 

approach. Specifically, it advances the research by: (a) granting greater agency to the 

respondent to comment on the processes and interactions of identity formation without 

imposing a predetermined label or assuming that a cohesive framework exists; (b) 

recognizing that the processes of variability and change which lead to a sense of self may 

be more revealing and important for study than are the static categorizations of one's 

identity status; and (c) allowing for various dimensions of a sense of self to be 



simultaneously explored (i.e. a sense of spiritual self can be explored both independently 

and in relation to the formation of other aspects of identity). 

In the role-related identity interview, salience indicates the degree of importance a 

respondent places on spiritual identity as measured by intensity and quality of motivation, 

intensity and quality of affect, intensity and quality of self-evaluation, and time 

commitment. Flexibility refers to the amount of energy spent assessing one's affective 

and behavioral investment in spiritual identity and the likelihood of change occurring in 

the sense of spiritual self that has been constmcted. 

This study is unique in its use of multiple methods to explore a respondent's sense 

of spiritual identity. It utilizes a pie diagram on which each respondent is asked to name 

the most important areas of their life and to segment the pie in proportion to the relative 

significance of these areas of their life. It utilizes ratings from a semi-stmctured, 

qualitative interview that allows an objective means of identifying patterns of salience 

and flexibility. It provides content analysis of the interviews, identifying themes, 

dimensions, and prototypes that comprise the way an individual constmcts a sense of 

their spiritual self It utilizes a technique from grounded theory in attempting to suspend 

prejudgments to the furthest extent possible in order to let the data speak for itself It 

links descriptions of a sense of spiritual self to James Marcia's identity status model 

(1993) enabling connection to the larger body of adult identity research. However, 

whereas no scientist can possibly admit to having no assumptions, the interview schedule 

derives from issues inherent in the theoretical foundations of psychosocial identity 

development. Mead's (1934) theoretical conceptualizations, from the author's educational 



training and lived experience, and the existing body of identity, sociological, and 

religious research in those places that would help ascertain a sense of spiritual identity. 



CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This study focuses upon identity as a self-construct of conscious and unconscious 

perceptions, values, beliefs, feelings, and behaviors. Further, it regards this sense of 

identity as an organizing, adapting, intemal structure that derives from involvement in 

social roles and contexts where meanings and subjective evaluations are ascribed to and 

appropriated from one's place in the cosmos. Thus considered, one's sense of self may 

be regarded as an almagam of role-related identities and commitments to ideological 

convictions that are derived from the different domains (e.g., family, work, age, gender, 

spirituality) of experiencing the self in context. 

The specific focus of this study is the examination of the spiritual component of 

self via the role-related identity constmct. The review of literature in this chapter 

provides a theoretical foundation, associated with Erik Erikson's conceptualization, for 

utilizing an identity approach in exploring a person's sense of spiritual self Important in 

this theoretical framework is the active self that constmcts meaning out of the interaction 

between one's own epigenetic unfolding and the cultural values and expectations that are 

created throughout the lifespan. To comprehend how this happens in the development of 

the spiritual self, a second part of this chapter focuses on Mead's explanation of mind, 

self, and society. In this section a definition of a sense of spiritual self is offered. This 

definition, coupled with the theoretical underpinnings from which it is derived, suggests 

the use of a qualitative interview method that contrasts with the predominant attempt to 

measure aspects of identity. Thus, the unique and broadened approach afforded by a 



narrative methodology is explicated for exploring one's sense of spiritual self 

The Relevance of an Identity Focus 

Evidence from the contemporary scene reveals how prevalent questions of 

identity are for most adults. Adults everywhere are rewriting the scripts for social 

identities, entering and exiting a multiplicity of roles and cycling through a host of 

identity transifions (Miller, 1993; Marcia, 1993). Human scientists speak of probabilistic 

as opposed to predetermined epigenesis, recognizing the increased plasticity of adult life 

and the increased potential for inter-individual differences (Ford & Lemer, 1992). Post-

modem sociologists and philosophers challenge the assumption that a "tme self really 

exists to be possessed and claimed, suggesting instead that people constmct a sense of 

self and are constmcted by various social contexts (Hunter, 1998). Considering these 

movements, it is evident that questions of identity, the nature of the self, and how people 

actually experience themselves in daily life remains a viable issue of our day. 

Of great import in this contemporary fascination with issues of identity has been a 

high regard for the spiritual side of human beings. Paloutzian (1996) reported in his 

book, Invitation To The Psychology Of Religion, the paradox that while "American 

society seems to have become more secular and less tied to its religious traditions, people 

seem to be becoming more religious" (p.4). A 1989 Gallup poll (Gallup & Jones, 1989), 

for example, reported that 94 percent of the adult American population believe in God, 88 

percent pray, 65 percent claim membership in a church or synagogue, and 53 percent 

regard religion as a "very importanf part of their lives. This groundswell of religious 



activity has created an interest in the spiritual dimension of life that is becoming a focus 

of research and theory in most all of the social science disciplines. 

Examples of a Spirituality/Religion Focus in the Social Sciences 

Therapists are awakening to the reality that their own spirituality and God 

representations, as well as those of their clients, may have differential impact on patient 

outcomes (Sorenson, 1994). Sorenson (1994) used twelve psychologists as judges from 

the faculty of Rosemead School of Psychology and Fuller Graduate School of 

Psychology, both of which are APA approved doctoral clinical psychology programs 

specifically designed to study the interface between psychology and religion. These 

psychologists were asked to study portions of thirty-six essays written by twelve students 

on: (a) their own developmental constmction of God representations from their family of 

origin: (b) how religious issues were addressed in their own therapy, and (c) how 

religious issues were handled in their own practice. The excerpts were presented 

anonymously, scanned into a computer to make them identical in appearance, purged of 

all identifiable content, and screened via the Gunning Fog Index ensuring that essay 

selections could not be matched based on writing style. Judges were handed a pair of the 

cards from two of the above categories and asked to sort them into two stacks according 

to how well they matched each other. The order and the categories of excerpts were 

reversed to avoid bias. Data from this study, although limited in implications by its 

necessarily small sample size, suggested that a therapist's experience with how religious 

issues were handled in their ovm personal therapy was more important than their 



developmental construction of God as a psychological representation. 

The significance of the Sorenson (1994) study is that it represents a theoretical 

orientation in many ways opposing the historically prevalent ideology. For decades 

conventional therapeutic wisdom suggested that the religious orientation of a therapist 

ought not to be apparent in therapy lest counter transference occur. The Sorenson (1994) 

stud> recognizes that this important dimension of a therapist's orientation cannot be 

denied, giving credence to those who address spirituality as an important component in 

the therapeutic process. 

The field of sociology, too, reports relatively recent sweeping changes in cultural 

attitudes toward religion. Chalfant, Beckley, and Palmer (1994), in their review of 

societal trends, concluded that whereas religion was regarded as a "good" thing and an 

integrating force for society just following World War II, it is now a controversial topic 

firmly embroiled in most arguments over social issues. Further, as the market supply of 

religious ideology has rapidly expanded, many have opted for a privatized, personally 

customized orientation and practice (Chalfant, Beckley, & Palmer, 1994). 

From a health perspective, scientific evidence seems equivocal on whether 

religious belief hinders or helps mental health, personality development, and/or social 

well-being (Field & Wilkerson, 1973; Paloutzian, 1996). Conflicfing resuhs frequenfly 

occur relative to the conceptualization of the constmct being utilized, the measures being 

employed, and the sample being studied (Paloutzian, 1996). One example is the 

hypothesis that religiosity and authoritarianism would be highly correlated because 

religion provides desired relief from moral ambiguity, a dilemma uncomfortable for the 



rigid, conservative, authoritarian personality. The earliest studies, which used an F-scale 

to measure authoritarianism (Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswick, Levinson, & Sanford, 1950), 

suggested that a relationship existed between the orthodoxy of one's beliefs and degree of 

authoritarianism. However, a similar study by Stark (1971) some years later found no 

relationship between orthodoxy and authoritarianism among Protestants and a negative 

relationship for Catholics; nor was any relationship found between religious practice 

(primarily church attendance) and authoritarianism. 

In light of these contrasting findings, criticisms were raised that the F-scale 

showed a right wing political bias. Thus, a measure of dogmatism developed by Rokeach 

(1960) gained popularity. The assumption behind this measure was that closed-

mindedness rather than an unconscious need for authority and security led people toward 

religion. Several studies again seemed to initially support this hypothesis at least for the 

extrinsically oriented and consensual individual (Rokeach, 1960; Raschke, 1973; 

Paloutzian, Jackson, & Crandall, 1978). 

Most recently, however, Kirkpatrick, Hood, and Hartz (1991) contended that 

Rokeach's dogmatism scale (1960) taps beliefs presumed to underlie close-mindedness, 

but fails to assess close-mindedness itself They propose avoiding value-laden concepts 

such as close-minded in favor of the terminology "centralized" and "decentralized." A 

centralized belief system represents one derived from an authority and thus is held in an 

absolute and unquestioning way, whereas in a decentralized system the beliefs are held in 

a more tentative and relative way. 

10 



All of these studies reveal that in almost every area of the human sciences, energy 

is being focused on issues surrounding the spiritual/religious dimension of our lives. Yet, 

despite these emphases, relatively little attention has been directed toward understanding 

an individual's sense of their spiritual self utilizing an identity construct. The lack of 

such research is noteworthy considering that Erik Erikson, the originator of much identity 

development emphases and the one most credited for introducing psychosocial identity 

development into psychology (Roazen, 1976). showed a profound interest in detailing the 

development of spiritual identity and subsequent influences on society of such prominent 

religious figures as Martin Luther (Erikson, 1958) and Gandhi (Erikson, 1969). In order 

to contribute to the understanding of how people comprehend themselves as spiritual 

human beings, the following study appropriates Erikson's theory of identity development 

and in many respects represents a return from modem operationalizations of his theory to 

his original conceptualizations. 

Erik Erikson and the "Sense of Spiritual Self 

Erik Erikson must be credited as the foundational theorist of identity (Josselson, 

1987). Fueled by his identificafion of the identity crisis, his writings have spawned a 

large body of literature and research exploring adolescent identity development 

(Constantinople, 1969; Lapsley & Power, 1988; Marcia, 1993; Waterman. 1993). More 

recently however, a number of human scientists have retumed to Erikson's 

conceptualization of identity development as a lifelong process and considered how a 

11 



person's sense of self is strengthened and/or modified in the adult years (Josselson, 19^ 

Waterman, 1993; Levinson, 1978). 

Erikson was a psychoanalyst firmly planted in the Freudian tradition. However, 

despite his almost comprehensive defense and appropriation of Freud's work, there is one 

area where their respective views are in stark contrast; namely, in their characterization of 

a person's having a sense of spiritual or religious identity. Freud regarded religious 

beliefs as superstitious remnants of one's infantile past. Religion served only to provide 

societ> an unnecessary set of taboos that were largely responsible for creating a collective 

neurosis (Roazen, 1976). According to Roazen (1976), Freud intended to provide a rival 

interpretation of phenomenon to the monopoly long held by religion: the disciplined 

order of a monk would be replaced by the intensive training of a psychoanalyst novitiate; 

religious creeds would be dismissed as the scientific method would now determine 

orthodoxy: and a utopia could be imaged where individuals were no longer suppressed by 

societal tyrannies such as religion (Roazen, 1976). 

Erikson did not share Freud's Utopian perspective of what individuals might be 

like without a sense of their spiritual self (Roazen, 1976). Though acknowledging that 

some religious ways of thought could be neurotic and at times exclusively totalitarian, 

Erikson characterized people with spiritual awareness in a much more positive and 

utilitarian light than Freud (Miller, 1993). Spirituality in an Eriksonian framework 

served the crucial function of providing the ego with a sense of wholeness, a sense of 

things being rebound (Roazen, 1976). The etymology of the word "religion," from the 

Lafin "legare," means "to bind" or "to connect" (Paloutzian, 1996). From a functional 

12 



standpoint, this process of rebinding or reconnecting is essentially equivalent to what this 

study attempts to assess of a person's "sense of spiritual self" Thus, the words "religion," 

"spiritualit>." or "sense of spiritual self," are used rather interchangeably to connote a 

process of psychosocial spiritual development. 

Always careful not to jettison Freud's work, Erikson expanded Freudian 

conceptualizations in several directions. Whereas Freud regarded the ego in a posture of 

defensiveness. Erikson conceived of it serving an organizing, adaptive function and saw 

hs quests for identity as a main theme of life (Josselson, 1987). Thus, religion could 

provide a spiritual ideology or a stmctured role whereby an individual could move 

beyond an identity crises (Miller, 1993; Roazen, 1976). Secondly, parallel to Freudian 

psychosexual stages, Erikson posited psychosocial stages adding the influence of culture 

to biology (Miller, 1993). Thus, vastly important in a person's development of a sense 

of spiritual self are the familial and contextual appraisals of available religious ideologies 

and roles. Thirdly. Erikson developed methods beyond stmctured psychoanalytic 

settings, thereby circumventing Freudian processes of observing the working of the 

abnormal to clarify the nature of normal personality (Miller, 1993). It is in these 

contributions that Erikson has provided a psychoanalytic legacy that opens avenues for 

understanding individuals' sense of their spiritual self: 

Though he did not approach religion or religious studies directly, his work in 
psychoanalysis and psychohistory have had a catalytic effect upon religious 
understanding and imagination, and has made aspects of religious consciousness 
accessible. In its present and fiiture shape, religious studies is something other 
than it would have been had there been no Erik Erikson... (Capps, Capps, and 
Bradford, 1977) 

13 



A key in understanding the importance of a sense of spiritual self in Erikson's 

wTitings is the comprehension of how religion/spirituality remedies or at least enhances 

the ego's attempt to organize and integrate the various dimensions of the self Thus, 

whereas a lack of consensus exists both among researchers and in Erikson's own writings 

about what the construct of identity actually is (Bosma, 1995), there is commonality in 

recognizing the ego's search for continuity, functioning to unify and organize experience 

and adapt to social presses across one's entire life span (Roazen, 1976; Miller, 1993). 

Bosma's (1995) summary definition is that identity refers to a "hypothetical 

configuration of elements which provide an individual with a sense of sameness and 

continuity" (p. 7). Josselson (1987). on the other hand, favored Erikson's depiction of 

identity as a "primarily unconscious process that unites personality and links the 

individual to the social world" (p. 10). A slightly different focus still is offered in 

Marcia's work that renders identity as a "self stmcture emanating from a process of 

exploration and commitmenf (Bosma, 1995, p. 7). Despite slightly different foci, all of 

these conceptualizafions are faithful to Erikson's broad definitions of identity. Bosma's 

focus on continuity, Josselson's depiction of identity as that which unites personality, and 

Marcia's conceptualization of a self-stmcture all contain an understanding of the ego's 

integrative function. Although Erikson specified little about the mechanisms that actually 

produce change in a person's sense of spiritual self, his conceptualization in broad 

bmshstrokes maps out the territory in which to look for these changes and the likely 

outcomes accompanying successful or failed attempts at resolving psychosocial identity 

transitions. 
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Erikson posited a universal and invariant normative pattern of eight psychosocial 

crises that occur across the lifespan (Miller, 1993). These crises or turning points result 

from a predetermined epigenetic maturational groundplan interacting with age specific 

societal demands (Lerner, 1986). Erikson propounded basic human strengths or 

"virtues" that result from the ego's successful adaptation to these crises. In his usage of 

this term, Erikson contended for a definition of virtue interchangeable with what was 

once connoted by "spirif: "the Romans meant by it what made a man [sic] a man, what 

added spirit to men and soulfulness to women" (1964, p. 175). Erikson appeared to be 

suggesting that successful movement through each psychosocial stage is producfive of 

some spiritual quality in a person's character. The virtues, originating from the 

epigenetic ground plan, are inherited strengths implicit in and potentially possessed by 

every individual. Erikson's list of eight virtues parallels his stages, and the virtues are 

named with terms often used to describe aspects of a person's sense of spiritual self: 

hope, will, purpose, competence, fidelity, love, care, and wisdom (Capps, 1983). 

Similarly, the stmctured components of spirituality expressed in various religious forms 

are vitally linked to the psychosocial stages because it is Erikson's conviction that each 

crisis "has a special relation to one of the basic institutionalized endeavors of human 

beings for the simple reason that the human life cycle and human institutions have 

evolved together" (Erikson, 1968, p. 105). Again positing the first stage, tmst versus 

mistmst, as an example, Erikson's first psychosocial crisis becomes the capacity for faith 

- "a vital need of one's spiritual self for which man [sic] must find some institutional 
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confirmation" (Erikson. 1968, p. 106). Indeed, Erikson regarded religion as functioning 

in strategic ways toward identity formation: 

1. Religion can provide a system of thought or ideology from which one may 

compose a comprehensive worid image. In a person's "search for something and 

somebody to be true to" (Erikson, 1968), an individual may find an object of allegiance 

that ma> remedy or exacerbate an identity problem. 

2. Religious institutions may serve as societal safeguards (or on occasion the 

nemesis) of the funded trust provided by a primary caregiver that either reinforces or 

compensates for a child's historical memory or mythical imagination (Erikson, 1963). 

3. Religion may invoke severe sanctions against self-destructive or disapproved 

behaviors, giving tangible form to a sense of evil and aiding in the prevention of negative 

identity formation (Roazen, 1976). 

It is clear from these examples that religion/spirituality in an Eriksonian 

framework can be recognized as a psychosocial constmct that admits to a highly variable 

nature. At the intersection between the epigenetic unfolding of a person's quest for ego 

identity development and the stmctural aspects and symbolic communications afforded 

by social institufions are the specific roles and self constmcts whereby an individual 

understands and plays out the drama of their existence. 

Beyond Erikson, a number of human scientists have emphasized in their research 

how adults develop, nourish, neglect, or dispose of different dimensions of their "sense of 

self (Bosma, 1995; Waterman, 1993; Josselson, 1987; Adams & Marshall, 1996; 

Kroger, 1996). Although this body of literature rarely addresses issues regarding one's 
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sense of spiritual self, it does provide insight into the functioning of the self in 

constructing meaning and the processes involved in identity development. Thus, in 

summarizing many of these diversified perspectives, Adams and Marshall (1996) 

provided several working propositions that serve as foundation stones for understanding 

and approaching psychosocial adult identity development. 

1. The process of human development and socialization is based upon the 

dialectic between agency and communion, self verses other. Thus, an 

individual constructs a sense of self in a relafional context that is a response 

both to the need for individuation and uniqueness, but also the need for 

belonging and "mattering" to significant others. 

2. The interplay of these opposing needs creates a dynamic in which 

differentiation of various dimensions of the self may be brought to discovery 

and realization. 

3. Identity then is a psychosocial constmct reflecting societal influences and 

active self-constmction in which attention is selectively directed, information 

is screened and processed, impressions are managed, and apropos behavior is 

chosen. 

4. Identity then may be said to serve particular functional purposes: 

a. It provides cognitive structuring for self-understanding 

b. Through the choice of ideologies, roles, commitments, and/or values, 

identity becomes the location of meaning making 

c. It provides for a sense of personal control, autonomy, or free will 
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d. It plays an integrating function, moving dichotomous places of the self 

toward harmony or coherence 

e. Identity enables the recognition of potential through a sense of future, 

possibilifies, and alternative choices. 

5. Identity as a psychosocial construct recognizes that one's "sense of self " may 

be assigned or selected. 

Using this summarization as a basis, two further developments are necessary to 

trace in order to arrive at a conceptualization for exploring psychosocial spiritual identity 

development. The first is to show how Mead's symbolic interactionism elaborates on 

how a person constructs a sense of spiritual identity. The other is to review how this 

conceptualization, coupled with Erikson s original theoretical assumptions, urges a 

methodology that expands what has been predominant in identity research. 

Mead and Social Behaviorism 

In Mind, Self, and Society, George Herbert Mead (1934) theorized that the mind 

and the self are social emergents and that language as a vocal gesture provides the 

mechanism whereby these develop and by which meaning is made. Mead's (1934) social 

behaviorism posited that one's social group determines the experience and conduct of the 

individual. 

In any social act, there are numerous stimulus-response sequences. In certain 

phases of the act, gestures are used which bring about an adjustment of response in the 

other organism. These gestures become language when they point to the idea behind the 
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gesture and arouse in the individual making them the same response they arouse in 

others. In this fashion, social behaviorism provides a means of understanding how ritual, 

religious symbolism, and social dialogue on spiritual issues allow for the development of 

a sense of spiritual self 

To clarify this further and tie it back into Erikson's original conceptualization, it is 

instructive to consider James Fowler's (1996) use of Daniel Stem's research in Fowler's 

recent work in faith development theory. Like Erikson's epigenetic groundplan. Stem 

provides evidence for an innate pre-potentiation each person carries for self-constmction. 

Equipped with this readiness, an activating environment provides for mutual stimulation 

and active responsiveness in identity formation. Thus, when a child first experiences the 

self in relation to others. Mead's conception of adjustment to another's response begins to 

occur. For Stem, the beginnings of ritualization can be discerned as the infant begins 

converting regular social interactions into generealized patterns of familiarity and 

expectation. These "Representations of Interactions that have been Generalized" (RIGS) 

provide the avenue whereby an infant leams to participate in interactions (such as in the 

game peekaboo) in much the same way that adults participate in socializing social 

contexts that intemalize objective religious meanings. Further, Stem finds that these 

RIGS become evolving, dynamic working models of others that result in the formation of 

"evoked companions." In other words, generalized interactional rituals allow a child to 

feel the reassuring presence of the other, even when alone, by evoking the presence of the 

other. It is not a difficult connection to see that in Erikson's emphasis on tmst that is bom 

in nursing or feeding, by which prolonged periods of mirrored affection is leamed and 
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later evoked during times of anxiety, there may well lie the origins of the sense of a 

divine, transcendent, reassuring reality that is later given definition by one's particular 

social context. 

Stem also provides helpful clarification to Mead's conceptualization of gestures as 

the mechanism whereby meanings are transferred from social contexts to the individual. 

The subjective self is seen as emerging via the deliberate sharing of psychic space, 

intersubjectivity, or the birthing of soul that occurs between infant and caregiver. 

Whenever an infant follows the imaginary line extending from a pointing figure of the 

mother, when they turn to look in the same direction that a parent looks, or when they 

look toward a parent to reference whether or not they may proceed or are indeed hurt; a 

triangulation occurs between caregiver, infant and some shared meaning, intent, or affect. 

When there is accurate "affect attunement," a mutuality of meaning occurs and by way of 

intersubjectivity a child begins to attend to, intemalize, and become attuned with 

symbolic gestures, fantasies, and other shared realities. 

Stem is largely focused on the preverbal period of childhood. However, these 

understandings reveal remarkable congruence with Mead's understanding of how the self 

develops when equipped with greater cognitive capacities. Mead (1934) posited that 

when the self becomes capable of reflecfing on the self as an object, it is then that 

genuine self-consciousness is gained. Thinking, or consciousness of self thus arises as 

one takes the role of another, looking back on the self, and thereby regulating their own 

conduct. Utilizing gestures, a person may then carry on a conversation with herself or 

himself Language becomes such a powerful tool at this juncture because it allows for 
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the objectivation of vast accumulations of subjective meanings to be present even without 

the original actors (Berger & Luckmann. 1966). Furthermore, with language, finite 

provinces of meaning can allow religious experiences and convictions to transcend the 

enclave in which they were originated and be institutionalized or readily transmissible to 

others. Roles appear when people who share a common stock of knowledge engage in 

social interaction that becomes habituated and typified. Then the roles themselves begin 

mediating between "the macroscopic universes of meaning objecfivated in a society and 

the ways by which these universes are subjecfively real to individuals" (Berger & 

Luckmann, 1966, p.79). 

With consciousness gained and the taking of another's role made possible. Mead 

(1934) regarded as important the ability to forecast the outcomes of one's behavior. For 

example, in the game of chess, an individual takes the role of another and in anticipation 

of the others response, chooses their own act. When the response of the other person is 

called out and becomes a stimulus to control one's own action, then the meaning of the 

other person's act becomes one's own experience. In a broader context, with more 

players such as a game, an individual must carry within themselves the attitude of 

everyone else in order to carry out their owai play. On a societal level. Mead (1934) 

called this organized attitude the "generalized other" (p. 154). It is that atthude of the 

community which both helps to constitute and to provide social control over the 

development of the self. 

It is by these processes that Mead (1934) attempted an explanation of the 

neophyte in religious conversion. When a person has rather suddenly a sense of intimate 
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belonging with an indefinite number of individuals within the same religious group, an 

enlarged sense of personality is gained, and a conversion occurs. To revisit what was 

stated earlier, whenever the process of a whole community forms an identical response 

toward an individual (as in religious or political movements), it is then that institutions 

form. 

It is important to point out, however, that Mead (1934) did believe the individual 

can select, as well as shape, the social environment. One may reject, partially select, or 

fulh accept the embodiment of the generalized other presented in a particular social 

context. Furthermore, a self may get a voice that is more than the voice of the 

community, but only by "speaking with the voice of reason to himself [sic]" (p. 167). 

Thus, religious leaders are those with the capacity to develop new communities because 

they cause such dramatic change in shaping the social attitudes. Erikson's interest in the 

psychohistories of great religious leaders largely stemmed from this dynamic, as he saw 

them lifting their "individual patienthood to the level of a universal one," solving for all 

what they stmggled to solve within themselves alone (Erikson, 1958, p.67). 

It is important in this particular study to note that, according to Mead (1934), 

language presupposes: (a) the prior existence of society, and (b) certain physiological 

capacities in the individual organism. This foundational assumption revisits those of 

Erikson in positing development as a product of the interaction between an epigenetic 

unfolding groundplan and the contextual environment. In the calling out of some 

responses in self and others, a common context is forged necessary for communities of 

meaning. In discovering what is typical, universals can be found in the attitudes which 
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gi\e import to the structures of what is being dealt with. Some responses become rather 

standardized, answering to the meanings of things; whereas others may vary widely 

dependent on the individual. Within each individual, as he or she delays response in 

order to consider probable outcomes, a process of constructive selectivity occurs. Thus, 

an organized attitude may result in which humans participate via rites, role taking, and 

certain functional duties with the socializing effect of teaching people how they are 

supposed to act (Mead, 1934). 

Mead described this as a perpetual dialogue between the "me" and the "1." The 

"me" represents the organized set of attitudes of others which are assumed by the self 

These attitudes become the conventional, habitual dimensions of the individual and by 

their universality allow for participation in the community. The "I" represents the 

selecting, spontaneous response to the "me." In a Freudian/ Eriksonian perspective, it is 

the social "me" which serves as censor to the "I" (Mead, 1934). However, the self 

recognizes itself either: (a) in determining superiority to others (religiously or politically 

this may take the form of one sect or party claiming superiority over another); or (b) by 

fulfilling a functional role in society. To express this dynamic concisely. Mead purported 

that the content of the self is individual, but the stmcture of the self is social. 

Exemplifying both influences on a societal level, Mead suggested that democracy is the 

belief that an individual can develop as individuated within the possibilifies of his or her 

inheritance, while still being able to enter into the attitudes of those whom he or she 

affects. 

Religion, for Mead (1934). is an organized attitude that finds hs most admirable 
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form not in the occurrences of a clearly marked theology by which definite dealings with 

the deity occur; but in carrying that extension of the social attitude of everyone belonging 

to the same group to the universe at large. Similarly, Berger and Luckmann (1966) point 

out that identity is ultimately legitimated by placing it within the context of a symbolic 

universe. The legitimation comes via providing explanations and justifications that are 

objectivel)' plausible and subjectively meaningful, thus the significance of religious 

communities. The religious attitude for Mead means identifying deeply with the 

immediate inner attitudes of another individual so as to assist and aid the salvafion of that 

person. The end result is a society built on something like perfect neighborliness (Mead, 

1934). Again, the similarity to Eriksonian nofions of individual spirituality and societal 

stmctures of religion are significant. Connecting the social insfitution of religion to the 

foundational stage of basic trust versus mistrust, Erikson (1963) wrote that: 

tmst bom of care is, in fact, the touchstone of the actuality of a given 
religion. All religions have in common the periodical childlike surrender 
to a Provider or providers who dispense earthly fortune as well as spiritual 
health; some demonstration of man's [sic] smallness by way of reduced 
posture and humble gesture; the admission in prayer and song of 
misdeeds, of misthoughts, and of evil intentions; fervent appeal for inner 
unification by divine guidance; and finally, the insight that individual tmst 
must become a common faith, individual mistmst commonly formulated 
evil, while the individual's restoration must become part of the ritual 
practice of many, and must become a sign of tmstworthiness in the 
community, (p. 250) 

Mead's social behaviorism was absorbed into the school of symbolic 

interactionism (Burr, Leigh, Day, & Constanfine, 1979). Interactionists focus attention 

on the roles that serve as the locale in which an individual interacts with the symbolic 

images from the culture. As actor and reactor, an individual gives definition to their 
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sense of self according to internal value judgments (Burr et al.. 1979). Thus, the self in 

symbolic interactionist theories consists of several different parts and is best conceived as 

an ongoing process rather than as a static object (Burr et. al., 1979). 

This variable nature of identity construction proposed by Mead and the symbolic 

interactionists is easily assimilated into the Eriksonian conceptualization that cumulative 

experience and reflection between an individual and society yield differential ratios of 

core ego values. One's sense of spiritual idenfity can be regarded as a self-constmct in 

which the ego attempts to interact with, and make meaning of society's presentation of 

"religious/spiritual" gestures as explanations to ultimate questions. Thus, spirituality 

identity is defined in this project as a role in which an individual constructs a sense of 

self addressing ultimate questions about the nature of life, its purpose and meaning, and 

resulting in behaviors which are consonant or dissonant with the individual's core 

values. 

Thus, the underpinnings of symbolic interactionism as found in Mead, coupled 

with the presuppositions of Erikson's theory, beg for a methodology that is sensitive to 

process, respective of the intemal voices of individuals, and which reports on the multi-

dimensionality of selfhood. These topics and the inadequacies of the predominant 

operationalizations of identity to account for them, are addressed more extensively in the 

following secfion. 

The Identity Status Approach 

There is little debate that it is primarily Eriksonian conceptualizations that have 
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largeh defined the parameters for identity research. However, significant controversies 

suiTOLind the operationalization of Eriksonian constructs. The most popular and widely 

used is the identit) status research formulated by James Marcia (1993). 

Marcia's (1993) theorefical model focuses on four identity statuses resulting from 

differential responses to exploration and commitment during the identity crisis. 

"Foreclosed" identities characterize individuals who have a high degree of commitment 

within particular options (vocational or familial roles or ideational orientadons), without 

having attended to a high degree of exploration. "Diffuse" personalifies have neither a 

high degree of commitment nor a high degree of exploration. Individuals who are in a 

high degree of exploration but who have not yet a high degree of commitment are 

regarded as in a state of "moratorium." "Achieved" personalities are those who witness 

to having followed a high degree of exploration toward making informed and self-

directed identity commitments. 

Cote and Levine (1987, 1988a, 1988b) crificized Marcia's status approach and 

other research oriented toward outcomes on several fronts: (a) identity is relegated 

primarily to an adolescent issue instead of being regarded as a main issue of life; (b) 

Marcia's statuses seem to represent psychological or personality traits more than social 

processes; (c) the status approach applies a general labeling of one's identity, 

oversimplifying the muhiple levels a "self entails; (d) Marcia's approach creates a stafic 

view of identity suggesfing that "the die is cast." These crificisms beg for a methodology 

in studying adult development that respects Eriksonian notions of relatively stable 

identity crisis resolutions that admit to the dynamics of continuing developments. 
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Josselson (1987). lor example, utilized the status labels as a way of identifying a person's 

gateway into adulthood, but finds them hopelessly committed to perceiving personality in 

an obsolete unitary conceptualization. Thus, she adds to the status prescriptions a 

content analysis of interviews that allows a much greater exploration of the processes 

involved in identity formation. 

Sorell, Montgomery, and Busch-Rossnagel (1991) utilized a methodology derived 

from Whitbome (1986) for assessing adult identity development that broadens even 

further the operationalization of Eriksonian conceptualizafions of identity development. 

They too utilize an interview schedule, but focus on the dimensions of salience and 

flexibility as conceptually independent dimensions, rather than on commitment and 

exploration. Salience indicates the degree of importance a respondent places on a 

particular role as measured by motivation, affect, self-evaluation, and behavior. 

Flexibility refers to the amount of energy spent assessing one's affective and behavioral 

investment in a role and the likelihood of change occurring in that role. This design asks 

the respondent to self-identify the familial, relational and work roles that they regard as 

most salient. Other aspects of identity development are measured with standardized 

instrumentation, but a lengthy interview allows the respondent ample opportunity to 

discuss their feelings, valuation, and transitions accompanying each particular role. 

This methodology is advantageous over a status approach for several reasons: (a) 

it grants greater agency to the respondent to comment on the commitment and crises of 

identity formation without imposing a predetermined label or assuming that a cohesive 

framework exists; (b) it allows for various dimensions of a sense of self to be 
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simultaneously explored (i.e., a sense of spiritual self can be explored both independently 

and in relation to the formation of other aspects of identity): (c) it emphasizes variability 

and change more than suggesting a static categorization of a respondent; (d) it creates a 

broader examination of the processes and interactions occurring in the way individuals 

construct a sense of their spiritual self 

The complexity of Erikson's identity construct, the lack of coherence regarding 

adult identity conceptualizations, and the largely unexplored domain of a sense of 

spiritual self also suggest the profitability of regarding the analysis in this study as 

somewhat exploratory in nature. By doing so the researcher is allowed to emich 

theoretical understanding by an inductive process, reasoning from the data to illuminate 

theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). As no human scientist is free of assumptions in 

approaching the data, the exploratory component in this study does not purport to be 

objective and free of predetermined suppositions (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Indeed, the 

questions in the interview schedule and the questions asked in approaching the data are 

intentionally influenced by theoretical positions and the subjective interests of the 

researcher. On the one hand, this represents an attempt to navigate forward into largely 

unexplored areas. On the other hand, it reaches back to approaching the data of people's 

lives with a methodology consistent with that of Erikson himself 
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CHAPTER 111 

METHODS 

The literature review of the previous chapter identifies the exploration of a 

person's sense of spiritual self firmly within an Eriksonian tradition. As this tradition 

recognizes that identity formation is a psychosocial process forged in the interaction 

between an unfolding epigenetic ground plan and societal expectations that become 

communicated through anticipated roles, a particular research design is warranted. As 

previously established, the exploration of a sense of spiritual identity and the theoretical 

presupposifions underlying it call for methodologies that allow a good deal of latitude to 

the respondent. This chapter details the specifics of how multiple methods were utilized 

to explore a person's sense of their spiritual self. 

Design 

The primary method originally conceptualized for this study follows a semi-

stmctured interview format developed by Sorell, Montgomery, and Busch-Rossnagel 

(1997) called the Role-Related Identity Interview (RRII) adapted from a protocol 

developed by Whitboume (1986) (see Appendix C). Quesfions aimed at determining a 

person's sense of spiritual self were added to the RRII to facilitate an elaborated 

expression of the way a respondent constmcts a sense of her or his spiritual identity (see 

Appendix C2). These questions were pilot tested and then revised, ensuring that they 

were comprehensible to the respondents and that they gleaned the kind of information 
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being sought in assessing one's sense of spiritual self The entire RRII was conducted 

with each subject both to contribute to a larger database of adult identity interviews, and 

to properly understand spiritual identity in relation to the whole of a person's constmcted 

sense of self 

Sample 

The sample for this study consisted of thirty adults drawn as a convenience 

sample. Although a convenience sample has certain limitations regarding 

generalizability and representativeness, it is consistent with the current sampling 

techniques utilized in adult identity research (Josselson, 1987; Levinson, 1978; Levinson 

& Levinson, 1996). Furthermore, as this study is decidedly exploratory in its focus, as 

opposed to testing a hypothesis in a domain where dimensions have previously been 

established, a select sample seemed essential. Respondents were generally selected who 

were known for their devout participation in or practice of spirituality and who could be 

articulate about its significance and influence in their life. Thus, the results are not 

reflective of those who would likely report either a null or a negative appropriation of 

their sense of spiritual self 

Fifteen of the original respondents were male, and fifteen were female. One set of 

tapes from a male respondent was lost in transport from the interviewer to the transcriber, 

so the data set utilized consisted of fourteen males and fifteen females. Ages of the 

respondents ranged from 22 to 72 with the majority of the respondents in their young and 

middle aduh years (see Table #1 Demographics of the Sample). The ethnicity of the 
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respondents in the sample was largely White, but included four Black respondents (an 

African, two African Americans, and an Indian) and one Hispanic. A majority of the 

respondents identified themselves as Protestant, although included in the sample were 

three Muslims, a Jew, a Greek Orthodox priest, two Catholics, and six who listed "other" 

on the demographic survey as their religion. Almost all of the respondents had at least an 

undergraduate college degree and many were intending or already employed in a 

vocation associated with their spiritual convictions. Fifteen of the respondents were 

married, ten were single, one engaged, two divorced, and two remarried. None of the 

respondents in the sample were married to each other. Ten of the respondents who were 

married had children, both of the remarried respondents had children, but none of the 

other respondents listed children. Income levels varied considerably as a result of a 

number of respondents having reduced income due to their being in school or in retired 

status. However, it would seem accurate to report that the respondents on the whole were 

either currently occupying or are preparing to occupy what would constitute middle to 

upper income salary positions. 
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Table 1 - Description of the Sample 

Pseudonym 

Ahhcv 
Allen 
Apollo 

A slier 

Becky 

Bob 
Charlotte 
Clay 

Daisy 
Danielle 

Dawn 
Diana 
Erin 
Eve 
Hope 
Ira 

Jordan 
Luke 
Maggie 
Miriam 
Naomi 
Palmer 
Peter 
Polly 
Sally 
Tom 
Vaughn 
Wesley 
William 

Age 

TT 

41 
51 

70+ 

45 

37 
26 
50 

26 
39 

70 
38 
49 
36 
42 
45 

27 
43 
42 
62 

28 
72 
38 
46 

31 
52 
48 
26 
61 

Ethnicity 

White 
White 
Black -
African 
American 
Black -
Indian 
White 

White 
White 
Black -
African 
American 
White 
Black -
African 
White 
White 
Hispanic 
White 
White 
White 

White 
White 
White 
White 
White 
White 
White 
White 
White 
White 
White 
White 
White 

Religion 

Protestant 

Protestant 

Muslim 

*Other-"Buddhist 
practice" 
Protestant 
Protestant 
*Other-"Muslim" 

Protestant 
Protestant 

Protestant 
Protestant 
Catholic 
*Other-"Pagan" 
Protestant 
*Other-
"Orthodox" 
Catholic 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Protestant 

*Other-"Muslim" 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Protestant 
Jewish 

Marital 
status 

Single 
Single 
Married 

Married 

Remarried 

Single 
Single 
Remarrried 

Single 
Married 

Married 
Married 
Single 
Single 
Married 
Married 

Single 
Married 
Divorced 
Married 
Married 
Married 
Married 
Divorced 
Single 
Single 
Married 
Single 
Married 

#of 
Children 
0 
0 
2 

2 

3 

0 
0 
4 

0 
0 

2 
2 
0 
0 
2 
3 

0 
2 
0 
3 
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 

* Other denotes a category 
follows in quotation marks 

respondents could check on the demographic survey. The description that 
represents the designation a respondent gave to themselves in the interview. 
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Procedures Relating to Data Collection 

Initial contact was established with respondents via a phone call or personal visit. 

The Role Related Identity Interview was described as a human sciences study that asked 

people to reflect on the various roles in which they participated as well as issues such as 

intimacy, spirituality, age, women's movement, etc. It was also explained that although 

the data being collected fit into a larger project on adult identity, the particular section of 

interest for this study was focused on how people constructed and understood their sense 

of spiritual self During the initial contact, it was explained to each candidate that they 

would be asked to complete a number of surveys on paper requiring about an hour and a 

half of their time; then a follow-up taped interview would be conducted relative to the 

various roles they had identified. 

Once approval was established, the research team member who would be 

conducting the interview made a phone call to arrange both a time in which to drop off 

the packet of surveys and a time to conduct the interview. Included in the packet was a 

cover sheet detailing the enclosures; a statement of Informed Consent, required and 

approved by the sponsoring institution after Human Subjects Review of the Women's 

Identity Development Project (see Appendix A), and a page of instmctions for 

completing the forms. The cover sheet also ensured complete confidentiality, explaining 

that a number would be assigned to the completed materials by which to refer to each 

respondent and that only the project staff would have access to the collected data. The 

respondents were asked to return the questionnaires, once completed, at the time of the 

interview. Generally, the time between completing the forms and the time of the 
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interview was no more than two weeks. Because the questionnaires were not analyzed 

for this study, copies have not been attached to this document. The questionnaires are 

available from the researcher. 

The interviews were conducted at the respondent's home, in a conference room 

on the Texas Tech Campus, in one of the interviewers' offices, on rare occasions via the 

phone with a recording device, or at another location convenient for the reswpondent. 

The interviews were recorded using two headsets, freeing the interviewer to listen 

attentively and allowing for subsequent, verbatim transcription of the dialogue for the 

rating purpose. 

Measures 

The Respondent Data Sheet 

The Respondent Data Sheet was used to obtain basic demographic information 

such as age, ethnicity, religion, education, income, employment status, and number of 

children (see Appendix B). It contained a list of various roles that the respondent was 

asked to check if the particular named role was one that they currently occupied. This 

information then became the basis for the inquiries associated with the role-related 

interview. 

Role-Related Identity Interview (RRII) 

The RRII consists of a blank pie diagram each respondent was asked to divide 

into sectors representing the most important areas in his or her life. The information from 

the pie diagram, in conjunction with the role checklist, gave direction to the interviewer 
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in knowing which questions of the RRII were applicable to each respondent. A set of 

content free questions was available to ask about sectors on the pie diagram that were not 

labeled according to any role preconceived by the RRII. 

The RRII was originally designed exclusively for interviewing women. Thus the 

roles and gender assumed in each question were transposed for the purposes of 

interviewing men, i.e. questions for the wife role became the questions used for the 

husband role; questions regarding the salience and flexibility of the homemaker role were 

transposed in order to ask a male about the meaning of the breadwinner role. Typically, 

the interview would ask questions associated with role salience and flexibility according 

to the following pattem: a respondent's four most significant family roles (see Appendix 

CI), the homemaker or breadwinner role, and the work role. Saliency questions pertain 

to the degree of importance a respondent associates with a particular role involvement: 

intensity and quality of motivation, intensity and quality of affect, degree and quality of 

impact of role involvement on sense of self, expectations of others in regard to role 

involvement, and time commitment to role involvement. Questions of role flexibility 

then followed. These questions focused on past and present consideration of altematives 

to role involvement, potential barriers to consideration of altematives, and degree and 

type of behavioral changes implemented. At the completion of the role related questions 

the interviewer would then refer to the role checklist and ask the respondents the 

following question: "If you had to give up one of these roles, which one would you give 

up first? second? third?" This process was continued until the list was exhausted or until 

the respondent resisted considering the loss of any additional roles. 
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Following the conceptualization in this study of one's sense of spiritual self as a 

role, questions pertaining to this area were then asked of each respondent. This set of 

questions was not originally a part of the RRII and had to be derived by the principal 

investigator of the study from themes emerging from a literature review on spirituality 

and identity (see Appendix C2). After the first few interviews were conducted, two 

identity researchers reviewed the responses to determine: (a) if the questions made sense 

to the respondents, and (b) if the questions allowed the respondents to address dimensions 

of salience and flexibility related to their sense of spiritual self 

Following the questions of spirituality, the interview then proceeded through the 

original pattem of the RRII by asking questions pertaining to age, gender, and intimacy. 

Utilizing the RRII, a respondent's sense of identity as a holisfic structure could then be 

derived from the individual and social attributes appropriated from the self-in-context 

(Sorell, Montgomery, & Busch-Rossnagel, 1997). 

Rating the Interviews 

Ratings for the interviews were determined by a team of two experienced raters: 

the author of this dissertation and one other principal investigator in this study. Both 

investigators were initially trained in this methodology via their participation in the Adult 

Identity Development Project (AIDP). Training utilized a manual (Sorell, Montgomery, 

& Busch-Rossnagel, 1997) that: (a) introduced the study; (b) defined the key terms used 

in the assessment; and (c) offered general instmctions, specific procedures, and decision 

mles for rating. The raters worked with those well acquainted with this methodology. 
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rating interviews for the AIDP. Supervision was given until there was satisfactory 

demonstration of a consistent working knowledge of the rating procedures. 

In rating any particular interview, each rater read or listened to the interview 

transcript at least twice with time between readings to become familiar with the tone and 

overall context of the various roles assessed. Each rater, after completing the ratings 

independently and assigning a numerical value to each dimension as specified in the 

rating scheme, then met with his or her partner to assess the ratings. Where there was 

agreement between raters, the numerical values were entered on the rating sheet. Where 

there was disagreement, the separate ratings were first recorded, then the team argued to 

clarify and justify their ratings, negotiating a common rating which was also recorded as 

a negotiated rating on the rating sheet. This method provided a means of establishing 

inter-rater reliability. In the case of continuing disagreement or uncertainty as to the 

proper rating to be assigned, raters appealed the rating to the project director who 

clarified justification for a particular rating. 

Rating Scheme 

Each domain of the RRII is conceptually independent, following the assumption 

that each social role that a respondent participates in contributes something that is vitally 

linked to, but yet independent of, other roles. This allows for the domain of a sense of 

spiritual self to be rated separately from the other domains of the RRII, and for various 

aspects within that domain to be rated independently as well. Thus, a respondent may be 

strongly or weakly identified in various aspects of their sense of spiritual self Unique to 
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the methodology offered by Sorell, Montgomery, and Busch-Rossnagel, (1997) is the 

allowance for an assessment of any particular aspect of a role or a role itself to be 

determined by considering a cluster of ratings located in multidimensional space, rather 

than as a single point along a scale. 

Following the procedures utilized in the RRII. each respondent's responses to the 

spiritual identit\ questions were rated for aspects of salience and flexibility. Salience is 

defined as the manner in which involvement in a social role contributes to individual 

sense of role-related identity (Sorell, Montgomery, & Bush-Rossnagel, 1997). The 

salience dimension incorporates the motivational, affective, self-evaluative, and 

behavioral (time commitment) aspects of social role involvement. Each of these aspects 

was rated for degree of intensity; a high score indicating deep personal commitment with 

high levels of emotional and psychological experience derived from involvement in the 

role. Further, if the role provided an important source of self-esteem and/or was given 

priority in the allocation of one's time, a high score was assigned. Conversely, a low 

score was assigned when the role was seen by the respondent as relatively unimportant 

psychologically, as making insignificant contribution to self-evaluations, and was given 

low behavioral investment. 

Flexibility refers to the extent to which an individual evaluates feelings and 

considers behavioral change in role involvement as it reflects the degree of openness to 

altemative ways of constructing roles and incorporating them into a sense of role-related 

identity (Sorell, Montgomery, & Bush-Rossnagel, 1997). 
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Components of role flexibility include reflectiveness and behavioral change. 

High flexibility involves the acknowledgment of past and present/future questions and 

doubts about involvement in the role and consideration of behavioral altematives and/or 

changes in role construction. Low flexibility is associated with an unquestioning 

acceptance of role involvement, no identification of behavioral change, and no 

expectation for significant change in the future. 

As role-related spiritual identity was not originally a part of the design of the 

RRII. the primary investigator of this study considered whether the rating scheme of the 

RRII could also be used to rate and code spiritual identity as a role. After carefully 

reviewing the rating scheme with a knowledgable colleague, I concluded the RRII rating 

scheme as a whole was suitable for assessing the role of spiritual identity, and therefore, 

it was adopted. In the few instances where this was not the case, e.g. motivation quality, 

affect quality, and self-evaluation quality, new properties within a given category were 

established and defined, based on the content of responses given in the interviews. The 

descriptions for these new properties are detailed in the specific listing of components of 

salience and flexibility that flow out of the Sorell, Montgomery, and Busch-Rossnagel 

(1997) approach. First, the components of salience are systematically listed. 

• Motivation - Motivation is first assessed ordinally based on the degree of importance 

assigned to this aspect of the role (1-no importance; 2-low level of importance; 3-

moderate level of importance; 4-high level of importance). Mofivation is also 

assessed on the reasons associated with involvement in the role of spirituality (1-

extrinsic. obligatory, authority bound; 2- mutuality, relationship, connectedness. 
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oneness; 3 - philosophical, ethical, intellectual; 4- psychological benefit, intrinsic), ft 

is important to note that the ratings on motivational quality should not be regarded as 

constituting a continuum but simply as categorical designations to distinguish one 

pattem from another. 

Affect - Affect is assessed based ordinally on the intensity (1-no affect associated 

with this aspect of spiritual identity; 2-low level of affect; 3-moderate level of affect; 

4-high level of affect). Affect also is assessed categorically for quality (1-negative 

feelings are uniformly mentioned with no positive feelings mentioned; 2-mixed, 

predominantly negative feelings mentioned; 3 mixed, predominantly positive feelings 

mentioned; 4-positive feelings are uniformly mentioned with no negative feelings 

mentioned; 5-paradoxical feelings) associated with involvement in a particular aspect 

of spiritual identity. Category 5 of paradoxical feeling was added to the RRII 

following the principal investigator's coclusion that apparently opposite attributions 

of one's sense of spiritual self could be felt simultaneously, i.e. a practice of 

spirituality may validate a sense of self that one is becoming while simultaneously 

exposing unpleasant character defects. 

Self-Evaluation - Self-evaluafion is assessed ordinally based on intensity (1-no effect 

on self-perception, self-evaluation, and sense of self-worth; 2-low level of effect; 3-

moderate level of effect; 4-high level of effect). Self-evaluation also is assessed 

categorically for qualhy (1-negative or adverse effect; sense of spiritual self 

engenders guilt, shame, inferiority, a lack of fulfillment or accomplishment; 2-mixed, 

predominantly negative effect; aspect has an ambivalent or equivocal impact as a 
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source of conflicting views of the self but negative tone predominates; 3-mixed, 

predominantly positive effect; ambivalent impact but positive tone predominates; 4-

positive effect; aspect has a beneficial impact providing a sense of importance, 

competence, fulfillment, satisfaction, etc; 5-paradoxical effect) of the effect that role 

involvement has on self-concept and self-esteem. Again, the rating of self-evaluation 

using a score of 5 indicates that a paradoxical effect was added to the RRII rating 

scheme, based on a review and evaluation of interview responses. 

• Time Commitment - Time commitment is assessed based upon the allocation of time 

and behavioral investment a respondent makes to this aspect of role-related spiritual 

identity (1-little or no investment; 2-minor investment; this aspect is given attention 

but hardly seems to be a defining aspect of one's sense of spiritual self; 3-balanced 

investment; this aspect is invested in but is seen as equally important with other 

aspects in defining a respondent's sense of spiritual self; 4-major investment; this 

aspect of one's spiritual identity organizes behavior and other aspects are set aside for 

the pursuit of this central investment). 

Following is a listing of the components of flexibility. 

• Flexibility - Flexibility as reflectiveness is assessed as the willingness to "step back" 

from involvement in a particular role in order to become aware of changes in feelings 

about involvement in that particular role. Reflectiveness ratings are assessed both for 

past flexibility and for present/future flexibility (1-no doubts or questions, no 

altematives considered, minimal reflection, no changes in feelings; 2-normative or 

expected doubts or questions; 3-prominent or problematic doubts or questions; 4-
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serious doubts and questions to the level of psychological crisis and an elaborated 

plan for change). 

• Flexibility is also assessed relative to the extent to which changes in behavior have in 

fact been implemented (1 -no change; 2-normative change associated with expected 

changes across the life course; 3-off-time or non-normative change often induced by 

an extemal event; 4-self-initiated change recognized as important and significant). 

Exploratory Analysis 

The conceptualization and design for assessing a person's sense of spiritual 

identity as detailed in this study encourages the use of multiple methods. Therefore, in 

addition to rating the interviews according to the pre-established rating schemes, spiritual 

identity was also explored utilizing the techniques of grounded theory. Grounded theory, 

simply stated, is theory that emerges from the data via systematic inquiry (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1998). Grounded theory attempts to understand the nature of a phenomena by 

identifying concepts and themes that are "given voice" by the respondents themselves 

(Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 43). Because spiritual identity was conceptualized in this 

study through the theoretical convictions of Erikson and Mead as "selves in context," it 

seemed imperative that the entire manuscript of the identity interview be utilized to 

understand a respondent's sense of spiritual self 

Following the "open-coding" method articulated by Strauss and Corbin (1991), 

key concepts of a sense of spiritual identity were identified and organized according to 

the properties and dimensions discovered when listening and analyzing the interviews. 
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Of primary importance in this process was maintaining objectivity while remaining 

sensiti\e to hear what the respondents were saying. The following guidelines, suggested 

by Strauss and Corbin (1998). were respected in an effort to push the researcher and his 

collaborators beyond their own biases and presuppositions: 

1. Make comparisons between the various interviews collected, as well as the 

existing literature related to the topic, in order to identify similarities and 

differences that reveal dimensions and the descriptions of those 

dimensions. 

2. Obtain multiple viewpoints when interpreting the interviews and engage in 

a process of dialogue toward consensus. 

3. Maintain a posture of intentional objectivity by periodically stepping back 

and reevaluating if what is being theorized really fits the data. 

4. Operate with an attitude of skepticism - i.e. regard theoretical 

explanations as provisional; especially when seeking validation from 

subsequent interviews. 

5. Follow carefully the research procedures. 

Procedures for the Exploratory Analysis 

Practicing the disciplines recommended above, the principal investigator and his 

collaborators for this study adopted the following procedures for exploratory analysis. 

First, we were keenly aware that no researcher ever approaches data from a stance of 

complete objectivity, and that to assume that one can blinds one to their own hidden 
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assumptions. Objectivity can be approached, however, by becoming aware of one's own 

assumptions and predispositions concerning the data. Thus, before analyzing the 

interviews, we made a list of probable presuppositions and expectations that we believed 

we held in approaching the data. These included assumptions formed from our prior 

educational experiences, the methodology employed to conceptualize spiritual identity, 

and our own sense of spiritual self Additions were made to this mental list whenever the 

investigator and his collaborators were jolted out of their prior modes of thinking while 

interacting and being shaped by the data. 

Guiding questions formed a hermeneutic by which an independent researcher 

could then comb through the thematic data in the interviews, adding other questions that 

emerged via the process of analysis. Original questions included: "What is happening 

within this respondent in reference to the formation of a sense of spiritual self?";" What 

processes and/or dynamics are influencing the spiritual identity formation and subsequent 

thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of the respondent?"; "How is the sense of spiritual 

identity related to other components of the respondent's identity?"; "How are these 

processes and/or dynamics similar or dissimilar to other respondent's processes and/or 

dynamics?"; "What are the key dimensions to this respondent's sense of spiritual self and 

how can they best be described?" 

Through the lens of these guiding questions, each interview was scanned for key 

words, phrases, sentences, or paragraphs that seemed to convey significant, 

representative, and/or symbolic power. The analyses of these items then yielded an 

attempt to arrive at an awareness of the meaning the respondent intended and what this 
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meaning conveyed regarding the interrelationships among concepts. Extensive memos 

that attempted to name the concepts and classify the phenomena of spiritual identity were 

recorded in notebooks and/or written into the clinical impression statements following the 

rating sheets for each interview. As these categories accumulated, specific properties of 

each were noted, diagrams sketched out, memos integrated, and attempts made to 

describe distinct pattems of spiritual idenfity. 

Following the directives of Strauss and Corbin (1998), and now working 

independently as a researcher, I tried across several interviews to ascertain when these 

categories reached a point of saturation. By doing so I attempted to determine when no 

new information was emerging and that the category was well developed with respect to 

its properties and dimensions. Believing that 1 had arrived at a useful scheme, I then 

wrote a brief psychohistory of each of the subjects and sorted the psychohistories 

according to the categorization that I had designed. Once this process was completed, I 

submitted it to colleagues on the project eager to receive their congratulatory comments 

on the commendable new knowledge I now was ready to contribute to my field. 

In the conversations that followed it became quite apparent that the scheme I had 

arrived at independently was fraught with difficulty. First, it reflected a focus more 

centered on issues of spiritual formation than on a repondents sense of spiritual identity. 

Secondly, I had essentially abandoned the categories of the proposed rating scheme and 

other existing identity research for an unsubstantiated projection of my own way of 

viewing spirituality. Thirdly, by using the psychohistories of the whole interview, I had 

moved beyond the constraints of a focused dissertation and begun making associations 
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across roles far beyond the design of this dissertation. Fourthly, my writing reflected a 

clinical evaluation and judgment of my respondents rather than an attempt to grasp their 

sense of spiritual self by seeing the world through their eyes. Such is the deflation and 

early experience of the novice qualitative researcher. 

Despite this disappointment 1 had gained a keen familiarity with the interviews. I 

now had a working awareness of the organizing aspects of each respondent's story, key 

quotes that captured the essence of her or his sense of self and overall pattems to the way 

each respondent viewed themselves spiritually. 1 took these insights and retumed to what 

was known about identity in the literature and to the operationalizations that had proven 

usefiil in the past. Somewhat to my surprise, Marcia's (1993) identity status theory, 

extended into adulthood via Josselson's (1996) descriptions of women through young and 

middle adulthood, seemed to have a number of correlates with the pattems I had noted 

but named somewhat differently. Thus, a reconfiguration began in which I consulted 

multiple indicators - the pie diagram from the RRII, the language offered by the 

respondents in their own self-descriptions, the quantitative data from the rating scheme 

mentioned above, and the content analysis underpinning my writing of the 

psychohistories. From this multi-method approach, built around the framework of 

Marcia's (1993) identity statuses, I offer in the next chapter a constmct for exploring 

spiritual identity that I believe both honors the uniqueness of personal experience and 

also links each of my respondent's understanding of her or his sense of spiritual self to 

the larger existing body of identity research. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DESCRIBING THE DATA 

The theoretical foundations of psychosocial developmental theory (Erikson, 1963) 

and symbolic interactionism (Mead, 1934) provided a lens for investigating a sense of 

spiritual identity as a psychosocial construct. Because they are sensitive to the interaction 

between a person's unfolding sense of selfhood and the multiple contextual factors that 

are encountered in that person's social domain, roles are constmcted and symbols 

endowed with meaning. In this study muhiple ways of looking at qualitative interviews 

were utilized to unveil the salience and flexibility respondents experienced in their sense 

of spiritual identity. 

In this chapter the metaphor of "space" is used as a means of reifying the abstract 

conceptualization of spiritual identity as a role. Thus the first section of this chapter 

discusses the utilization of this metaphor. A second section revisits the utilization and 

justification for returning to Marcia's (1993) identity statuses as a categorizing scheme 

for exploring these interviews. Finally, a lengthy section is committed to describing the 

findings from the interviews themselves linking them to the existing body of knowledge 

describing identity. 

Using Space as a Metaphor for a Sense of Spiritual Identity 

Webster's (1986) international dictionary offers several definitions for the word 

"space:" (a) a limited extension in one, two or three dimensions: a point marked off or 

bounded in some way; (b) an extent set apart for a particular purpose; (c) an unobstmcted 
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area; (d) a three dimensional entity that extends in all directions and is the field of 

ph> sical objects and events and their order and relationships; (e) a blank interval; (f) a 

xague conception of distance and expansiveness induced by a listless or dreamy mental 

state; (g) a place left open in the pattern of a game.. .made available for occupancy; (h) 

accommodations obtained or available on a public transport vehicle. 

Space is used in this dissertation as a metaphor not in a directly comparative 

sense, but in a way that allows for a multi-dimensionality of meaning to be given to a 

certain object. Thus any of the above definitions broadens and deepens the potenfial use 

of the metaphor. The space in which one constructs a sense of spiritual self may indeed 

resemble a sacred place carefully boundaried, a vague conceptualization difficult to 

articulate, a seat on a bus that the next aggressive ideology may occupy, or simply an 

emptiness. Like the space a person designates as home (not forgetting that some may 

indeed regard themselves as "homeless" in their spiritual joumey), the space of spiritual 

identity may differ widely between people. For example, as the place of one's habitation, 

the use of space depends upon such things as: the size and function for which the space 

is utilized, the kinds of resources one has to invest in creating the space, the decorations 

that are displayed, who is allowed entrance into the space, with whom the space is shared, 

and how eager one might be to rearrange or relocate their home. In much the same way 

people constmct a sense of their spiritual identity. As there are a multitude of ways to 

classify the space a person calls home, i.e. according to the number of bedrooms, the 

location, curb appeal, intemal stmcture, color schemes, etc., so are there any number of 

categorizations that could be utilized to distinguish the way a sense of spiritual identity is 
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formed. Utilizing "space" as a metaphor provides clarity and particularity to the set of 

questions that may be useful to the social scientist in unlocking a person's sense of 

spiritual self 

In this dissertation a sense of spiritual identity has been defined as a ''role in 

which an individual constructs a sense of self addressing ultimate questions about the 

nature of life, its purpose and meaning, and resulting in behaviors which are consonant 

or dissonant with the individual's core values." In symbolic interaction, a role designates 

the negotiated space between an individual and their interaction with an ever increasingly 

complex social context. In much the same way a person comes to inhabit and endow the 

space of their physical habitation, so one may come to inhabit or constmct a spiritual 

identity. As I read and reread the interviews constituting the data in this study, certain 

questions seemed to emerge that would allow distinctions to be made in the different 

identity pattems that were being represented. Together they formed a kind of interpretive 

lens that heightened illumination of my own presupposifions, specifying what I was 

bringing to the exploration. Because the questions one asks tends to determine the 

discoveries one makes, it seems imperative to specify these questions before offering an 

interpretation of the data. Although there were closets and attics to explore beyond the 

primary space being considered when a particular interview was read, following are some 

of the initial questions that formed my organizing perceptual grid. Understandably, many 

of these were consistent with the actual questions asked in the spiritual identity section of 

the role-related interview: 
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1. Who or what is credited as being most responsible for creating the 

contours of this space? What if anything initially triggered or awakened 

an awareness of this space as something important in your life? 

2. What language/terms/metaphors are used to describe this space? 

3. What feelings/attributions are associated with the creation of this space? 

4. What amount of time/energy/emotion is given to sustaining/nurturing 

this space? How is that time invested and toward what end? 

5. From whom or what is this space protected? What does time spent in 

this space help you avoid? 

6. What threatens to diminish/unravel/distress/or keep you from this 

space? Who or what do you wish to exclude from this space? 

7. With whom is this space now shared? Who knows and validates or 

invalidates the self that lives in this space? Is this space mostly a private 

or corporate space? 

8. How do you give expression to this space? To whom is it expressed? 

9. What psychological/emotional need is being met by this space? 

10. What is the emotional tone usually associated with time spent in this 

space? 

11. Who or what is the catalyst for change/movement in this space or out of 

this space? What is constant relied upon/tmsted for guidance and 

direction in this space? How willing/intentional is change and growth 

pursued in this space? What promotes or hinders this change? 
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Using Existing Designations for Establishing Initial Prototypes 

As mentioned in the methods section, the interviews conducted for this 

dissertation considered much more than role-related sense of spiritual identity. After 

soliciting response to the pie diagram, a series of questions was asked about the salience 

and flexibilit) of a respondent's four most important family roles, work, homemaking or 

breadwinning, age, gender, marital status and intimacy in romantic relafionships and 

friendship. The interviews in their entirety were read, rated, and a clinical impression 

statement made about each interviewee. As the interviews were read an additional time, 

it seemed to me that in almost every case, there was a particular window through which 

one could look that gave immense insight into the totality of the identity structure of the 

particular individual. For some of these respondents the issue may have been ethnicity or 

gender that pervaded every domain of identity construction; for others the language and 

issues salient in their family constellation continued to play out in every subsequent role; 

for another a conceptualization of immanent justice that was assumed to govern human 

affairs provided the insight into the governance of identity commitments. In order to 

capture this window and provide a topographical map of the geography of this person's 

sense of spiritual identity, a brief psychohistory of each interviewee was written. These 

psychohistories themselves proved to be far beyond the confines of this dissertation. 

Nevertheless this work significantly enhanced what could be brought into the particular 

exploration of a person's sense of spiritual identity. For example, when the distinctive 

marks of each prototype of spiritual identity were given description from the existing 

body of identity literature, I retumed to these psychohistories for evidence of how 
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individuals compared and contrasted with each other. Thus, in delineafing the following 

spiritual identitN prototypes, references are made to roles beyond that of spirituality 

where the sense of self associated with this other role enhances an understanding of a 

particular respondent's sense of spiritual self However, the full explication of how, and 

to what extent, role related spiritual identity operates across all these domains is regarded 

as a project beyond the confines of this dissertation. 

Initially, I attempted to utilize these psychohistories to establish a new schema for 

describing and naming a sense of spiritual identity. However, having been trained as a 

theologian with twelve years of looking at people in congregations through a Protestant, 

pastoral framework. I found that the categories and biases of my background continually 

threatened to skew my interpretation of the data. Inevitably, 1 would read the interviews 

and distinguish between them by naming elements that were fundamentally focused on 

the content of their spirituality instead of the stmcture of their sense of identity. In the 

end it seemed expedient and theoretically necessary to return to the identity status 

approach (Marcia, 1993) to consider whether it could function as a possible empirical 

interpretive framework for exploring role-related spiritual identity. This proved to be a 

serendipitous move. By categorizing the interviews according to the identity status 

schema, several things fell into place. First, I could be confident that I was looking at a 

sense of identity rather than spirituality, avoiding some of the biases of my own 

presuppositions. Second, the critiques made of the identity status approach could be 

elucidated in a more insightful way by operating from within this schema than by 

discarding it altogether. By adopting this approach, the insights gained from identity 
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research to date were not discredited but instead provided the foundation for using 

qualitative analyses focused on issues of salience and flexibility as an expansion of 

insight into identity exploration. Third, having utilized the identity status scheme, 1 could 

then confidently retum to the insights gained from writing the psychohistories and utilize 

them to either elaborate on the unveiling of each of the statuses or to more accurately 

mark where the\ proved to be wanting. This approach then forms much of the 

organization format for the remainder of this chapter. 

First, commonalities that emerged across all the interviews as significant aspects 

of a sense of spiritual identity are articulated. Second, the data from the interviews are 

explored utilizing the schema of the identity statuses. For each status the initial 

description derives from what existing research names as distinct about a particular 

identity status. In this research the importance of religion has often been named in 

identity formation, but rarely has a study focused solely on a sense of spiritual identity. It 

thus becomes critical to ask how the dimensions of identity used elsewhere apply to the 

study of role-related spiritual identity. Here the use of the psychohistories becomes most 

significant because the writing of them already entailed the attempt to track elements of 

identity formation across domains. Thus additional description can be gleaned for each 

of the statuses pertaining in particular to a sense of spiritual identity. As any theoretical 

scheme is at best a partial understanding of the reality being studied, the limitations of 

commitment and exploration as the key dimensions to each of these statuses is noted. 

Finally, throughout these descriptions, citations are drawn from the actual interviews 

evidencing how they fit into a particular status. As these citations are drawn from the 
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role related adult identity interview that focused on salience and flexibility, further 

elaboration of distinct identity pattems are elucidated. 

Common Themes Across the Interviews 

Although the most significant impression I gained from conducting these 

interviews was an appreciation for the complexity and multivariate nature of spiritual 

identity formation, certain elements emerged that were common across most of the 

interviews. Retuming to the metaphor of space, I begin an exploration of the interviews 

themselves focused on these commonalities. 

First, for almost every one of the respondents the space of spiritual identity was 

the space of their most profound relationality or connection. Whether the 

respondents are describing relationship to a deity, talking about the importance of 

spirituality in the formation of networks of belonging, or in simply describing a practice 

of spirituality as a way of being in touch with themselves, it is quickly apparent that a 

sense of spiritual identity is indeed a psychosocial reality. Erikson (1963) grounded the 

religious impulse in the earliest developmental task of tmst versus mistmst. These 

interviews confirm that a sense of spiritual identity is directed by the longing for being 

profoundly attached in places of high trust where the longing to be known is met with 

acceptance and love. 

A second commonality that recurs throughout the interviews is that for many 

respondents this space is credited as having the capacity to hold the ultimate meaning 

and purpose of their lives. Although this concept was implicit in our definition of a 
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sense of spiritual identity as a role and no doubt highly biased by the select sample 

interviewed, it was nonetheless named by respondents across every identity status. If the 

spiritual space in which one constructs a sense of her or his spiritual self is both 

profoundly relational and deeply meaningful, it would seem to follow that the worth of 

one's most personal truth may be determined by the depth of one's most profound 

relafionship(s). Consistent with Mead's (1934) social psychology, we are inevitably 

meaning-makers, constantly acquiring from the symbols of our context the grist from 

which we grind the bread of purposive thought. The ultimate questions that nurture a 

sense of self i.e., for whom and for what purpose was I given life? What is most real? 

What diagnoses the human predicament and to what or whom does one look for a 

resolution? What stories are told that define the self I know and the destiny I intend to 

inhabit? On what do I rest my heart? Who and what do I fear and to what end? - are given 

answers largely through the cumulative interactions with significant others in our lives. 

Following this finding is one closely related and most significant for this study. A 

sense of spiritual identity for most of these respondents was the space associated with the 

formation of their ideal self and/or the avoidance of their most feared self. To come 

to know them at this level was to know them most completely. In fact, for any number of 

the respondents spirituality was how they had come to know themselves. Their spiritual 

practice(s) or participation in grouped spiritual activities were efforts to avoid 

disassociating from their tmest sense of self 

Fourth, although the respondents differ widely in the degree and emotional tone 

of the effort needed to nurture this formafion, most reported that h was a space requiring 
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great intentionalit> to cultivate and great effort to avoid encroachment, ft was 

common to hear a respondent address the pressure of time and busyness, the socializing 

influences of culture, or family expectations that had to be resisted in order to sustain a 

spiritual sense of self Thus, methods were adopted, group rituals sought after, 

accountability structures put in place as a way of ordering life and aligning resources that 

would allow the sense of spiritual self to flourish. 

Fifth, this was a space beyond solely rational comprehension. Many of the 

interviewees would pause after a question and then comment about how difficult this 

dimension of their life was to explain. Some added that whereas they functioned out of 

their rational minds in most other domains of their life, here they functioned from a place 

of intuition and emotion. Inner feelings were relied upon for assurance, and an implicit 

epistemology "You just know it your guf often emerged as the test of tmth. 

Finally, spiritual identity as a space reflects the continuity and change of 

developmental patterns. This is a broad claim that to fully substantiate would require 

the broader work of delving deeply into the psychohistories and pattems that emerge 

across domains. I will offer a few comments on this in the subsequent concluding 

chapter. Here it must suffice to point out that the transitional periods and crisis moments 

in the formation of the respondent's sense of spiritual identity frequently paralleled and 

were elucidated by viewing them in light of developmental transitions in the lifespan. 

Further, the language employed by many of these respondents to name the changing 

realifies of their sense of spiritual self mirrored developmental constmcts. 
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Identity Statuses 

As reported in chapter two, Marcia's (1993) theorefical model focuses on four 

identit) statuses resulting from differential responses to exploration and commitment 

during the identit> crisis. "Foreclosed" identities are individuals who have a high degree 

of commitment to particular options (vocational or familial roles or ideational 

orientations), without having attended to a high degree of exploration. Embedded in their 

families of origin, they have simply bypassed explorafion of their own identities. 

"Diffuse" personalities have neither a high degree of commitment nor a high degree of 

exploration. Avoiding both exploration in the process of crisis and commitment, these 

individuals often demonstrate a range of pathological woundedness that seems to 

diminish any capacity for personal identity constmction. Moratoriums are individuals 

who are in a high degree of exploration but who have not yet resolved their searching into 

a high degree of commitment. Often intemally conflicted, moratoriums reflect high 

anxiety and guilt in their continual movement through life. "Achieved" personalities are 

those who witness to having followed a high degree of exploration toward making 

informed and self-directed identity commitments. 

As mentioned, the four identity statuses created by Marcia's (1993) scheme 

resurfaced in my analysis as the most usefial construct for initially categorizing the 

interviews. However, in applying the dimensions of exploration and commitment 

specifically to role-related spiritual identity, a number of additional questions began to 

present themselves as potential limitations of the identity status approach: 
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1. How would a person be characterized who reveals relatively no exploration of 

the spiritual part of themselves but for whom there was neither any parental 

ideal or family expectation toward the construction of a spiritual identity? 

Marcia's (1993) operationalization locates a person who is high in 

commitment and low in exploration as defaulting into a "foreclosed" pattern 

in which they live out of an ascribed role. Unlike other roles that a person 

may be minimally invested in but nevertheless involuntarily occupy, it seems 

at least hypothetically possible for a person to have no sense of spiritual self 

and thus no default to "foreclose" into. An additional category may need to 

be established resembling something like an "unendowed" status. 

2. Similarly, there seemed to be those in my sample who disassociated from their 

religious upbringing but who had not subsequently entered a period of 

exploration or questioning. In some cases where disassociation equates with a 

forthright rejection of one's religious upbringing, rejection may represent a 

form of achievement in a counterdependent posturing (i.e. knowing what I am 

not) (Parks, 1986). However, this seems to me to represent an identity pattem 

that is different from one who simply drifts out of any conscious awareness of 

being in a spiritual role (e.g., the difference perhaps between an "a-theist" and 

a functional agnostic who simply has not reflected on the ultimate questions of 

life.) I would be inclined to regard a sense of void in one's role-related 

spiritual identity as something different from the fragmentation resulting from 
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the drifting ofthe diffused and different from the compliance of the 

foreclosed. 

3. Marcia's operationalization seems to imply that exploration and questioning is 

generally in the service of anticipatory socialization. Thus the telos or goal of 

development leans toward autonomy and differentiation. However, in some 

religious traditions those who are most deeply formed in their sense of 

spiritual self are those who have "submitted" without questioning. Although 

these could be classified as foreclosed, the question arises of whether 

exploration is essential for a genuinely owned, achieved sense of spiritual self 

To say this more poignantly, in some religious traditions, development ofthe 

spiritual life depends on the surrender or denial ofthe self rather than the 

discovery and expression ofthe self Can Marcia's scheme fairly represent 

and account for the subjective experiences of these spiritual selves? 

4. Although I had anticipated a fairly close relationship of saliency with 

commitment and flexibility with exploration, this was not always the case. 

For a couple ofthe respondents spirituality was highly salient in their sense of 

spiritual self, but the commitment that was made was a commitment to 

exploration. I found it especially difficult to determine how to classify an 

individual whose "commitment" was to perpetual exploration. Is this a 

moratorium or an achieved pattem? It may well be that the conceptualization 

ofthe MAMA cycles would best fit this respondent. However, rather than 

moving cyclically in and out through different statuses, this respondent 
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seemed to be functioning in a paradoxical status relationship in which 

descriptive aspects of both moratorium and achievement seem to fit. 

Similarly, by far the most philosophically reflective of my respondents 

was not one that I located as reflecting a high degree of exploration. This 

subject was a Jew who never would have genuinely considered an alternate 

basis for his sense of spiritual idenfity. However, by virtue of his family's 

involvement in the holocaust and current Israeli conflicts, he had developed an 

elaborate epistemological and scienfific system for understanding himself and 

God. and an "objective" method for resolving religious clashes between 

nations. Here there appeared to be a high degree of reflective exploration 

within a foreclosed identity status. 

5. Finally, in her longitudinal study of adult females, Josselson (1996) developed 

the notion ofthe foreclosed/achieved identity status, suggesting that a person 

may move through a period of exploration yet then retum to the identity 

pattem established by familial norms. Indeed, many of those in my sample fit 

a foreclosed/achieved pattem in which there has occurred significant 

reflection while yet remaining within the constraints of an ideal parental 

image. 

Marcia's operationalization of Erikson's theory was originally designed for 

exploration ofthe identity crisis indicative of adolescence. However, Erikson's eight 

stages of life regard identity as the fundamental question being addressed across the 

lifespan. The questions I have raised here may reflect the growing complexity of identity 
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in adulthood rather than questions pertaining specifically to role-related spiritual identity. 

If so, it would suggest that the exploration of adult identity requires either a 

reconceptualization of Marcia's scheme altogether or at least an extenuation of crisis and 

commitment. These considerations provide a good starting point for presenting the 

analysis of ni> findings. Table 2 presents the ratings for the interview (see Table 2 -

Ratings Corresponding to Each Identity Status). 
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The Foreclosed 

The Foreclosed - Characterization ofthe Prototype from Existing Literature 

In Marcia's operationalization, the foreclosed are those high in commitment but 

low in exploration. These are individuals who remain securely embedded in their family 

of origin, having bypassed the exploration of constructing their own sense of identity. 

The foreclosed may have moved geographically, but psychologically they are sfill shaped 

by parental ideals and influences. Needing the security of attachment, the foreclosed find 

that independent selfhood exacts too high a price to be sought. By default they maintain 

a previously ascribed role. Standards are set toward which they strive and life is 

structured in such a way as to prevent it from seeming out of control. Although settled 

and satisfied, foreclosed persons resist change and usually wish to control things. In 

early identity research, foreclosing in men was associated with a maladaptive form of 

identity resolution, but foreclosure in women resulted in low anxiety and a high ego 

strength. More recent research however has found this to be erroneous (Marcia, 1993). 

Josselson (1996) found in her longitudinal study of women that the foreclosed in 

adulthood continued to play out the script of their childhood. Having strongly 

intemalized the parental ideal, their values were markedly consistent with the previous 

familial generation. Identity was marked more by "identification with" rather than 

"construction o f or "differentiation from." Acting in conventional and socially 

acceptable ways, these women came across as well adapted, educationally advanced, 

successful professionally, with high self esteem, and highly dedicated and loyal to their 

family. Generally, these women had experienced little change in the make-up of their 
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sense of spiritual identity. Grounded in tradition and strong conviction, these women's 

selfhood reflected continuity in their reproducing the dominant childhood feelings of 

warmth and securit). Marcia's (1993) research review suggests that these factors are not 

gender specific, although many ofthe studies he cites are focused on adolescents. 

Foreclosed persons in general rely on their families for making life decisions, score low 

on self-directedness, high on external locus of control, and low on anxiety. They show a 

"preference for a strong leader over a democratic process, obedience over social protest, 

and the "psuedo-speciation' described by Erikson (1987): firm conviction that 'their 

group" and "their way' are right" (Marcia, 1993, p.23). Likewise, Waterman (1993) 

reported that the foreclosed typically describe their families as close, loving and child-

centered, exerting encouragement for their children to conform. Children of foreclosed 

are typically highly connected, but manifest relatively low independence. 

Josselson reported that in early adulthood the need her foreclosed women 

expressed for continuity with family rested on finding a mate who matched this ideal 

familial dream. Finding the "right man" was central to their own sense of self and the 

confinuafion ofthe legacy of family. "Being loved" in these significant relafionships was 

valued more highly than career. High expectations were brought to bear on these 

relationships with cleariy prescribed behaviors, even as this intemal ideal created much 

for their own performance as well. Typically, married to compliant husbands, these 

women maintained that their husbands largely made them who they were, a gift for which 

they were most grateful. With few relationships being established beyond the immediate 

family these respondents listed their husbands as being among their closest friends. 
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When this foundation was solid, these women seemed to thrive in a variety of different 

domains. Where personal growth was occurring, it most often resulted from unwelcomed 

change, change that may yet be deterred from significantly altering the unquestioned 

allegiance to the childhood ideals. Marcia's (1993) review cites studies that reveal two 

pattemed responses foreclosed young men and young women make to defend their 

preformed opinions from changing: aggressive assertion or submissive compliance. 

The Foreclosed - Characterization ofthe Foreclosed Sense of Spiritual Idenfity 

In applying Marcia's scheme to understanding my respondents" sense of spiritual 

identity, I found that the description of high commitment and low exploration served as 

an apt descriptor. Five men (Asher, Jordan, William, Ira, and Peter) and six women 

{Miriam, Abbey, Polly, Danielle, Dawn, and Daisy) evidenced a foreclosed pattem in 

their sense of spiritual identity. These respondents, at least to the extent that might be 

expected in adulthood, were enacting an ascribed role. Parental expectations, tribalism, 

ethnicity or a particularly homogenous faith tradition sanctioned a way of being that 

defined the space of their sense of spiritual identity. The contours of this space seemed to 

pre-exist one's entrance into it, creating a sort of intrapsychic orthodoxy that one must 

follow. Much like one's ethnicity, a sense of spiritual self was not described as being 

chosen, called into or constructed, but something more akin to "destiny" that one could 

not easily escape, nor would one want to. Continuity with previous generations and the 

shaping of identity by ritualized remembrances were fundamentally relied upon in 

grounding the sense of self Inhabiting spirituality to the foreclosed was akin to living in 
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one's psychological homeland; to deny it was to lose or diminish one's historical self. 

With the familial relationship being uppermost, the preposition that best characterized the 

psychosocial aspect of identity seemed to be that of "within" or "of. 

However, contrary to the negative connotations frequently associated with the 

foreclosed, some of these respondents described this organic grounding as highly 

beneficial, allowing them to transcend self-construction and become identified with 

location in the macro context of tribal or ethnic community. When continuity existed 

between one's own inner constitution and that which was evidently idealized for 

generations in one's particular group or tribal association, these respondents felt they 

could easily avoid entrapment in contemporary culture. 

The intemalization ofthe parental ideal seemed to result from strong attachments 

in the family - the intersubjectivity found between parent and child, creating an honored 

ideal worth being guarded and preserved. Beneath this attachment was a unilateral 

respect that on the one hand protected innocence, but on the other hand often maintained 

an undifferentiated sense of self. Habituating within this overly constricted role carried 

the psychological gain of narrowing identity choices and providing a sort of 

psychological homeland. The benefits emotionally were spoken of as being far reaching. 

Living according to these ideals protected these respondents from identity diffusion; 

allowed them to avoid the negative identity fragments regarded as shameful in one's 

social context; almost guaranteed them contextual belongingness in the familial realm; 

felt solid and relatively carefree of discontentment; avoided the anxiety of idenfity 
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choices and responsibility amid complex relationship matrices; and provided a continuity 

of one's own historical self on which to build. 

However, such a protected, unauthored space also was reported as carrying 

potential and realized liabilities. Because spiritual identity was formed via 

intersubjectivity with significant others, others retained enormous sway over these 

repondents' sense of self Especially in their adult years the space of spiritual identity 

construction could begin to feel overly constrictive or over endowed. Embedded and 

entrenched in the ideals formulated by someone else, individual expression and 

authenticity were often discounted or purchased only at the price of alienation. 

In the interviews conducted, the concems most often addressed by the foreclosed 

were focused on raising a family in a location where the socio-cultural context no longer 

naturally provided the plausibility structure for maintaining thier heritage (Berger & 

Luckmann, 1966). Where reflecfiveness did occur in these interviews h often can be 

explained by the necessitated compulsion to explore identity commitments when adapting 

to an existing cultural context presenting discontinuities with the intrapsychic orthodoxy 

and orthopraxy ofthe respondent's religious heritage. 

Salience and Meaning 

Consistent with the characterization above, the eleven respondents I characterized 

as foreclosed described the spiritual domain of their life using such terms as "a 

foundation," "a foundafion base," "a grounding," "a center," "a compass," "a basic 

organic aspect" or a "a grid of understanding values." Pointing back to their upbringing 

as being the formative time, their sense of spiritual self was often regarded as something 
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inherited: "I was born with it," "it was the way life was," "1 grew up Catholic," "1 

considered myself Christian before 1 was one," "it (spirituality) was an important part of 

growing up," "I've always been..." These respondents talked about the salience of early 

experiences, naming family, family values, and the traditions of their upbringing as the 

most significant factors in their spirituality. The motivation intensity scores were 

generally high for these respondents, indicating that a sense of spirituahty was an 

important role in their lives. The rationale for spiritual practice and belief was largely 

"because that's the way I was taught." 

Foreclosed respondents used language that placed the formative power in the 

context, resulting in a sense of identity formed of an obligatory response that seemed to 

require little agentic constmction on their part. Three of these foreclosed said about their 

spirituality that it "made them" who they are. Another, a rabbi, spoke of his sense of 

spirituality as being "absolutely the same thing" as his being Jewish. A Greek Orthodox 

priest told a story in which he described himself to an archbishop as being "Irish 

Catholic." The archbishop responded, "ft really is one word, isn't ft?!" 

When asked what the consequences would be if they neglected or abandoned this 

part of their lives, foreclosed persons frequently responded either by naming this as 

unfathomable or as an impossibility: "I can't imagine that...[I eventually] would come 

back to ft," "I can't think of that," "[you] couldn't get away from ft," "I can't, ft's an 

impossibility." "[I] couldn't totally abandon [it]," "1 don't want to think about ft," "[I] 

don't think that can happen." Again, for the foreclosed, a sense of spiritual identity was 
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regarded as unchangeable as one's childhood; a grounding that regardless of their choices 

in life would always be a part of them. 

However, although this role was experienced as being somewhat obligatory in 

nature, most ofthe foreclosed regarded this highly boundaried space as a gift of 

inheritance that served to sanction an ideal way of being. Following are three 

representative anecdotal stories that serve to illustrate this sanctioning of an ideal role 

that in one way or another formed the structure ofthe foreclosed spiritual identity: 

Abbey is a twenty-two-year-old, unmarried female. Throughout her interview 

there occurred an interesting juxtaposition between feeling special because "I am the 

person I am supposed to be" (meaning according to the parental ideal), and that of 

"becoming my own person." However, across several domains and especially in the 

spiritual, the former seemed to take precedence and swallow the latter. Where the second 

had been realized, it came about only where the respondent owned as her own the role 

ideal that her family created, "...things I do or how I react to things is kind of reflective 

of what my parents would want me to do, or how they would want me to answer. I mean, 

making my own judgments, but based on what they have instilled in me." When asked 

"how" she practiced her spirituality, she began her answer with the pronoun "we," 

indicafive ofthe symbiofic funcfioning of her faith. She said she came to see herself as a 

spiritual person at her baptism at age ten. The baptism took place at a church camp 

where her grandparents, the most influential models of spirituality in her family, were the 

caretakers. Abbey describes this moment by saying, "I was ready to be the kind of person 

that people can tmst, look up to." This owning ofthe familial ideal ritualized via baptism 
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followed her into adolescence. As she said that the importance of her spiritual identity 

was that it helped her choose to stay home with family instead of partying and getting in 

trouble. Interestingly, when the question was posed to Abbey regarding which role she 

could most easih relinquish first, she listed her fiance prior to four other family roles. 

Peter is a thirty-eight-year-old, married male with children who exemplified what 

many might regard as the lingering ideal ofthe American religious family. There was 

securit), stability and love in his family of origin; ease and a relative depth of "oneness" 

in both his ovm father and husband roles; and a deepening relationship with God that was 

relatively free from most doubts or anxieties. Commitment to his spiritual identity 

seemed to be an overlay of what naturally unfolds in his psychohistory. Where a crisis or 

tuming point was mentioned, his sense of spiritual identity seemed to anchor him deeply, 

sealing him off from reflectiveness rather than encouraging it. Existential experience 

acted to confirm his funded personal tmst and would no doubt take something rather 

monumental to dislodge. 

He described how his sense of spiritual self had come to be realized and 

understood through the enacting of these endearing family roles. Commitment to 

marriage and responsibility with children opened up recognition ofthe nature ofthe 

relationship he perceived God desired to have with him. 

I would say both getting married and having children were important tuming 
points in my understanding a little bit more of my walk as a Christian and what 
God expects of me to take on new roles and even a sense of understanding God a 
little bit more. And that, you know, when you get married you're making a 
lifelong commitment to somebody and you have this unbelievable love for them 
and you get a sense of that it's a little bft like Christ. The Bible teaches of Christ's 
commitment to the church.. .Then having children and understanding what it 
means to be a father and considering that God loves each of us just as we love our 
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own is pretty powerful in understanding a little bit more of God's love. You will 
do anything for your children.. .That's exactly what God is trying to teach us. 
what he has done for us. 

Peter desired for his children that "before they reach adolescence their self sustaining [to] 

be strong and their Christian faith to be strong so that they have that foundation as they 

face the world's temptations." 

Asher is a seventy-plus-year-old, married, Indian, Muslim male with children. 

When asked to tell about his spiritual life, he defined being a Muslim as meaning "one 

who submits." All things in creation are called upon to submit, he explained, birds with 

their songs, the moon to the sun.. .only people fail to submh to the Creator. Asked how 

he became committed to these beliefs, he said, "I always have been a Muslim." His 

parents were Muslim, who he said abided by the same mles and laws as he does, only in a 

different geographical context. He has never considered any altematives in his religious 

orientation, saying simply, "I never question God." When asked how being a Muslim 

related to the importance of family, Asher offered this reply: 

I think it's very, very important in the family... Your mother comes first because 
she's the one who home you for nine months... As a matter of fact every Muslim 
starts every prayer with [Arabic words]. Every day it's being said about a 
million times. This is from God's will. Beginning with the name of God-
Merciful and Compassionate. Now the compassionate was Abraham.. .but it's 
possible that 'Rah am' also means the mother's womb. The word compassion 
starts from there. So just by being who you are you're taught to respect your 
mother or your parents... .One time somebody asked him [presumably 
Mohammed]; "Of anybody including God, who has a moral right?" He said, 
"Your mother." Then they asked him a second time and he said "Your mother." 
Then they asked him a third time and he said "Your mother." Then they asked 
him a fourth time and he said, "Your father." So your mother was three times 
against your father. And many times you'll see it written that you obey the Lord 
and obey your parents in the same sentence. As a Muslim that's instilled in you. 
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Although the means may vary, the foreclosed inherit a spiritual space that was 

sanctioned via the family and which seems almost instinctual to inhabit. Psychologically 

this space may well be the extenuation of preserving the security of early formative 

attachments. Indeed, the sense of self described by those with a foreclosed sense of 

spiritual identity generally speaks so appreciatively ofthe funded trust received from 

their family of origin that the unquestioned unilateral respect of childhood protected a 

kind of innocence against any experience of familial "Paradise Lost." 

In almost every one ofthe foreclosed interviews the motivafion for a sense of 

spirituality identity was a relationship with God. Almost always expressed in the 

language of infimacy and emotional need, the presence of Deity was cherished, being 

associated with a provision of love, security, acceptance, and/or approval. Life was lived 

in an awareness and accountability to this gracious presence. Thus, what was expressed 

as important by the foreclosed was "a sense of being in the will of God," "never (being) 

alone," being found "worthy to receive the crown," "respect(ing) the Creator," being 

"who He wants me to be" or a "person He would be pleased with." Striking about these 

statements was the correlation they had to the parent-child relationship. There seemed to 

be a direct correlation for the foreclosed between the emotional attachment that most of 

them experienced in their biological home and the relationship they now seek with God. 

Life was lived in deference to the Divine parent who was experienced as graciously 

committed to their care, nurturing and desiring their best, and from whom approval was 

to be sought and honor given. 
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Not surprisingly, this dynamic ofthe foreclosed sense of idenfity was reflected in 

several ways in the rating ofthe interviews. On motivational quality, respondents 

typicalh reflected aspects of two categories; one that was characterized by 

relationship/mutuality/emotional support and care, and the other characterized by 

ps> chological benefit/purpose consistent with values/fulfillment/continuity between 

generations. Strong affect was generally associated with these motivations, consistent 

with the familial language and saliency being given to the roles. However the quality of 

these affective pattems was not without some negative emotion (an issue that will be 

addressed in subsequent paragraphs). Overall, however, the single term that best 

describes the meaning of a sense of spiritual identity for the foreclosed seems to be the 

Old English term beholden or "behealdan. " This term carries the connotation of "being 

under obligation for a favor or a gift" (Websters, 1994). 

It was not surprising to find that in describing their sense of spiritual self the 

foreclosed draw from the image pool of family relationships. Polly, a forty-six-year-old, 

divorced female, evoked the image of a child jumping up into her delighted father's lap. 

Miriam, a sixty-two-year-old, married female with three children, whose sense of 

spiritual identity was centered in all the things that figured so predominantly in her happy 

childhood, expressed that what she desired as a spiritual person was "childlike faith." 

Reflecting the foundational tmst Erikson (1963) believed underiies all religion, her faith 

was grounded in simply "being with," likened to when she was able to walk freely in her 

garden. Particularly intriguing was a character that she created while writing for a small 

magazine; a little girl that popped out of an inkpot and introduced issues as she sits 
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talking with her friends in a big story tree. The image captured for me the childlike sense 

of spiritual self important to the foreclosed; vibrant and contented, playfully alive in the 

secret garden of a divine parent. 

Influence and Investment 

Across the rating scheme ofthe foreclosed, the embeddedness of a sense of 

spiritual identity in the family predicted a pattem largely bom out as expected by these 

interviews. Self-evaluation intensity scores were very high, indicating that these 

respondents' sense of spiritual identity had a high level of effect on self-perception, self-

worth and self-evaluation. This could have easily been predicted from the sample by 

simply noting both the recurrence of labels associated with spirituality and the relatively 

large proportionate segments respondents demarcated in the pie diagram for this area of 

their lives. Much of this was likely due to the selection criteria for my sample. However, 

it would also be consistent to say that for the foreclosed, identity, family, ethnicity, and 

religious tradition combined to be highly determinative of self-evaluation. The people 

mentioned with whom "spiritual space" was shared tended largely to be family and 

friends who were looked to in order to reaffirm and reify their sense of self and who 

procured continuity in transmission across generations. The people foreclosed looked to 

as models for their sense of spirituality tended to be: a parent and/or a grandparent; the 

originator ofthe religion who was to be imitated (e.g., Mohammed); or other recognized 

carriers ofthe tradition - teachers, professors, other priests, or preachers. Similarly, 

when posed with the question, "If someone wanted to develop their faith in the same way 
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>ou have, what would you tell them do?" a few ofthe foreclosed pointed away from 

themselves, referring one to an authority, "someone more knowledgeable." 

Interestingh however, the determinative effect of family, ethnicity, tribe, and 

tradition on self-e\'aluation quality was not always associated with fully positive scores: 

sometimes a score of three, indicating a mixed score, mostly positive, was reported; and 

sometimes a five was given, indicating a paradoxical relationship between spirituality and 

the effect it had on one's sense of self Following are summaries of two representative 

interviews that offer some explanation of this phenomenon. 

Daisy is a twenty-six-year-old, unmarried female whose symbiotic system of 

maternal attachment seemed to be transported into the domain ofthe spiritual. The 

respondent referred to her sense of spiritual identity as "a daughter of God," but it soon 

became apparent that this denotation carried with it the same obligatory sense of self that 

characterized her being a biological daughter. The most salient aspect of this interview 

was the uncommon familial double bind; namely, to be the daughter my mother wants me 

to be is to lose myself; to be myself is to incur her disapproval and suffer monumental 

guilt. Across several roles the possibility of constmcting her own sense of self was 

emotionally subjugated to meet the expectations of others in a role, to be "the person I'm 

supposed to be." The difficulty this seemed to create was that it tmncated development 

and/or forced rebellion to differentiate. 

The complexity of this emotional matrix could be feh through several ofthe 

interviews ofthe foreclosed. These respondents would speak appreciatively of their 

family system, reporting that they "feel good" about their family roles and the way mom 
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or dad "invested in m> life." Underneath this, however, lurked the apparent sad reality 

that where misunderstandings have occurred, the foreclosed often felt the fault lay with 

them. Intemalized, misplaced guilt may explain the paradoxical spiritual identity 

structure of some ofthe foreclosed. 

Gender for Dai.sy was experienced primarily as "wanting to please a man" in the 

constricted manner of a "traditional southem role." Being the youngest sibling in the 

famih, Daisy's identity as a female was further complicated by a pervasive sense of 

anticipated disapproval by her sister. As the baby ofthe family, she reported being 

frequently deprived of opportunities to share responsibilities. As a result, she believed 

that she had a tendency to overcompensate for this sense of deprivation as an adult by 

becoming overiy responsible in relafionships. She held in disgust one such previous 

dating relationship in which she perceived that she was carrying an unfair amount of 

responsibility, enabling her partner's neglect. The disrespect she felt towards him 

seemed to serve as a symbolic, negative identity fragment against unilaterally directed 

relationships. Subsequently, the basis for "adult" relationships came to be regarded as 

entering into dialogue about the mutuality of expectations. 

This longing for mutuality, however, became lost in her pursuit of a sense of 

spiritual identity. The first statement she made regarding her sense of spiritual self was 

that it "circumvents a lot of who I think I should be." The anxiety she experienced from 

childhood roles repeated itself as she described spirituality as an "everyday pursuit to be 

the person you should be," and the accompanying feeling that "I'm not doing enough." As 

a seminary graduate soon entering a ministry position, Daisy's socially prescribed role as 
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a minister seemed to conelate along these same dimensions. Positively, she looked 

forward to meeting the needs of her congregation (we could predict over-responsibility?). 

Negatively, she again feared the expectations placed upon her, having to think about 

being a particular wa> within a ministerial role so that "people are satisfied." In fact, this 

other-referent living was even given Biblical sanctioning in her edict that "you have to be 

all things to all people." 

A second interview provides a window into the paradoxical nature ofthe sense of 

spiritual self for some ofthe foreclosed, although the respondent seems to have moved 

beyond the foreclosed status that the story of her past represents. Danielle is a thirty-

nine-year-old, married female for whom there was a close relationship between a sense of 

spiritual identity and the functioning of her sense of ethnic identity. As is often the case 

in identity research, it is from those persons whose origins are in cultures where social 

realities are different from one's own, that the most can be leamed. 

For this African, community was the primary bestower of identity, linked deeply 

to tribal and family configurations. Here, however, relationships within family and tribe 

were broader than the nuclear configurations of Westem society (i.e., blood relations 

were obligatory rather than preferential. She currently financially supports both a sister 

and a cousin.), and thus they have more power to shape identity "to tell me who I am." 

Even in the descripfion ofthe "specific day" that she received Christ as her personal 

savior at age five, there was an amazing sensitivity to the neglect of communal care. 

Danielle traced the tuming point to being "very distraught that there was no room in the 

inn for the baby Jesus." Her mother comforted her childhood anxiety by explaining that 
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her heart, her life, can be a place where Jesus can be born." It is this same commitment, 

"on different levels and different ways," that she claims she continually remakes 

throughout her life span. 

Reporting on her college experience in the United States, Danielle said,"...I look 

back and think, how did I go through college without drinking, drugs and sex, and all of 

that. 1 didn't tr> not to do these things. It just was that's who I was and 1 didn't do certain 

things." She spoke of her sense of spiritual identity and her race in similar terms. 

"I have always felt like 1 was a Chrisfian. That is part of who I am as much as my 
being from the [tribal name], or being African, my being black. There are some 
things you can't change. I'm a Christian and I'm in relation with others. They 
help me know more about my position, but 1 have never considered being 
something else." 

Yet, this power of community was experienced at the level of identity in a 

somewhat paradoxical fashion. It was beneficent in its capacity to support, create 

belongingness and bestow a sense of self, but it was also experienced as a stressor of 

imposed expectations. One good example ofthe tension was illustrated in the negotiation 

of her marriage to a Swedish man. 

For instance, even my marriage, my wedding, certain things had to be done and 
said in community for my parents to be satisfied... We got married here [United 
States] because we wanted to be the mgged individualist. We went to Kenya and 
did the community thing.. .they [my parents] don't want to lose face (an 
interesting term itself for identity research) and I don't want them to lose face in 
community. I always work hard to do that. 

As part ofthe tribal belief that the marriage "road will come to an end" if two 

bulls are not slaughtered, the groom, as an act of hospitality, was asked to provide for this 

customary feast. During this preparation, which required a week, the groom was made to 
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meet with the extended family for a five-hour interrogation in which he was given "false 

threats" regarding repercussions if he abused her. 

This fierce interposition ofthe tribe in the safeguarding ofthe groom's fidelity and 

subjugation to the power ofthe community was simply one example ofthe powerful way 

tribal societies mediate certain roles. Waterman (1993) conjectured that foreclosed 

identit} would be likely where there was a homogenous community that reinforced 

established traditions. However, with eyes to see, Danielle later commented that life in 

America was realh no less communally defined, it simply goes artificially 

unacknowledged. 

Elucidated by this perpetual tension between community that bestows and 

community that demands, the key to Danielle's sense of spiritual identity and the 

movement pushing her beyond a foreclosed status can now be extrapolated. Her periods 

of prolonged prayer became the mediation between her sense of authenticity beyond her 

ancestors and the conformity demanded (and in some ways welcomed) from her 

boundaried tribalism: 

I think to belong is a big part, is a posifive thing for me. It's very satisfying in the 
sense of feeling that I belong. My existence is not based on only me, but I belong 
to something bigger than me, that I contribute. Most dissatisfying is when the 
community depicts who I should be because of certain aspects of me. Maybe I'm 
in community that is all white and someone is expected to be the black 
person...I'm in the community and I'm expected to be the female. Those kind of 
things get in the way. Then other aspects of who I am get sacrificed. I can't be 
anything else but the one thing the community wants out of me. So, that's always 
a bit stressful. 

It makes my everyday life a stmggle; I guess those would be a spirituahty 
thing, a stmggle of constantly being before God. I spend a lot of time in prayer, 
so I can be whole rather than just the one thing that I'm expected to be. 
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This seemed to be the task for several ofthe foreclosed in their role-related 

spiritual identities, to realize the ongoing effort to derive a sense of self bigger than, yet 

inclusive of specific organic ways that a community or family tried to define them. To 

foster a contented sense of spiritual self required them to both honor the value community 

and famih bestowed, while yet recognizing that the same roles that created were also 

roles that confined. For most ofthe respondents in this category there was a grateful 

acknowledgment ofthe continuity in their belief system and sense of spiritual identity 

with that of their parents. "A lot of k comes back to your beliefs, morals, values...h's a 

family thing that works there," "in the end [a child becomes] a lot more like them," "we 

[my parents and I] believe the same things." Differentiation for these subjects seemed to 

occur at some level by developing a sense of spiritual identity that was somehow "more 

than" what their parents attained, either in its subjective sense of connectedness to God, 

in the "seriousness" of their pursuit, or in certain behavioral expressions. The tuming 

points that are mentioned in these persons' lives often coincided with developmental 

transitions in which socialization encourages a deeper affiliation and intemalization of 

the belief system that they were immersed in as children. Thus the pathway to 

developing a sense of spiritual identity is by "making a commitment," moving from a 

blind acceptance to a thoughtful ownership of one's faith, "really putting my whole life 

on the line," or "surrendering." 

Although it would require a more thorough processing ofthe family roles sections 

of these interviews to confirm, there seemed to be emerging two or three different 

pattems from these interviews regarding the perception of influence of family upbringing 
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on respondents' sense of spiritual self Most ofthe foreclosed discussed above described 

the spiritualit) of their parents as something that was "modeled" or "lived" at home. It 

no doubt carried expectations for behavior, but these respondents did not feel "pressured" 

b\ their parents to accept their beliefs. On the other hand, where a child was exposed to 

a spiritualit) associated with an overly-controlling parental authority, a counter-

dependency of that belief system seemed to occur that may persist or move one toward 

exploration and reflectiveness. By counter-dependency 1 mean to indicate that space in 

which one pushes against the mooring that has them tied to a particular shore, but is not 

yet fiilly free to explore and develop their own convicfional commitment (Parks, 2000). 

A person in this space knows clearly what they are rejecting, but may yet define 

themselves against institutionalized systems of belief represented in authority figures and 

may not yet be able to constmct their own convictional commitment. It seems to me that 

this posturing represents a distinct phase between foreclosure and moratorium, and 

therefore raises some ofthe questions I addressed earlier in working with Marcia's 

scheme. There does not seem to be the high commitment indicative ofthe foreclosed 

pattem in these respondents because no real role has been prescribed, but neither does 

there appear to be a high degree of exploration because the absence of a sense of spiritual 

self has not been experienced as a crisis. 

Jordan, for example, is a twenty-seven-year-old, unmarried male who grew up in 

a Catholic family and went to Catholic grade school where he felt that "it was being 

shoved down my throat." He still regards himself as "fairly spiritual" and checked 

"Catholic" on the respondent survey, but when asked what terms he uses to describe his 
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spirituality, he said faintly, "1 have my beliefs..."[Jordan's] religion." This belief system 

was held tacitl> and without much articulation, but seemed to consist of what he referred 

to as "the full circle." As best 1 could tell, the full circle represented an implicit 

conviction of reciprocity goveming the world - that if he did the right thing, God and the 

world should hold that in balance in the end. Hear the counterdependency and emerging 

altemate belief system in the following excerpts from Jordan's interview: 

"1 don't agree that they [Catholics in his boarding school] have the right to tell you 
that you should do this, this way... [My parents] made you feel that if you didn't 
believe this or didn't do it this way, then you're a bad person.. .1 have my beliefs. 
I think I do the right thing, at least most ofthe fime I try to. I think when my day 
comes it will be between me and God that we will straighten it out." 

"IBM [the company for which he works] does their employee thing, charitable 
thing. We take food into God's pantry.. .that is one of those things that I feel had 
come full circle. Last Thanksgiving I was driving to work and (was) listening to 
the radio. It was before Thanksgiving .. .they were saying that they were really 
short on turkeys. We were at work and we went to lunch and we were coming 
back from lunch. I told Diane, 'Let's go to the store and buy some turkeys. Let's 
go buy God's pantry some turkeys.' ... we went and bought eight or ten turkeys 
and dropped them off at God's pantry...this is the full circle thing I was telling 
you about... 

I went up to my parents house for Thanksgiving....I'm coming back home 
and it's raining about nine o'clock and I'm coming off the bypass.. .we're merging 
in traffic and there's this lady. It was raining and she was an old lady and she had 
no business being on the freeway.. .So, I'm like right here and she's like right here 
[gesturing with his hands] and I'm in the jeep. I was in her blind spot and she was 
probably going 45 miles an hour. She came over right and I smacked right into 
the back of her. I hit the comer and went spinning across 175 at sixty-five miles 
an hour. If it hadn't been raining the Jeep would have flipped God knows how 
many times across that interstate. I did two 360's from the right hand all the way 
to the emergency lane on the left hand side. I thought I was going to hit the wall. 
I was coming through and I don't know how I missed other cars coming through 
there.. .There was this eighteen wheeler that probably couldn't have put this sheet 
of paper between me and him. I had no idea how he missed me. I ended up 
stopping, stalled, facing oncoming traffic on 175 and I didn't touch a thing. 
Nobody hit me; I didn't hit them. I hit her initially, but 1 was able to get the Jeep 
started and get off the road and everything was fine. I was thinking, 'I used up 
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all my turkeys, and I need to go buy some more. That is one of those things 
that 1 think; chances are maybe it's luck, maybe it's not. That's a full circle thing. 

The full circle concept seemed to be Jordan '.v belief in an inherent force behind 

all things by which he interpreted life and to which he looked for identity constmction. 

He had maintained from childhood a belief in God but seemed unsure whether or not to 

attribute the reciprocit> of justice to chance or to something more personal. He had long 

since left participation in Catholicism or any other church, but yet seemed committed to a 

vague notion that this full circle concept ought to be revered and respected, demanding of 

him a due portion. Perhaps the point at which justice in life fails to respond with a sense 

of reciprocity will launch Jordan into a more directed search and place him squarely in 

the status of a moratorium. 

In our rating scheme a score was also given for time commitment with the 

provision that only one role could receive a score of four, indicating that it organized 

behavior. Approximately three-fourths of my foreclosed respondents received a score of 

four; four others received a score of three. Among the four who received a score of three, 

three were women, all of whom had a family role that predominated and was associated 

with giving care. The fourth score of three belonged to a male who indicated from his pie 

diagram that work consumed the largest part of his life. The respondents in my sample 

placed a high priority on the spiritual role, committing a high allocation of time to these 

activities and revealing high behavioral investments. The particulars of these investments 

are explored in what follows. 
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Reflectiveness. Continuity and Change 

As emphasized earlier, these interviews were drawn from adults. Adulthood 

tends to require some further degree of consideration about enacted roles compared to 

adolescence. Thus, it seems more helpful to think of a continuum of reflectiveness rather 

than a bifurcation between high and low exploration as per the Marcia scheme. Josselson 

(1996) found in her sample of adult women that many reflected what she came to call a 

foreclosed/achieved status, indicating that after a period of exploration, some women 

retumed to familial/traditional patteming of their wife/mother role. The same reality 

seems to apply to several ofthe adults in my sample who were categorized as foreclosed. 

For example, those who fit most purely into the foreclosed status seem to have 

experienced very little questioning of their own sense of spirituality. One subject 

admitted raising theodicy questions, but quickly dismissed them as "little questions." 

Another said she desired a childlike faith because "a child never questions." A third, of 

Muslim persuasion, relayed that faithfulness to Allah constituted a recognition that 

whatever is, should be regarded as God's will; questioning revealed idolatry. These 

foreclosed respondents'scores on measures of flexibility revealed an almost entirely 

unreflective posture. Intriguingly, on several occasions a question asked in second 

person was subsumed in the answer by the undifferentiated "we." Similarly, one of these 

rspondents, whose highly dependent pattem left any authoring of her spiritual identity 

completely to the dominant extemal people in her early life, reported that the behavioral 

expression of her sense of spiritual identity waned when she left this influence to attend 

college. 
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A second pattern that emerged could be found among those foreclosed who in 

their early lives were highly compliant. To a certain period in their lives, these 

foreclosed respondents had experienced a seamlessness in role connected to their 

upbringing, but in adulthood were now beginning to desire an expansion of this space. 

This was the pattem reflected above in the stories of Daisy and Danielle in which the 

practice of their spirituality moved in the service of attempting to mediate between an 

emerging sense of a newly constructed self and the constrictive way spiritual space was 

mediated through their family. Note how this pattem is also reflected in Dawn's story. 

Dawn is a seventy-year-old white, married female with three children whose 

interview was marked by the recurrence of low scores on flexibility ratings. For her there 

were virtually no doubts, no questions, and no consideration given to making changes in 

the future. When asked about past change. Dawn was cognizant of having made only one 

significant change in the past. She attributed this change in part to interaction with 

graduate students, i.e. those from another generation, that visited her from the school 

where her husband was teaching. Several things were interesting to note. First, "crisis" 

was created via interaction with those holding slightly different views than your own, yet 

safely within the range of "acceptable." Secondly, intrapersonal change coincided with 

her husband's reconceptualization of gender roles. Thirdly, for the change to be 

authenticated, the attribution was given to her own faith tradition correcting itself Thus 

the authority of Dawn's existing plausibility structure sustained its authority and 

remained a part of the organic heritage that provided for a sense of spiritual self. 

I think that probably if [her husband's name] had not come to the seminary, we 
might not have made these changes. But he.. .you get students, and that was a 
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time when women were really into this women's lib, and he got into the 
Scriptures... he began reading research about God and all biological things...He 
had to do a lot of rethinking and he went back to Scripture.. .and then I got into 
the Word and I never became my own person up until.. .1 had always been in a 
Christian home. We had done the prayer, we went to church regulariy, we 
married, we went to church regularly, we had family prayer, we did all these 
things but never until 1 got into my forties ...was [1] able to have a relafionship 
with Christ. Up until that time, everybody else made decisions for me and 1 had 
counted on people making my decisions.. ..So you know we were thankful for the 
seminary, seminary students, all the people that could give me ideas and help me 
to change...have dialogue and all those things when we had groups in our home 
and these kids came in with all these new ideas, and 1 thought they were, you 
know, telling everything they knew, and that wasn't my generation. You didn't 
tell things and mother always said 'don't tell anybody but the Lord, because he 
won't tell.' So, you know, when you grow up in a whole different era, the era of 
people's thinking and all, when you're challenged by all this, the new people, the 
younger group of people. So, all of that helps.. .I've had my own thoughts. 

At this midlife transition there seemed to be an emerging freedom and growing sense of 

agency. Considering the era of her childhood, this respondent's foreclosure may be 

accounted for by Marcia's (1993) explanation that foreclosure may have been adaptive 

in some groups during certain historical periods. Indeed, this change did not seem to be 

associated with the searching, questioning, self-critical social consciousness found in 

other pattems of identity reintegrations. Rather, it seemed that the changing of an 

ascribed faith slightly shifted its source from family of origin and community to 

husband/(self) and community, introjecting just enough dissonance to call her faith her 

own and to slightly recompose her matrix of relationships. 

This kind of change "within" one's existing plausibility stmctures, and sanctioned 

by that which has always been a source of security and grounding, I believe is different in 

kind from the change exemplified by the moratoriums. This change can occur while yet 
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ensuring that foreign ideas will not threaten the sense of sameness and continuity of 

historic selfhood. Thus Dawn reports that. 

In the seminary 1 have taken three courses, one in Hinduism, Buddhism, and then 
Islamic and they offer nothing. I've read through the Koran and it is meaningless. 
Good sayings, but nothing of substance. It doesn't offer the relationship..." 

Josselson (1996) talked about the foreclosed/achieved pattem she discovered in 

her longitudinal study of women. Indicative of this interview, there seems to be the need 

for better descriptors to categorize those who exercise some agency in yet choosing to 

remain in what is usually characterized as a foreclosed identity status. It may well be that 

those who frame the constmcts of identity exploration favor the developmental processes 

from which they themselves have been formed. I think it would better fit the 

characteristics ofthe respondents in my sample to move away from the pejorative term 

"foreclosed" to "organic" or "beholden" as a more fitting descriptor of these respondents' 

sense of spiritual self Further, it may be that double designations; one that names the 

pathway or process of a respondent's identity formation, and a second that names their 

current status, would move toward the more elaborate scheme necessary to distinguish 

aduh identity formafions. Josselson's (1996) use ofthe term "foreclosed/achieved" hints 

at such an approach. Similariy, the further dimensions of salience and flexibility serve 

well to delineate further subcategories within Marcia's scheme. Inasmuch as researchers 

define identity by the sense of sameness in self across fime, h follows that healthy 

identity assumes some resistance to change. A task for future research may well be to 

specify different outcomes in one's sense of self where religion has funcfioned on the one 
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hand to curtail or retard identity development, versus the other hand where such a 

boundaried domain yields security and continuity. 

A third pattem seemed to be reflected in those who reported some struggle against 

the prescribed role before relinquishing themselves to it. Although no less formed by a 

role sanctioned by family and faith community than other respondents in the foreclosed 

category, these foreclosed scored higher on measures of past role reflectiveness. They 

could give articulation to the process whereby they came to own their convictions and 

now seemed committed to function as "guardians" of that tradition (Josselson, 1996). 

Unlike the other foreclosed, they regarded as valuable the quesfioning of one's sense of 

spiritual identity as long as it was a valid exploration. 

Ira is a forty-five-year-old, male. Greek Orthodox priest who described his sense 

of spirituality as an organic vision ofthe unity of all of life. Asked how he felt about his 

work as a priest, he responded, "Many days of my life in the last eighteen years, I have 

hated it. Many times I've been very angry over it; but, you have to wrestle through 

things. You also have to feel that this is the destiny I was bom for." The following 

excerpt captured for me the historical sense of self that Ira claimed transcends individual 

identity constmction: 

We [Greek orthodox] don't speak disconnectedly with church fathers like 
John Cassion. It is organic that you think John Cassion is like your countryman. 
He could live twenty years ago and not 1500 years ago. There is a sense of 
connection with the apostles.. .There is an organic sense of how you see the 
apostles, how you see the life ofthe church because there was never a time when 
there was anything broken in the chain of events, in the flow of things. No one in 
the Westem world any longer can say that.... Even with Roman Catholicism 
there is in many cases a little bit of a heart skip. It is close, but it is not quite the 
same as the Eastem church because of simply the sense of geography and 
continuum then.. .The Protestant world always seeks to see - first of all, it initially 
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takes off trying to find the worid of the early church. One ofthe reasons it can't 
is because it seems to be weighed down by wherever it is and it can't get over that 
hurdle back into that world. The other aspect of Protestantism is that if it can't do 
that then it's going to do something new. It's sense of always newness has made 
it very fad oriented...The Orthodox talk about change...ft's been organic...that 
sense of flow and continuity prevents it from being so fad-oriented. It's not chic 
when judged h> the moment, but take those moments twenty years later and 
people are always embarrassed about their wedding pictures because ofthe 
fashions they wore, the music they played. They can't believe they wore that suit 
or the\ can't believe they wore their hair that way...we don't have these questions 
with these problems. There is a certain flow that we know. And we are tied to a 
church service which was written in the fifth century...There is still a certain 
refined-ness about, that the church had, that is still a timeless quality that speaks 
to us today as it did a thousand years ago. 

This was a defense not only of Orthodoxy but of his own sense of self 

Progression in the spiritual life came via developmental maturity marked by the 

cultivation of a deeper comprehension of this vision of unity. "Sin" for this respondent 

was regarded as a matter of one's perception and whether the behavior in question fit 

within one's unbifurcated vision of life. Each generation might buck against this vision, 

as he has, but Ira believes they will eventually come to owoi the values of "God, family, 

and faith," which his father articulated and modeled for him. In such a way continuity 

will continue to be established. 

This is a good interview to summarize issues of continuity and change among the 

foreclosed. It is of logical consequence that individualistic expressions of religious 

experience, so treasured in Westem spirituality, tend to be discounted as perversions by 

those highly foreclosed. In fact, for this Orthodox priest, rebelling against the hierarchy, 

like bucking against one's stmctured place in the cosmos, was regarded as an act of 

autonomous narcissism that the wise would eventually relinquish. For others ofthe 
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foreclosed, the negative identity fragments -or that which was avoided or mentioned only 

to define oneself against - tended to be what received social disapproval within one's 

ordained group or cohort. For example, the foreclosed described themselves as "spiritual, 

but not pious." "not a fanatic," "1 don't do anything weird like set a place at the table for 

Jesus." When referring to "them," indicating those not like one's self- these respondents 

referred to those who wore earrings, who allowed liberal roles for women, who were 

Gentile, or who were non-Muslim. 

All of this is to point out that to the foreclosed, the change sought was generally 

to deepen that which they had claimed as a birthright. Spiritual practices - usually 

consisting primarily of prayer and worship within like-minded community - were to take 

them "fiirther up and deeper in." Of course the foreclosed would be suspicious ofthe 

exploration pursued by the Moratoriums, to which I now tum. 

The Moratoriums 

The Moratoriums - Characterization ofthe Prototype From Existing Literature 

In Marcia's (1993) operationalization moratoriums were characterized as 

experiencing crisis, high in exploration, but without having arrived at a place of 

commitment. In stark contrast to the foreclosed, moratoriums found life to be 

complicated and were on a never- ending search for feelings of Tightness regarding their 

identity, where to place their tmst, and what behavioral investments to make. Marcia's 

(1993) review of research typified adolescent moratoriums as feeling ambivalent toward 

their parents; attempfing to please, while yet stmggling for autonomy. Josselson (1997) 
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found in her longitudinal study of women that most moratoriums had made rather 

dramatic departures from their families-of-origin. Sometimes this would occur via a 

boyfriend whose favor the family did not approve of, resulting in lingering guilt and self-

doubt as a result of this attempted differentiation. To assuage this guilt, these women 

seemed compelled all the more to please these men, find intemal approval for their 

behavior, and establish a new source of identification. According to Josselson (1987). it 

was not uncommon for these relationships to be based on "gaining approval, respect or 

love, being used, being left, and being taught." Both Jossselson (1987) and Marcia (1993) 

described Moratoriums as possessing lower self-esteem, greater anxiety, and pervasive 

guilt. Nevertheless, Josselson regarded the moratorium women as the most engaging 

women in her study. Moratoriums were awash in their own inner contradictions and 

often felt pulled in several different directions. At midlife, many were found to be 

drawing from therapists and support groups for a sense of validation, referencing these 

relationships more so than husbands or significant others. They regarded themselves 

with seriousness, worrying and stressing over many things. The fluidity of their 

commitments showed up in many domains; for example, they would change majors 

frequently in college hoping to land in that one field that would almost seem to choose 

them and confer upon them an assurance of their capacity to be good at something. 

Likewise in marriage, moratorium women were drawn into relationships with men who 

were sure of themselves and who claimed a right to define their partners. Thus, much 

more seemed to be at stake for the Moratoriums than for the foreclosed and achieved. In 

her later study Josselson (1996) predicted that most moratoriums would continue to 
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struggle in the search for personal comlort with their identity. This anxiety was reflective 

of a self defined by what they currently felt, leaving them open to intense and restless 

ambivalence. 

The Moratoriums - Characterization of Spiritual Idenfity 

Four respondents from the sample resembled a moratorium identity status: 

Charlotte. Allen, Tom. and Naomi. In the foreclosed prototype, a sense of spiritual 

identity was constmcted as the ego conformed or adapted to a predefined role. By 

contradistinction, the moratoriums disclosed a sense of self for which the available 

spiritual roles mediated in their proximal psychosocial space for one reason or another 

inhibited the solidification of identity constmction. Among the interviews that 1 

conducted, I found only one respondent who seemed to fit squarely in the category of a 

moratorium, two who seemed to show a predominance of this pattem mixed with either a 

diffused or a foreclosed pattem, and one who seemed to be moving out of a recent 

moratorium toward a commitment ofthe achieved pattem. In order to draw a composite 

portrait of moratorium as it was revealed in the role of spiritual identity, I drew from all 

four of these interviews. What emerged however was a family resemblance, less 

consistent with existing characterizations than those found in the other prototypes. 

Especially interesting in this regard was to discover that for a couple of these 

moratoriums, exploration was not a means toward identity commitment, but an end in 

itself With so few respondents fitting into this category only vague conjecturing could 

be raised to understand this: Are the differences due to the selectivity of my sample? 

Does a sense of spiritual identity exploration differ somewhat from exploration in other 
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domains, driven less by developmental expectations along the lifespan and more by 

attempts at meaning making of things largely unseen? Are there different outcomes or 

consequences for a perpetual moratorium in one's sense of spiritual identity than there 

might be for perseverating in exploration in something like a vocational role? 

For some of these moratoriums, the feeling associated with early family 

experiences was one of being "disendowed" - the space of spiritual identity formation 

dismpted due to significant others who failed to support, prohibited, or disavowed aspects 

of selfhood especially relevant to the spiritual domain. For other moratoriums the feeling 

was more of having this space "arrested" when conventional religious ideologies and 

associated roles for one reason or another were perceived as problematic and 

uninhabitable, making the search for a sense of spiritual identity a costly one. For others 

still, spiritual space was the discovery of a new world in which one becomes a pioneer 

resisting settlement. Especially pronounced in these forms of identity was the often, 

apparently unconscious similarity in rhetoric and description employed by these 

respondents when talking about their familial relationships and when talking about their 

sense of self in relation to "God." This parallel between dynamics in the respondent's 

families of origin and dynamics in their relation to God revishs Stem's work (Fowler, 

1996) ofthe "evoked companion" and may provide a rich source in understanding how 

the symbolic gestures in a person's psychosocial space become appropriated into a sense 

of spiritual self. Stem posited that trust in deity reflected the process of a child evoking 

an image of their parent or primary caregiver to provide comfort when encountering 

anxiety. Although these parallels were tme in the foreclosed, the content and meaning of 
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this similitude was starkly different for the moratorium. Indeed, for one or two of these 

morotoriums. the gateway to constructing a comforting sense of spiritual identity either 

had as a prerequisite the revisiting of childhood anxieties or carried the burden of 

anticipated tension in presenting the spiritual self one was becoming to family. 

With the exception of some ofthe respondents that 1 characterized above as 

foreclosed, most ofthe respondents in this study described a catalytic, identity shaping 

event or environment that compelled their deeper search for meaning, transcendence, 

restoration, and/or identification. Encouraged by mentors, shaped by ideologies, driven 

by unresolved identity wounds in associated domains of their life, these respondents' 

joumeys awakened a search for being "at home" in a settled, spiritual orientation. 

Although these identity shaping events were also reported by the moratoriums, the 

resulting spiritual space for most of them was not described as a foundation on which to 

build, but a vast landscape for adventure. For most ofthe moratoriums, asynchrony 

existed between the emerging, chrysalis breaking, intemal sense of self they were owning 

and the extemal expectations perceived to be implicit in the conventional, culturally-

offered spiritual roles mediated by organized religion or family custom. Aspects of both 

Marcia's diffused and moratorium statuses seem to be present in those who fit this 

characterization. Reflecting the diffused pattem, disendowed moratoriums seemed to 

exhibit a tentative, dispersed, and episodically impulsive attempt at ideological 

exploration. Reflecting a moratorium pattem, these same individuals could be highly 

intentional, broad, and systematic in ideological exploration. What united these subjects 

was the absence of, or at best a minimally partial commitment to, any ascriptive role that 
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could be said to name their spiritual identity (unless of course one argues that questing 

ttself may be a definitive role). The emotional tonality of these moratoriums was not at 

all uniform, either across interviews or even always within one of them alone. There 

were statements of hopefulness, self-acceptance, forgiveness and love between people, 

but the same respondents also expressed monumental self-doubt, insecurity, and self-

contradiction. 

Saliency and Meaning 

Like the foreclosed, the moratoriums in my sample were given high scores on the 

intensity of motivafion in their spiritual role-related idenfity, but differed significanfiy 

from the foreclosed in the quality of these motivations. Both raters gave two of four 

respondents a score of four on motivation quality, and a third respondent was given a four 

by one ofthe raters before negotiating a mutual rating. A score of four represents that the 

reason(s) given for involvement in this role area was driven by the psychological benefit 

being gained (i.e., such things as self-expression, personality change, recovery from 

crisis, purpose, etc.) Across his pie diagram one moratorium wrote in all capital letters 

"UNITY," expressing his spirituality as an awakening to universal tmth and love; for 

another the most significant portion of her pie, a segment that she later connected with 

her sense of spiritual identity, was labeled "health"; for a third the importance of a sense 

of spiritual identity was "for love, for expression, for forgiveness, and for guidance." 

The one respondent who did not score a four on motivation quality received a 

rating of three. This was the only person scoring a three on motivational quality in the 
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entire sample. This score suggested a motivation oriented around philosophical/ethical 

concerns, intellectual pursuits, and an ideological pathway toward identity commitments. 

Important to his sense of spiritual self was "to be true to conscience." 

Along with Josselson (1987). 1 found the moratoriums in my study to create the 

greatest fascination, especially in the uniqueness and depth of language used in talking 

about their spiritual space. One ofthe respondents at the beginning ofthe interview 

asked to stop the tape so that he could retrieve his joumal from which he produced a 

penned diagram illustrative of his attempt to sketch his story of spiritual development. 

When asked what terms they used to describe their spiritual identity, these 

moratoriums used fluid language that named processes of development: "life as a creative 

process... self realization... energy [that] goes into creating and recreating myself in new 

territory," "consistent growing," "movement," "awakening," "serenity," "it's pretty real, 

pretty honest....surrendered, given over, given up." Quite dissimilar to the foreclosed, 

spiritual space for the moratoriums was expansive and open, encouraging an ever-

widening invesfigation. Tom, a fifty-two-year-old, single male, based his ideological 

identity in the epistemological assumption that "tmth is everywhere." From this 

presupposition his identity then opened via expansion to others as he contended that 

when tmth was perceived, it created unity across all barriers. His motivating conviction 

was to help people see that the thing most needed was to overcome the misguided 

perception that one must sacrifice one's own heritage or tradition to realize the 

awakening ofthe unity of all tmth. 

"I would say [that spirituality is] the need to have conviction, balanced with an 
open-mindedness to other traditions and ideas and how to integrate, compliment. 
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and strengthen your own traditions...-think they can all really integrate and 
complement each other... 1 would like to see all these traditions find out the 
common ground between them and center on what they share rather than how 
they differ... 1 would say one thing 1 firmly believe the simple statement that one 
ofthe early church fathers said, 'wherever there is truth, there is the Lord.' 

Similarly, all four of these respondents were regarded as reporting the highest 

level of affect in their role involvement, the quality of which was mostly or completely 

positive, with one believed to be exemplifying a paradoxical relationship {Charlotte's 

story recorded below explains this paradox). Some ofthe affective expressions 

moratoriums used to describe their spirituality were: "life as a state of fascination, 

discovery"; "harmony...unifying thinking"; "1 feel noticed. I feel very encompassed, 

.. .and the part I like about spirituality is the letfing go"; "knowing of what matters most 

in life and wanting to share that exuberance." This affective set differs widely and was in 

contradistinction from the affective set ofthe foreclosed. Where the foreclosed sought 

for and dwelled in security, approval, grace, and divine favor; the moratorium 

emphasized the search for feelings of freedom, independence, well-being, inner peace, 

and Nirvana. The difference between these two categories may well be attributed to the 

reality that three ofthe four moratoriums mentioned passage through a "dark night ofthe 

soul," "hitting bottom," or "darkness" that required a recomposing of themselves, what 

they relied on, and the way they comported themselves toward others. 

Furthermore, a different affective set was associated with what moratoriums feel 

ought to be avoided, the negative identity fragments. For the foreclosed, disconnection 

and disapproval were the social and divine restraints compelling one to avoid becoming 

shameful to God, their family, their tribe, or their ethnicity. Although these may have 
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played a part in forming and sustaining the moratorium's sense of spiritual identity, of 

greater concem for them was to avoid succumbing to fear, stagnation, addiction, 

inauthenticity, intolerance, or defensiveness. "1 reach a point where 1 feel like I just have 

to shake it up, 1 have to shake up my life and just jar me out of a certain feeling of 

stuckness. And so I'll do that; I will be radical if I need to be. Anything to just start over 

and feel like I'm renewing myself" remarked ^//e«, a forty-one-year-old, single, male. 

Naomi, a twenty-six-year-old, single female comments, "I dislike my tendency to be 

very, sometimes rigid in thought, I guess, or rigid in action." 

Self-evaluafion intensity scores split evenly between scores of three and four for 

these respondents, indicating a moderate to high degree in which the role of spiritual self 

contributed to their self-worth. This makes sense as it can be assumed that for something 

to compel a search, it must be perceived as being of value. Again, the value being 

expressed was the value of restoration over a sense of identity previously experienced as 

distressful and painful, and/or the value of breaking new ground in self-exploration. 

This again contrasts with the foreclosed where the value being expressed was of 

something precious being inherited or claimed and needing to be protected. The scores 

for self-evaluation quality reflected an even split, with two interviewees naming a fially 

positive effect on self-concept and self-worth and two exemplifying a paradoxical 

relationship. 

Pursuing an unconventional pattem (three of these moratoriums were quick to 

distinguish their sense of spirituality from religion), these respondents distantly reflected 

in the spiritual domain what Erikson described as the "humanist" approach to identity 
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construction, referring mostly to the vocational domain. Erikson argued for two principal 

ideological orientations to contemporary identity: technological and humanist (Erikson, 

1975 in Cote and Levine). In the technological orientation, the idenfity of a person 

becomes defined by work - what they do with a very pragmatic focus ofthe "good" being 

whatever works (Cote and Levine, 1987). By contrast, the humanist orientation, sensing 

that pragmatism ma> be destructive, refuses to subordinate ideology to technology. This 

rejection ofthe dominant technological ethos in North American society, Erikson 

postulated, would make for a prolonged identity crisis for the humanists who would find 

themselves attempting to forge an altemative ideological framework. Several brief 

elaborations may help to concretize this concept as it seemed to be manifested in these 

respondents' sense of spiritual identity. 

Allen is a forty-one-year-old, single male. Important to him was not the authoring 

of an identity per se, but the authoring itself- the ongoing, expanding capacity for self-

actualizing experiences. In his own words, reminiscent of a humanistic orientation 

toward identity constmction, he reported, "...in my early twenties is when I started to 

tmst my intuitive body and started going with impulse and deeper urges and connected to 

a deeper purpose. Since that time I can honestly say my life has been about a process of 

which I'm the ultimate guide of..." 

By his standards, Allen could never "arrive," nor would he want to, because to do 

so would be to become "static" and to foreclose on potentiality. By his own awareness of 

himself as one who had always "kept moving," he had come to accept as his "nature" the 

creation of something unconventional. At age twenty five he left Texas on an impulse 
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and landed in California for twelve years where he explored such things as yoga, Eastem 

philosophy and spirituality, men's movement, African dance, improvisation, and working 

as a consultant in finance and tax. This curiosity and challenge ofthe static self, he 

believed, had become a "seasoned art for me" and was "how I live my life." He said it 

pro\ ided him a confidence in his ability to "move through the world" despite the sense 

that he was "hovering around some sort of divine energy." never being setfled like the 

foreclosed or in "amassing a lot of what we call security in this conventional worid." 

Germane to these moratoriums was a coming to rely more heavily on themselves 

as the sole arbiter of truth rather than on any objective authority. On the one hand, 

besetting restlessness gained for them a sense of autonomy and adventure; on the other 

hand, bucking the conventional usually carried the weight of someone's disapproval. 

Thus Naomi said of her mother, "She doesn't want me to go to hell. I'm sure she thinks 

I'm already going there..." Charlotte, a twenty-six-year-old, single female said, "To the 

establishment I'm not willing to sell out to what the higher ups think I should be doing 

with my life. I don't want to do that crap." 

This was the experience also for Tom, a fifty-two-year-old, unmarried male, 

highly sensitive to the expectations the various social contexts placed upon him. In fact, 

he said that to disappoint another's expectations, especially those of his family, was to 

"intermpt" or "upset" their lives. However, whenever a role became inauthenticating, 

Tom discarded the role and sought an altemative way of being. Professionally, he 

believed that his abandonment of a professional, salaried poshion for four part time jobs 

teaching Yoga constituted a sizeable disappointment to his father. Like his singleness as 
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a male however, he was opposed to simply acquiescing to conventional societal 

expectations. Through yoga and the sharing of religious readings from a variety of 

traditions, he sought an inner and outer unity both for himself and for the world. Note the 

humanistic orientation reflected in the following representative statements: 

[Important to spirituality is that] It keeps me wanting to grow, read and think, and 
dialogue, and at the same time not get caught up in this frenzied rush that I think a 
lot of society is caught up in consuming and information need...In the past year I 
have thought there is really not a great need for every man to reproduce and have 
children. It seems like a lot of people have this biological need to have children, I 
think. If you're not ready for children, then why are you having children?... 
disregard all those opinions of society and family that say 'you should be making 
more money-more established. You should have this and this in life.' Just 
disregard those...We can't all be economically successful...I guess it is the siren 
call of culture and the tradition. 

The negative identity the moratoriums seemed to be awkwardly avoiding was 

either the inauthenticity associated with a maladaptive role, a previous self that came to 

be seen as self-destmctive, or a perceived stagnation (intellectual or existential) that 

compelled them to remain in perpetual morphing. 

Influence and Investment 

Previously, I noted the parallelism in rhetoric between the way a respondent 

talked about her or his relationships in their family of origin and their relationship to 

Deity. In the foreclosed pattem there was a continuity in belief with one's family, tribe 

or ethnicity resulting in a relative seamlessness with one's childhood upbringing. This 

was not typical for at least three ofthe moratoriums for whom the affective set assumed 

less vertical relational posturing both with parents and in some ways even with Deity. 

The painful sacrifice of fitting into the familial or societal ideal or the neglect of a parent 
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seemed in the moratorium to accompany less ease in relating to deity. Thus, Naomi, 

whose father died when she was sixteen, commented that she had grown up without any 

participation in an organized religion and did not realize until later in life that "something 

was missing." Having "found" spirituality, she yet said, "1 don't feel as comfortable 

saying Jesus, God.. .1 think for me spirituality - a higher level of a higher power - all of 

those are more at least for now is a comfort." (Note this same effect ofthe absent father 

in the discussion of Allen's interview in the next paragraph.) Following are discussions of 

two interviews that I cite in length to portray the similarity between the family of origin 

space in which one was raised and the spiritual space in which one is now trying to 

construct a way of being. The first interview illustrates what was above called the 

disendowed pattem that resembles Marcia's moratorium; the second interview illustrates 

an arrested pattem that more closely resembles a secondary leaning to Marcia's 

foreclosed pattem. In the rest of their interviews, however, it is clear that both score high 

on saliency and both are in a period of profound reflection. 

Allen, the forty-year-old male introduced previously, mentioned little of his 

biological father beyond a single paragraph, remembering that his father withdrew 

physically and emotionally through a six-year agonizing process that began when Allen 

was twelve years old. The withdrawal resulted in a divorce when Allen was eighteen and 

subsequent contact with his father had been short exchanges two or three times a year. 

From an Eriksonian developmental standpoint, the years when questions of identity 

formation were most salient were lived without a parental model for entrance into an 

adult world of status, value, or inviting role. Allen's spiritual quest was associated with a 
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"feminine ideation" ofthe divine. Spiritual exploration and the elusive search for a 

consistent sense of spiritual self had become associated with serial sexual encounters of 

intimate peril. Using idyllic imagery, the respondent said that he felt compelled to enter 

"the garden," disappearing inside the romantic/sexual experience, but was never allowed 

to sta>. "The deeper 1 get into a relationship, the more vulnerable and the more uncertain 

I get." It was as if he fell repeatedly prey to a siren song which he would follow once or 

twice a year, only to rediscover that these passionate, intimate relationships typically 

ended in sadness and pain. Spirituality involved the creation of ritual whereby the tragic 

could be excised while yet honoring the intensity of yeaming in the experience. This 

perpetual paradox eventuated in oscillation between self-doubt and grandiosity. "I can be 

resolved in one day and everything feels locked in and I feel the power ofthe universe 

supporting me. I feel the gods are reaching a hand out for me to pull me into a new thing. 

But the next day I can wake up with a lot of doubt, self-doubt, questioning and it 

becomes murky." 

Charlotte is a twenty-six-year-old female whose family matrix created the same 

dilemma that the foreclosed experienced, needing extemal validation while yet rejecting 

any obligatory feelings to fulfill the expectafions of others as "a bunch of crap." Being 

one of four daughters wfth a composite of four Ph.D.s in the family, she described how 

being a daughter had affected the way she felt about herself: 

But being their daughter means there's such high expectations in my family for 
intelligence. There are a lot of times I've just kind of sabotaged myself, and so I 
wouldn't have to worry about measuring up to that.. .1 enjoy the safety, the 
emotional safety that having parents who care for you and love you and want the 
best for you, what that affords. Sometimes I don't want to be a daughter, because 
I would really like to be more of my ovwi person. I would really like to have less 
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strings attached to my person... 1 think that if I didn't have the implied 
expectations, then 1 would be more successful. But again 1 think that if they didn't 
have some positive expectation of me, I would feel like they didn't think I was 
capable of much... 1 guess I'm more apathetic towards doing the things that I 
know that I'm capable of because someone is kind of expecfing me to do that. 

As the dynamics of her family left the mutual regulation of ego ftinctions 

unresolved and conflicted, this same childhood anxiety was revisited in the spiritual 

domain, creating the same double bind. 

I think I meet their [parents] expectations in that I've chosen Christianity like they 
did, because I think there is an under-riding expectation for all their kids to be 
Christian. So on the one hand I've got it in the bag on that.. .1 think I'm the kind 
of person they hoped I would be. They are proud of me, they're proud of who I 
am.. .1 don't think I've met their expectafions at all in using my gifts.. .1 don't 
spend my time preparing myself to succeed in the way they would think would be 
good. When I was growing up my mom used to say not working up to my ability 
was sin. That was the kind of crap I didn't need to hear. But they expect me to 
use my gifts. They don't expect me to live off of them forever. 

Erikson (1963), in following his teacher Freud, described introjecfion as the 

process whereby a person would feel and act as if an outer reality had become an inner 

certainty. Note how this seemed to play out as Charlotte subsequently explained how she 

stmggled spiritually to relate to God: 

So the whole spirituality thing, it's a complicated issue because part ofthe reason 
why I do and don't do things, has to do with wanting and needing God's 
approval... Part ofthe reason why it [my spirituality] was important to me was 
because it was supposed to be important to me because I'm a Christian.. .1 think 
it's hard. Anyone can be spiritual...You can be spiritual about anything. I think 
it's hard to be a Christian. It's not hard for me to not do the things that I'm not 
supposed to do. It's hard for me to stay actively connected to God.. .It's hard for 
me to stay connected to God because part of it is so stubbom and if it's something 
I'm supposed to do, or I ought to do, my initial reaction is to rebel against it 
because I don't want anyone telling me what to do. That's just kind of a warped 
way of looking at God, I think, because I don't really think He is so much about 
that. 
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This movement/countermovement toward and away from God finally seemed to 

culminate in an experience characterized as her "dark night ofthe soul." Again the 

similarity to the early formative years of familial attachment, though beyond the scope of 

this dissertation to fully probe, was too significant to ignore in the moratorium's search. 

I remember times that I would scream and cry because I felt like He had left me 
so the tie would be broken. It is one thing when I choose to break the tie or when 
I choose to ignore God. It's quite another thing when God chooses... I mean, I 
don't know how 1 work all of this out theologically.. .it quite a different thing 
when it seems like God has chosen to ignore me. God's always suppose to be 
there for me. If 1 leave Him, that's okay, because I can come back, but if He 
leaves me and I'm left there begging, it seems ultimately cmel. I remember 
weeping, begging God to hold onto me. Even though I felt like He had 
abandoned me, somewhere in my brain I knew that He hadn't.. .It's not your 
choice. I really feel like God abandoned me. I was alone and it was scary. I 
thought everything I built my life on is gone. It was like this total redefining of 
who I was. I didn't know how to define myself I didn't know who I was because 
my core was gone. 

There was nowhere else I could go. I couldn't do anything, nothing that I did 
made any difference. Everything was death to me, particularly anything spiritual. 
I didn't read the bible, I didn't read any spiritual books, praying was just I don't 
even know how to describe it. I didn't go to church. The times I did go to church. 
I could barely sit through it. I was still utterly dependent. It kind of cracks me up 
when people think that's weak, because that's the hardest thing to do. 

No doubt volumes could be written in psychoanalyzing this experience. I have 

reported it here in detail to illustrate an arrested sense of spiritual self; one that has 

cycled through the fiandamental issue of basic tmst versus mistmst in a profound 

way. Yet, like the relationship with her family of origin, Charlotte could not yet move 

the conflict to resolution. The intemalization of psychosocial anxiety had distressed the 

possibility of constmcting a vocational/spiritual role that allowed for a suitable spiritual 

identity. In describing her current state of spirituality she said, "I feel kind of lost. I feel 
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distant from God, and I feel there's just so many things connected with that...so much 

interconnected at that point that feeds off of itself but 1 do feel that I am just floating 

around." 

The categorical ratings for behavioral investment varied significantly for the four 

who fit this category: one was judged as having only a minor investment in the role, one 

was classified as having a balanced investment, and for two the search for a consolidated 

sense of spiritual identity was and is what orders their day and is the activity around 

which their calendars are scheduled. Consistent with this were the different responses 

given by the four moratoriums to a question regarding how one balances investment in 

the spiritual domain with other things that must be done. Perhaps because ofthe breaking 

with conventional roles and expectations, these respondents ranged from saying "Its no 

trouble balancing..." to "I don't balance it. I probably should." Once again reflecting a 

divergence in pattem, the only behavioral investment mentioned by more than one ofthe 

moratoriums was the practice of yoga. Beyond this, a diversity of practices was 

mentioned consistent with the moratorium search and self-exploration: visiting various 

churches and traditions; dialogue over books; creating personal rituals of burning, 

sketching African artifacts, focusing mentally on a song. Interestingly, when asked about 

specific practices, three of these respondents also answered the question in the negative, 

again reporting what they have sought to avoid: "1 don't really go to church anymore." I 

try to avoid "rigid thinking," my spirituality is private because "1 don't have to be 

accountable." 
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Reflectiveness. Continuity and Change 

Completely reversed from the foreclosed, the moratoriums across the interviews 

were rated with the highest ratings for past reflectiveness, meaning serious doubts and 

questions have occurred. Having no family foundation on which to base a spiritual 

identit) or finding the existing foundation suffocating, they saw no possibility of 

continuit) in constructing a spiritual self There could be many factors associated with 

these scores - the traumatic experiences of losing a parent to death or divorce prior to the 

teenage years, the lack of religious participafion on the part of their family, educafional 

experiences that promoted a liberal education, breaking the pattem of denial hiding 

addiction - all of which seemed likely to have contributed to a perspective taking and 

searching that now characterized these respondents. Categorical ratings for past 

behavioral change indicated that moratoriums made changes that were self-initiated. 

Once again these revealed some distinction from the foreclosed whose behavioral change 

scores fit the category of normative pattems in which change occurred expectedly as a 

result of natural processes of developmental growth. In the four moratorium interviews, 

two dominant movements were reflected that in different ways served to drive the past 

behavioral change scores to this level. For two of these respondents, change was 

associated with exploration. In one case this exploration was to move through a 

multiplicity of role-like experimentations; in the other it was more ideological and 

attempted making all roles permeable so that the unity of all tmth could be ascertained. 

Listed in these two interviews was a vast array of ideological or experiential 
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experimentation. For the other two respondents, change was associated with recovery 

either from depression or alcoholism. For these respondents, the efforts at change were 

toward overcoming the limited ways their families had promoted a sense of spiritual 

identity to be formed in them. 

When responding to questions about change to the future, however, these 

respondents showed no commonality and a variation in scores. One said they had no 

expectation for change; another commented on her desire and anxiety to find a way to 

express her discovery of spirituality with her family, and another said she expected 

serious doubts and questions to continue. Again, it may be beneficial in categorizing 

identity stmctures to be able to offer a secondary descriptor to name these differences. 

The Achieved 

The Achieved - Characterization ofthe Prototype from Existing Literature 

Achieved identity is constituted in Marcia's scheme by those who had navigated 

through a period of exploration or crisis and had subsequently made commitments toward 

a new identity. A review of research on the statuses reveals that Marcia (1993) 

characterizes the achieved as possessing a high locus of control like the moratoriums, a 

low level of conformity, and a greater propensity for reflectiveness than the foreclosed or 

the diffused. He reported that those who reflected an achieved pattem typically came 

from families who supported their differentiation and with whom they could maintain 

rapprochement. The ambivalence of earlier periods now yielded to a mutuality and a 

balanced appraisal of similarities and differences. In Josselson's (1996) work, the 

achieved were women who were reworking their childhood selves, feeling confident in 
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their abilil> to attain personal success by selecting self-safisfying investments of 

themselves. At the expense of anxiety and guilt they had sacrificed notions of being the 

ideal daughter, usually via sexual experimentation, and had come to rely on themselves, 

on their own sense of approval standards by which to live. The intemal quest for 

autonomy overshadowed the residing negative emotions of disapproval or self-doubt. 

Distantly related to this may be the finding that children of single-parent families and 

children suffering through their parents' divorce tended slightly toward higher identity 

statuses. Interestingly however, Josselson found these women to have the most cherished 

connections to others despite their capacity to rely primarily on themselves. A final 

insight from Marcia's (1993) review that may have parallel with a respondents' sense of 

spiritual self are studies which show that the achieved score high on measures of 

dialectical reasoning and on experiential outlook. 

The Achieved - Characterization ofthe Achieved Sense of Spiritual Identity 

Much ofthe characterization of achieved identity in other domains fits the 

characterization ofthe spiritual domain for the respondents in this study. Six men 

{Palmer, Wesley, Clay, Vaughn, Luke, and Apollo) and seven women {Hope, Maggie, 

Becky, Eve, Diana, Erin, and Sally) were categorized as achieved. All of these 

respondents had passed through a time of exploration or crisis that stimulated 

experimentation or reflectiveness. Through this process a greater sense of intemal 

awareness and inferiority seemed to have developed. Most ofthe achieved could name 

experiences and beliefs that were different from or more intentional than those of their 
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parents, indicating that the ascriptive self of childhood had been relinquished or modified 

or built upon and altemate identity possibilities had been considered. Further, rather than 

being embedded in these experiences, they could now reflect back on them from an 

objective posture. The space of their spiritual identity was one they had exercised some 

choice to gain, and there was a quiet assurance that what was found was indeed the 

correct path. 

Yet, despite this goodness of fit, there were also some differences when holding 

up the spiritually achieved identity status to that of other domains. In the existing 

literature, identity achievement moves toward autonomy and a self-chosen path. In 

spiritual identity, because it is so often associated with one's relationship to deity, 

autonomy and self-authorship take on different forms. The sense of self may be bent not 

toward charting one's own path in self-satisfactory ways, but toward realizing the true 

self as it is mediated in the space which is often described as deity itself The self is 

actualized then not in goal oriented success but in practices that deepen awareness of who 

this self is before God and/or in practices that keep one in touch with themselves. 

There was an everydayness about these respondents' spiritual sense of self 

looking for "god moments" in daily tasks, seeing "everything that happens as an 

opportunity for transformation" and a cultivation of appreciation for experiencing the 

earthiness of life. Since investment in this status was self-selected, there was a great deal 

of uniqueness in the kind of behaviors and beliefs associated with the achieved pattem. 

Indeed, Waterman (1993) concluded in a summative article regarding developmental 
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trajectories of identity patterns that little consistency had been established for idenfity 

status change in pattems of religious beliefs and political ideology. 

Saliency and Meaning 

From all ofthe interviews that I conducted, the response section on spirituality 

was bulkiest among those who fit in the achieved status. Not only were these 

respondents the most articulate about their sense of spiritual identity, they also had the 

most to say. It was also my observation that the pie diagram for many of these 

respondents forced a misrepresentation of how they perceived themselves spirituality. 

Rather than assigning an apportioned amount ofthe pie, a number ofthe achieved either 

contended with the diagram (e.g., "A circle is finite and Allah is infinite" so the 

important part of my life cannot be located in this circle)or said rather assuredly "it 

[spirituality] is not part ofthe pie, ft is the pie!!"; or simply wrote whatever terms they 

used to describe this important area of their life by writing outside the boundaries ofthe 

circle. Similarly, when describing the space of their spiritual sense of self, they reached 

for superlative language: "we can't get our minds around it," "ineffable, meaning you 

can't get to the bottom of it," "a vastness" that transcends the self, "it's all 

encompassing." What made these statements so intriguing to me was the realization that 

they were expressions linked to a different epistemology that the achieved seemed to 

employ when talking about discovering and inhabiting the space of their spiritual 

identity. Other statuses may have revealed elements of their sense of spiritual identity 

being difficult to describe or consisting of dimensions beyond cognitive apprehension. 
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but where this was the case, it was not accompanied with nearly the same articulated 

explanation as with these achieved respondents. Note the epistemological nature ofthe 

following statements emphasized by the achieved: 

For myself it's important to me because it feels to me like when I talk about 
famil>. 1 want to talk about thinking, but when 1 talk about religion, I want to talk 
about feelings... 

There is part ofthe structure in how I think as well.. .there is always the 
awareness of what in literary criticism people would call binary opposites. There 
is good or there is evil; there is light or there is darkness; there is death or there is 
life...I recognize that those ways of thinking structure how I approach things 
sometimes. I look at it and I think to myself not only the cognitive questions like, 
'What is the argument here? What is the analysis being given?" but it is beyond 
that; "Is this argument going to push us towards something which is life giving, 
which is helpful, or is this going to push us in the direction that's not very 
helpftil?' 

.. .1 sense that I'm on a joumey.. .the capachy for the holy is becoming more and 
more pronounced in my life.. .There is some sense that functional descriptors at 
this point leave me without language, but that the visual displays of walking in the 
heights and in the mountains helps me at that point. 

...like a rich tapestry.. .my very lifeblood, deep, mysterious, intuitive... 
impossible to describe...leaming almost intuitively how God works and what he 
sounds like, what he tastes like...I've been really exploring the right brain, 
intuitive side of spirituality... [God] reaches us through all the senses... 

... When I first started reading the Koran I was very disappointed because it 
reminds me of the Bible - Moses was still parting the Red Sea and Jesus was sfill 
doing these fantastic miracles. I thought this ain't nothing but another version of 
the Bible.. .1 was very fortunate to have a skillful teacher who understood where I 
was in my thinking at that time. He just gradually began to evolve me out of that 
consciousness into a whole, another level of thinking, you know. I began to be 
evolved into a Koranic consciousness. 

Becky, a forty-five-year-old, remarried female with three children called herself a 

post-Christian with "a spiritual practice" of Zen Buddhism. She said that she was "trying 

not to read about Buddhism, but just doing it and seeing where it leads" in order to avoid 
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her tendency to intellectually attack everything. A seventy-two-year old, married male 

with two children who 1 named Palmer started what he termed a psychosynthesis group 

to train people of different faiths in spiritual direction. Palmer commented on writing to 

medical and spiritual leaders in his group about how the body must be a part of this 

endeavor. 

For previous statuses, I have tried to fit an image to the space of spiritual idenfity 

that I hoped would at least partially account for the meaning given by these respondents 

to their sense of spirituality. If it is accurate to characterize this space for at least some of 

the foreclosed as the foundation on which they build, and if this space for at least some of 

the moratoriums might be described as a new world to be explored, the image(s) for the 

achieved may be more varied: a joumey or pathway that has passed through perilous 

territory, a matrix that requires a different equipping to comprehend, or an ocean that 

encompasses and carries. For the achieved what had been discovered was a different way 

of seeing and knowing - a cultivation of an awareness, and a new way of "being with" 

others (cf subsequent paragraphs). 

Almost uniformly, all ofthe achieved persons in my sample received the highest 

scores for motivation intensity, indicating that a high degree of importance was assigned 

to their involvement in this role. Although this might be expected among achieved 

identities, it should be pointed out that this was not at all an unbiased finding. The 

method of using a convenience sample compelled a search for respondents that connected 

me primarily with men and women in leadership roles in their faith communities. Thus, 
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the importance ofthe spiritual role may have been exacerbated by vocational investment 

(though this too can be conceived as an issue of saliency). 

The motivation quality scale that we attempted to rework from the role related 

identity rating manual proved to be less distinct when rating achieved interviews. Either 

a respondent failed to match any ofthe descriptions that 1 had adopted (e.g.. a Jewish 

man whose primary motivation in his spiritual role was to establish a scientific method of 

reasoning that would provide an objective system whereby the Jewish/Palestinian crises 

could be resolved; a Muslim who saw Islam as the only hope for African Americans and 

believed it was for him to reestablish life according to that modeled by Mohammed in 

Medina centuries ago so that a model of human excellence could be held up for humanity 

to see) or the comprehensiveness of their mofivation placed them fully in several ofthe 

categories simultaneously (i.e., a person derived psychological benefit via coming to 

relate to Deity that now govems their life and seeks to find expression through acts of 

justice). Although the same reality occurs in other roles in the RRII, there seemed to be a 

significantly greater amount of discussion and debate between raters on the motivational 

quality rating for sense of spiritual identity. Several times we marked a score but wrote 

down that we needed to revisit this. The simple conclusion was that more energy must 

now be spent teasing apart the descriptions between these categories. Closer to reality, 

however, it may be that what is needed would be compounding scores in this area as well. 

When the achieved responded to what was important about their sense of spiritual 

identity, answers appeared to cluster around three or four primary aims. Most frequently 

noted was the saliency and meaning derived from a compelling way of being together 
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with other people that these respondents attributed to their spiritual sense of self "It kind 

of gets introspective and loses the point or something," reported Hope, a forty-two-year-

old female, "1 think the point is actually the community, and it is about connecting, and ft 

is about doing life with one another. In fact, spirituality grows as you do life with other 

people and they with you." Sally, a twenty-six-year-old female marked the tuming point 

in her spiritual joumcN when a friend took her to a Chinese church and a group of friends 

invited her to an evening meal."'.. .1 felt like I didn't have to be anybody other than who I 

was. I didn't have to put on any face, I could sfill be accepted by these people who call 

themselves "Christians'. That was the beginning..." Wesley, a twenty-six-year-old male 

who said that in the past he did the "typical American thing of separating the intellectual 

assent from the behavioral reality," was now discovering via his spiritual sense of self the 

importance of loving in concrete ways that connect deeply to people's souls. Eve, a 

thirty-six-year-old female who became pagan because it was the only religion in which 

the feminine was regarded as part ofthe divine said, "it is a very positive religion where 

both sexes try to treat each other equally and with respect." Palmer, a seventy-two-year-

old male, having studied spirituality in other cultures, wrote poetry and then published an 

interfaith newsletter attempting to "bridge cultures and bridge religion." He described a 

good spiritual direction session as when "we both go up." Other respondents used phrases 

indicating this same reality naming the spiritual significance of "connecting deeply," 

"'helping others," the power of "sitting with" one other person in focused meditation, 

"being more present" to others because of their spiritual practice, and wanting to see 

others "tell me what they have experienced." In psychosocial terms, the interaction 
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between the agency ofthe individual and the social context surrounding them had 

become an enhanced and cherished dynamic. 

Less prominent in the descriptions the achieved gave to the aim of theh role-

related spiritual identity were the following themes: the disciplined effort to be directed 

and pliable to the will of God; a sense of healing/well-being and/or inner peace attained 

via their spiritual identity; and avoiding alienation from themselves or conversely finding 

ways to be more in touch with their deepest personal truths and more self aware. Hope, 

the forty-two-year-old female mentioned earlier, would take annual silent retreats in order 

to "touch base with words that are actually flowing at some deep that I don't hear all the 

time." 

When these motivational intents were coupled with the high intensity scores of 

the achieved, it was not surprising to find that all the achieved respondents except one 

were rated as exemplifying the highest level of affect in their spiritual role and the 

highest level of effect on self-perception, self-evaluation, and sense of self worth. These 

scores were indicative of very positive associations in one's sense of spiritual self, almost 

fully void of anything negative. The language communicating these affective 

associations tended to reflect a self that was becoming more accepting of itself and more 

at ease with a way of comporting the self toward Deity and in one's surrounding social 

context. Words such as "deep rest," "holy leisure," "settledness," "confidence," 

"freedom," "real and tme," "life," "thankful to it," and "letting go" were invoked when 

giving description to this cherished space. Four of these respondents, however, were 

given a score indicating a paradoxical relationship on either affect quality or on self-
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evaluation quality. Paradoxical sell-evaluation scores convey the dichotomous 

movements these respondents experienced when seeing themselves in relation to God or 

when evaluating themselves against a high moral/spiritual principle. Thus one 

respondent reported feeling both an unsinkable security in a trustworthy God and yet a 

deepened awareness of her own sinfulness. A second reported this same reality 

commenting that ""the closer I get to God the more inadequate" I see that I am. A third 

who attempted to align her life according to five Buddhist teachings that have brought her 

healing from depression also said that meditation/practice ""is not an escape ...if it is done 

properly. It forces you to look at some very unpleasant things about yourself" And 

finally a fourth said that he never questioned God's abandonment toward loving him. but 

did occasionally question his own abilities and sinfulness before God. 

Not only was there paradox within several of these interviews when considered 

individually; looking across interviews also led to discovery of opposing self-evaluations 

among the achieved. Some ofthe achieved gave very definitive responses, unequivocally 

declaring that their sense of spiritual identity was the ontological essence of who they 

were. They challenged the presupposition(s) underlying questions about how they would 

instmct someone to develop spiritually as they have or questions about what 

commitments flow from this area of their life, insisting that spirituality was not 

something "I do" but "who I am." Vaughn, a forty-eight-year-old male, captured this best 

in his opening response to the spiritual identity questions. 

I consider that the core essence of who I am is a spiritual reality. In other words, 
the deepest part of myself is not the socio-historical, it's not the physical, nor is ft 
the functional. The deepest part of who I am is a spiritual person. By that I mean 
I have been given an essence that is in the image of God and it is an etemal 
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essence and that is my deepest identity, my greatest dignity... 1 am an embodied 
spirit that is one whole. I am a person on a joumey and that joumey is a joumey 
to God. 

Diana, a thirty-eight-year-old female who defined her primary identity as "daughter 

of God" said that: 

As far as reality goes, when 1 think about what's most real, what's most tme in 
life, that's the spiritual realm. 1 don't know if anything needs to be said other than 
that except that my source of truth and reality is not at all limited to what I can 
see, the physical reality. My spiritual identity is so much more real and tme than 
any of my other roles 

Likewise, Luke, a forty-three-year-old male, regarded his understanding of himself as 

a spiritual person: 

.. .as permeating every aspect of who I am, of never imagining that there's some 
aspect of life that's not interesting to God or in which God would not be 
concemed or active... there are certain points of life daily and/or weekly and/or 
monthly and/or annually where spiritual issues come into sharpest focus. But 
there is a continuousness about my understanding of who I am before God and 
what God has called me to be and how I relate to God that cannot be expressed in 
terms of those points or events. 

Hope, the forty-two-year-old female, commented: 

I think traditionally we put this whole idea of identifying oneself as a Christian. 
But to me spirituality is more than that identification of being a Christian, 
although that's part of ft. It's about in some way who I am, so ft's an identity 
thing...an essence of being if you like. I am in God-that's how I kind of see 
myself as being in God. 

Other achieved respondents, however, discounted seeing themselves as spiritual 

persons. One regarded the designafion of ""spiritual" as belonging solely to the elite, 

disqualifying him as a novice in this joumey. Two others associated "being spiritual" 

with a sort of contemplative, mystical orientation that they found little capacity for in 

themselves. One said "spiritual" had become such a "flim-flammy word" that she would 
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prefer to think of herself as having a spiritual practice because people who think they are 

spiritual scare her. Yet another moved away from this self-description because 

•"spiritual" was too easily associated with a sort of fanaticism that could easily become 

disconnected from reality. What may be more important for the sake of identity 

exploration is not the question ""how much?" a person regards themselves as being 

spiritual, but rather ""what capacity?" do they exhibit for objectifying and describing 

themselves in relation to this space. 

Closeh associated with this awareness of self as a spiritual essence was a 

pronounced awareness among many ofthe achieved of their false self or selves. In some 

ways the false self functioned akin to the negative identity fragments named earlier that 

described a self to be feared and avoided. But where the negative identity fragment was 

something projected to wam one of what not to become, the false self for these 

respondents tended to be the self they had already been or the trauma they had to endure. 

A great deal of their spirituality was involved with liberation from this false self 

appropriating a way of gracing this part of their identity, or finding resolution and a way 

of making meaning of what life forced them to endure. The sense of spiritual identity 

they now possessed seemed to emerge from that place where they had come to the end of 

themselves. The catalytic event or context was as varied as the individual: unwanted 

divorce, a mother's death at an early age, a car accident in which one faced death, sexual 

abuse, financial bankruptcy, an abortion imposed upon her by a demanding husband, 

disillusionment with organized religion, alcoholism and depression, the deprivation 

associated with being an ethnic minority, etc. Suffering begets spiritual reflection and 
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spiritual reflection begets the construction of a sense of spiritual identity for these 

achie\ ed respondents. Further, it seemed to me that this capacity to embrace and become 

accepting of those dimensions of themselves or of that which had been inflicted upon 

them produced both a greater epistemic humility and a capacity to be more accepting and 

hospitable to those unlike themselves. To substantiate this finding necessitates disclosing 

windows into the stories of these achieved. The first periscope is again from Hope: 

I guess 1 spent the first thirty years of my life trying to feel good about myself by 
what I achieved and what I did. If I was a good wife and a good mom, and if I 
performed and did well in whatever this year I was involved in, I was doing OK, 
and I was well respected in whatever, well liked. If I had things together, then 1 
could feel OK about myself I did feel OK about myself because I was able to 
hang things together. Then there was this period in which, in my mid-3 O's, things 
kind of became unglued. Horrible things were happening.. .At the time it was a 
very real fear that I would lose it and never get back. Basically it was the fear of 
being annihilated, and who or what was trying to annihilate me, and maybe it was 
God. Through this whole stmggle I began to see that it wasn't God. In a way it 
was the way I viewed myself I was setting myself up. So I began to have a more 
realistic view of myself which included my brokenness, and some pain and 
wounds from my past. My areas of what I would call sinfulness - injury to 
myself, and to people I loved, and other people. And I began to see that I was not 
as together as I thought I was. That was a really difficult realization, but then 
through that I also realized that God loved me, and that this was no real surprise 
to Him. It may have been a huge surprise to me, but it was not any surprise to 
him and that he in fact already dwelt among all this stuff in me. If he was happy 
to be there, then I could be happy to be in myself This didn't happen in a few 
weeks, this was a very long process. But that is essentially where I have come to. 
I am in God and He is in me; if He is happy to be in me, then I can be happy to 
live with Him in me as well, like I can be at home whh myself. I have a more 
realistic understanding of my weaknesses and my temptations, and my areas of 
sinfulness as well as my strengths and what I do have together. I guess I have an 
appreciation that God holds it all together and that I don't have to hold anything 
together. It doesn't matter if I'm well or I'm mentally alert, psychologically 
adjusted, or whatever.. .my togethemess is because that I am in God. Because of 
my self-image, I'm happier in myself because of who I perceive myself to be in 
God. 
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Palnu-r is a seventy-two-year-old male who left his family at a relatively eariy 

age, estranged from his father. In college, he met a Hindu guru who not only became a 

father figure to him but who talked about psychology as the development ofthe soul. 

Palmer decided to follow his teacher's influence, somewhat later becoming a Muslim. 

He retired from psychology when his wife's debilitating illness required him to be 

perpetually at home. Rather than growing bitter. Palmer leamed from his Islamic faith 

simply ""to submit" to this as the will of God, a sort of test and an opportunity to become 

something he failed at earlier - a caregiver to his family. 

Wesley is a twenty-six-year-old male whose social idenfity was formed by a 

dysfunctional family, leaving him to see himself as an "introverted, shy, recluse, 

completely concemed with success, with academic success, convinced that the 

development ofthe mind was the entire purpose ofthe human race." Converted to 

Christianity cognitively though solid teachers and affectively through the witness of a 

loving community, he recounted a dream that now discloses his sense of spiritual self 

Essentially the dream was that 1 was in a warehouse and I was... it was a river 
and there were barges of some sort and there was a huge crate and I mean it filled 
up basically the whole warehouse and I was standing in from the whole thing, 
holding it back, and it was straining to get out, to get on to the river, to be taken to 
the stream, to do what it was supposed to do, but I was holding back as hard as I 
could. And what I related that to is this whole package of behaviors that are 
longing to spring forth from beliefs that I'm holding back. And the real test of my 
life is to get out ofthe way and let that start flowing out. 

Vaughn is a forty-eight-year-old male who believed that his primary identity was 

found in relationship to God through Christ and that virtually every identity must flow 

from that. "If ft doesn't, then I will collapse to selfishness.. .to aggressiveness.. .or to 

aggrandizement - trying to make a name for myself ..or to accumulation." The strength 
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of this conviction evolved from bankrupting a small fortune he had amassed playing the 

stock market to support his family while pastoring. He defined a transforming moment in 

his sense of spiritual self that occurred at this low point in his life. 

1 don't believe 1 had ever had such a sense of assurance before, and I honestly 
don't know that 1 expect ever again to have such a sense of assurance. I had just 
finished a wedding...It was a blessed event. There was a sacramental presence 
there. These were good people and they loved the Lord. It was a very, very 
special intensely spiritual time for me. After that wedding 1 went back to my 
office, which is a beautiful office. It's sfill there, tum-of-the century-church. On 
two sides it had stained glass windows. It's a gorgeous office. It was ten o'clock 
at night. 1 suddenly started hearing a seagull. As a kid growing up, occasionally 
seagulls would come up in that area, and they would follow behind your tractor, 
dive bombing down to get grasshoppers and rodents and whatever they could 
find. It was not unusual for me to hear seagulls, but you don't hear a seagull at 
ten o'clock at night. I had not heard or seen any seagulls recently. Sitting there in 
the chair, I sensed wave after wave after wave, like I was at an ocean with 
seagulls overhead, and every wave was like the love of God just flooding over 
me, just filling me. It was a phenomenal event in every sense ofthe word. I'm 
not quite sure how long it lasted, maybe a few minutes, maybe thirty minutes. I 
don't know. It was from that point then that I knew everything would be all right. 
There were no words, there was nothing spoken, it was just the immense sense of 
being in the ocean of God's love. From that point I really did hear the "one great 
word" that I swear was an audible word to me, at least intemally it was audible, 
was to go back to school. I was sitting in that same office and the sun was 
streaming through the stained glass windows. God said, 'Go back to school and 
get the foundations right.' It was out of that crisis then that all of this, I think the 
fullness of life that I have now, really emerged... 

Diana is a thirty-eight-year-old female who entirely reworked her identity into 

that of a "daughter of God" through the recurring entmstment of herself despite profound 

grief and loss: 

When I was a senior in high school, I went through a twelve-month span where 
ten people that I knew died. They were all from a different age group starting 
with a three year old son of my cousin and going up to my Great Aunt Bemice 
who was like 400 years old.. .one of my really close friends was killed in the car 
accident.. .There was a contemporary, there was a child, somebody my dad's 
age...My sister carried a baby to full term and had a stillbirth...[that] was the 
beginning of my understanding that I cannot ask God to measure up to my 
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understanding of how things should go...l can't base my opinion of God solely on 
what life experiences I'm in the middle of Some things are true whether 1 feel 
them or see them demonstrated or not... That was maybe a maturing of my faith. 
Ever> one of those situations, the hard situations, [I've] more and more feh 
freedom to just talk straight to God and say, "This totally sucks, what the hell are 
you doing?!!".. .there's no rebuke for that in the Scriptures. Over the years in the 
Scriptures I've seen that wrestling and asking really hard questions is really 
Biblical. 

From these kinds of experiences, the achieved gained acquaintanceship with parts 

of themselves that were named in various ways as "vacant spots," "wandering desires," 

"damaging and shameful" parts of my past, or the "dark side" of themselves. As one 

respondent put it, ""I feel like I'm a good person.. .but it's not enough to be good." 

Interestingly, along with the embracing ofthe false self, those who fit an achieved 

pattem used some ofthe strongest language to describe what the consequences would be 

if they abandoned or neglected the spiritual domain of their life: "absolute damnation" 

declared one respondent; others said "hell in this life and the next," and "hell - isolation 

and abandonment;" another commented, "'I wouldn't give a damn about anything." It 

seems apparent that for respondents for whom spirituality came to constitute the 

ontological reality of their sense of identity, a loss of this sense of spiritual self would 

constitute the greatest of all tragedies. 

To summarize these thoughts on saliency and meaning, for many ofthe achieved, 

spirituality was not so much about living life from a foundation (although quite a few 

might regard this as consistent with their sense of spiritual self); nor was it primarily 

about self enhancement and discovery (although this, too, would certainly be regarded as 

a consequential part of their experience); rather, a sense of spiritual identity for the 

achieved represented one or more ofthe following: a way of mending previous identity 
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wounds, and/or a way of avoiding alienation from their true sense of self, and/or a 

journey into the indwelling of God. 

Those for whom identity achievement fit the primary pattern of mending a 

previous identity wound seemed to enter this by a vicarious reliving ofthe role in which 

the wound occurred. Thus, a woman who lost her mother when she was only six years 

old was now healing through the process of mothering her daughter through these same 

ages. Even at the expense of attentiveness to her husband, she was intent on a daily basis 

to ensure that her own children never experienced a feeling of being abandoned. Her 

spiritual practice of meditation was the way she "becomes more present" to her children. 

A psychologist who was estranged from his father and who repeated the neglect with his 

own children leamed how to be a son when a Hindu spiritual guide became a father 

figure to him. In a compensatory way he now finds greatest meaning in being a father 

figure via offering psycho-spiritual direction. A young single woman devalued in her 

family for not being bom a son suffered the suicide of her mentally disturbed mother. 

Finding in mythic literature the divinization ofthe feminine, she related well to the 

goddesses in these stories who typically bore some kind of curse. She found paganism as 

the only religious altemative that allowed the feminine to share a part in deity and was 

thus reconstmcting her sense of identity through various rituals relating her self to these 

mythical goddesses. 

A second pattem among the achieved were those for whom the primary aim of 

their spiritual investment was described as that which "keeps them in touch with 

themselves," i.e., suggesting that spirituality is a mode of ontology that to neglect is to 
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end alienated from oneself For example, a forty-nine-year-old woman reported leaving 

the church when her mother died. Sexual exploration became an important way of 

connecting with others that was condemned by her church, so she left. Overweight, 

feeling rejected and separated, she ""got really angry with God" for taking her mother. It 

was when she started running early in the moming and the rhythmic beating occupied her 

mind that she rediscovered herself It ""is a little like you begin to float. I think it was the 

beginning of reconnecting with myself" Simultaneously, the ballet that she practiced 

several hours a day created the sensation that '"everything is made from your center" and 

that here she begin to ""reconnect with that part of me.. .having a really strong feeling of 

love sort of pouring out from me when I was dancing." 

The third pattem of joumeying into God or being indwelt/encompassed by 

something divine proved the most difficult to reflect utilizing existing theoretical 

assumptions of identity theory. I think the difficulty was apprehended by the respondents 

as well who earlier were mentioned as contending with the use ofthe pie diagram. Just 

as feminist scholars have argued that there is still no identity theory that adequately 

explains women's developmental joumey, so does there seem to me to be an inadequacy 

of identity theory constmcts to properly comprehend this phenomena. By default I found 

myself over and over having to use theological language rather than that of identity to 

fairly represent what I believed these respondents were describing as the experience of 

their sense of their spiritual selves. In identity theory an achieved sense of self follows 

from a period of exploration whereby a person may suffer guilt and self-doubt as the cost 

of differentiation. The result of having chosen particular identity commitments, however. 
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was a greater sense of individuation and autonomy. For those who describe their sense of 

spiritual self as joumeying into God there appeared to be similarity with identity theory 

of having passed through a period of crisis and of having made ideological commitments. 

Thus scores on the measures of both exploration and commitment, saliency and past 

reflectiveness were high for these respondents. However, the language used and 

experiences articulated were not those of self-authored identity constmction. Nor did 

these respondents describe the teleological aim of their joumey in terms consonant with 

independence and autonomy. Although they cited the characteristic move away from 

ascriptive roles presented in one's past, the transforming movements they described were 

about being apprehended rather than choosing; relinquishing shame, guilt or self-doubt 

rather than having to endure it; and entmsting the self to another that moves either back 

toward dependency or toward interdependence rather than individuation or autonomy. In 

other words, their vision for selfhood was not described as an expansion of identity 

choices, nor in the freedom ofthe ego to funcfion in the service of itself Rather, the 

ideal sense of spiritual self was regarded as existing in the narrowing of devofion, in 

which the ego became single-minded in its faithfulness to Deity. With new eyes to see 

and new ways to apprehend a kind of contextual belongingness, the space in which they 

perceived their sense of self was somehow transposed to exist in the very being of 

divinity. Like Daniel Stem's (Fowler, 1986) explanafion ofthe child whose cumulative 

experience ofthe presence of a benevolent caregiver developed into the capacity to evoke 

an image ofthe face of this person even when not physically available, so did these 

respondents describe a metaphysical intuition of knowing and being known by God in 
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such a way that the experience(s) oriented the whole of life around this sense of spiritual 

identity. 

Influence and Investment 

About two-thirds ofthe respondents in the achieved category were regarded as 

placing such a high priority on their spiritual self that it was the role that now govemed 

their behavior and which dictated the scheduling of their day. The other one-third 

generally seemed to desire this as well, but found that other demands on their time kept 

this from being the highest priority. In some ways, the particular kinds of activities that 

the achieved persons invested in were not dissimilar from those ofthe foreclosed and 

moratoriums. Prayer, reading and study, group gatherings for ritual and worship, etc., 

were as important to the achieved as to the other statuses. In other ways, there were 

however, dissimilarities. In general, the achieved named more time investments and 

more behavioral ways of investing than the other statuses. Second, many ofthe things 

mentioned were beyond conventional notions of spiritual activities, chosen not because 

they were prescribed by an authority or because they constituted what it meant to be part 

of a homogenous community, but because they had taken on personal significance: trance 

dancing, psycho-synthesis, closet cleaning, supporting the humane society, praying the 

divine office, working clay, jogging, wiccanning, vofing one's conscience, nature rituals, 

rites of passage, and many others. More profound from the standpoint of identity 

research and again challenging the existing ways of categorizing identhy was the 

posturing ofthe self in these pracfices and commitments. For many ofthe spiritually 
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achieved, the aim w as one of receptivity, awareness, responsiveness to divine action, 

and/or discemment. This was in some ways in sharp contradistinction to the success 

driven posturing ofthe vocationally achieved. Thus, one respondent said of his practice 

of meditation that "'1 go completely receptive... as soon as 1 stand to make my prayer I'm 

making my intention to submit myself to Allah;" commented another. Speaking ofthe 

fallout of his primary commitment to love God as "holy leisure,' one man explained he 

goes on "the basic premise that God does communicate and that the way God has chosen 

to communicate to us is through speaking to us when you cultivate these times." Even 

jogging for him was not to keep in shape but to keep the body as a "receptacle for the 

holy." A woman described "trance dancing" in which she can "hear people talking and 

see people who are spirits and elders dancing with you..."; "I think one ofthe ultimate 

ironies is that "I must decrease and he must increase," summarized one respondent, 

"'.. .it's not an "I'm going to lose myself thing. The more I can let Jesus have access of 

me, the more I can be the person I was tmly created to be.. .The ultimate irony is that as I 

let go of my need to control my life, Jesus' character increases in me. The me that was 

originally intended to be balloons...," and finally a respondent who said that "what I 

would do if I have the time is that coming aside to hear the word of god that is already in 

me, and then to hear the word I don't understand." 

Josselson (1996) termed her achieved women "pathfinders," signifying the 

invesfigafion of different ways of situating oneself in life and then self-authoring choices 

consistent with what one wants. The spiritually achieved in my sample also spoke of 

"being on a joumey" and of finding or following a path and of feeling responsible for the 
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path the> had taken. The> were aware of altemate ways of being and believing, 

conscious of but not inseparable from the authority ofthe past, and convinced of having 

made choices toward what ultimately satisfied. The compass for their lives had become 

intemalized listening more to the voice inside of them than to the voices of authority that 

resided extemally. Even so, the designation of "pathfinder" seems a misnomer for many 

of those who qualified as achieved respondents. The aim for many now became to 

relinquish or surrender the passions ofthe ego and/or to become compliant to "the will of 

God." The picture of Josselson's "pathfinder" is of busy, goal-directed women who only 

occasionally leave moments in their lives for introspection or mmination. These women 

carried anxiety and guilt as the consequence of taking their lives into their own hands. 

Again, this was quite a contrast to the spiritually achieved in my sample who may have 

broken with the expectations of parents, but whose lives were distinctly marked by a 

meditative posturing in which restfiilness and peace marked the cherished adventure, 

finding freedom from residual anxiety and guilt. 

As subjects in the achieved category connected more deeply with God and/or with 

themselves, they also became more inclusive of those who were allowed to share the 

space that shaped their sense of spiritual identity. Corporate expressions of worship, a 

more profound way of "being with" people, and/or the importance of community were 

prevalent themes among the achieved. This manifested itself in several different ways. 

First, community was sought for different purposes than has been heretofore mentioned. 

Whereas the foreclosed looked to a homogenous community to draw from them a sense 

of validafion and sancfioning of their sense of identity, some ofthe achieved menfioned 
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treasuring the heterogeneity of community in which they could encounter voices different 

from their own. Consequently, achieved persons became interested in issues of justice, 

racial reconciliation, unity among peoples, harmony in the social order, ethnic diversity 

in interpreting sacred texts. Secondly, when asked who modeled for them what they 

would most like to become spiritually, the achieved answered in different ways from the 

foreclosed. Achieved persons were more likely to choose someone besides the 

recognized leaders of their own tradition and to name these people for a particular 

characteristic they possessed. Behind this seemed to be the recognition that these were 

not so much people to imitate but from whom personal goodness could be enhanced by 

being around them. Thus, Gandhi or Jesus might be mentioned because they 

""impersonated tmth" or "sacrificed all for what they believed and were tme to 

themselves"; or a civil rights leader might be admired for their commitment to justice. 

Finally, it should be reported for future study that a slight gender difference seemed to 

appear at this point. Across several interviews it seemed that for women, relationality 

begat spirituality; that is, it was by way of a particular relationship that they grew into an 

enhanced relationship to God. A roommate, a therapist, a friend, or other close 

relationship became the bridge by which a relationship with God was introduced. For a 

few ofthe men in my study, spirituality was begetting relationships. That is to say, 

several men (and one female) commented on how their relationship with God was 

helping them unleam old ways of self-protection and leaming how better to relate to 

people in meaningful ways. 
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Reflectiveness. Continuity and Change 

An expected pattern manifested itself almost uniformly across the interviews of 

respondents in the achieved status. Scores that reflected past reflectiveness and past 

behax'ior change fit in a category indicating that non-normative and unexpected change 

created some prominent or serious doubts and questions which these achieved responded 

to via self-initiated change after consideration of altematives. Indeed, the capacity to 

verbalize their own process of identity change, naming and distinguishing the past sense 

of self from the present sense of self, and the capacity to formalize both the questions 

asked and the means by which to resolve the role-related doubt, seemed uniquely 

elaborate in those who fit within the achieved pattem. For some ofthe achieved, these 

questions and doubts were often epistemological and apologetic in nature, addressing 

issues of uftimate meaning making: ""What is tmth?" "What does all else depend on?" 

"How do I become a spiritual person?" "Where is the place for the female?" For others, 

the reflectiveness regarding their sense of their spiritual self was prompted by a traumatic 

experience (e.g., sexual abuse within the presumed spiritually safe place of one's home, 

the dissolution of a marriage associated with the husband insisting on abortion, 

encountering ""evil people" or falsity in the lifestyles of those in religious organizations, 

being told that one suffered the curse of God because of skin color, the loss of one's 

mother to death at an early age, the involvement of America in the Gulf war and the 

making of Muslims our enemy, experiencing life in America as an African American). 

The subsequent questions resulting from these experiences were ones of fundamental 

tmst: Where was God when this happened? What is the real nature of human beings? 
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What and who can 1 really depend on for guidance and direction? What committal of my 

life will allow longed for connection? What ideology promotes a vision of societal 

transformation that is worth banking my life on? All of these are identity related 

questions form in some way the answer to the question "'who am 1 as a spiritual person?" 

Again, in existing studies using Marcia's categorization the result of exploration 

and commitment tended to be a person now bent on charting their own path, authoring 

their own identity. This pattem was true for a few of my respondents. For example. Eve, 

a thirty-six-year-old female who derived her own rituals and practices of paganism 

commented about the search that led her to a divinization ofthe feminine: 

Oh yes there was my mom who made me go to Sunday school, and I thought it 
was a waste of time, and I did it to make her happy. I did the Quaker thing and 
the Jewish thing. I went into a Mosque and talked to the people there. Like I 
said, where is the place for me in this or where is the place for the female? 
Nobody can answer that question. 

For others, however, the shift that occurred was primarily an intemal change, 

shifting the understanding ofthe self s relafionship to God. This, too, may be consonant 

with what Josselson (1996) called the "the hallmark ofthe emotional stmcture" ofthe 

Pathmakers - namely, ""a longing for conviction in a context of connecfion." And yet, 

because the connection in the spiritual domain was toward deity, a being typically 

regarded as benevolent in disposition and worthy of obeisance, submission to this other 

was perceived and experienced by these respondents as associated with the freedom of 

the achieved status rather than the constriction ofthe foreclosed status. This may begin 

to explain the reported lack of consistency for pattems of identity change typically 
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reported in identity summaries (Waterman, 1993). Consider the following brief 

statements from respondents in my sample. 

Whenever 1 was troubled 1 would walk...l can remember being so troubled as a 
kid because 1 wanted somebody to love me. I would just walk and walk and 
walk. I usually had a route that 1 walked from where 1 lived up into the rich 
white neighborhood and then walked back home just lamenting the deep feeling 
of a lack of love or something. 1 think it was because of those kinds of times that 
Jesus fell in love with me. I think He fell in love with me in those times even 
though 1 did not find Him until years, and years, later. And when I found Him, 
and starting growing into Him, that was the love I have always been looking for. 
1 can remember after that Arizona incident, (in which a prospective future father-
in-law beat him to ensure that his white daughter did not end up marrying a black 
man) .. .coming back to the motel room, probably I was in shock; I remember 
lying on the bed, curled up in fetal posifion. And all of a sudden I just felt this 
envelope of warmth that engulfed me. And I realized that Jesus wrapped Himself 
around during that time.. .and just loved me.. .That's how 1 live my life now. My 
life is lived in the basis of that relafionship, in the reality of that relationship, and 
everything else is subordinate to it. Apollo, male, age 50 

At first I didn't know that I had choice, when I was littler I didn't know I had a 
choice. It was right because someone else was pointing to it being right...It's 
grown from being mles and not a choice to being rules and it is my choice. Then 
the whole faith life and biblical standards and all of that being a lifestyle or not, 
just a yes to information, but this deeper yes to God and to who he says I am.. .if 
my life were a wheel, I would have been at the center, and then there were all of 
the spokes of these different things, one of which would have been God and the 
spiritual aspect of my life. It is much more common now that God is the hub and 
everything then comes from that." Diana, female, age 38 

I try and spend time each day with God contemplatively, prayerfully, joumaling -
I try to keep in touch with myself as part of that... That's a relatively new thing in 
the last few years to keep in touch with myself.. .there was a point where that was 
a kind of legalistic type thing. Now it is more I want to keep in touch with God, 
keep in touch with myself so I am more self aware.. .I'm looking for the God 
moments if you like. Hope, female, age 42 

There was sort of a crisis that came up there, the crises of retirement, the crises of 
my wife's illness. She had the diabetes before but this made her pretty much 
home bound and having pain and a sicker person. The stress of her health, my 
retirement, the Gulf War and then leaming something I didn't know anything 
about [i.e. Muslim faith and the Suffi levels of prayer], I think I was right you 
might say to convert. What it really meant is that I took it on to surrendering 
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totalh to God. and I would just see where it goes....So there was a sense of 
guidance or surrender in the sense it was doing your whole life over. 

Palmer, male, age 72 

She [a roommate] let me ask whatever questions 1 wanted to ask. 1 was always so 
afraid to ask questions because I thought asking questions was associated with not 
beilieving and not believing was associated with all kinds of things - not saved, 
not a part ofthe family. So there was an incredible fear behind not asking 
questions, behind admitting that 1 really didn't know, really didn't believe...I 
remember when 1 first started going back to church; because 1 hadn't been hadn't 
been going to church for a while, I said to her "Is it wrong for me to go to church 
because I like the people?" She said, "No, that's not wrong." This confirmafion 
that 1 could choose, that I could make choices, part of that comes from her 
affirmation. Sally, female age 31 

When I'm doing it [practicing the layperson's Buddhist precepts via medftation], I 
notice that I am more present to things that are happening. If I'm gardening or 
being with someone in pastoral care, cooking, I'm actually there.. .It is not always 
like that but I would say it is that way ten more times than it was before I started 
this sort of pracfice where I'm usually thinking about something else, or 
accepting, or worrying and not present. This affects my daily life quite a bit. 

Becky, female, age 45 

The classical historical words are purgation, illumination, and union. It has taken 
me years to see my personal experience match what the church has so very well 
described and named purgation - allowing the crises to get rid ofthe dross of 
things that are unholy in my life. Illumination is seeing the way and following 
that way forward. Now I seem to be in a union stage where the motivation is to 
be at one with God. Vaughn, male, age 48 

Likewise on categorical scores of present/future reflectiveness and change, the 

scores became equally uniform but at the designation of a two. A score of two indicated 

the respondents' anticipation of normative change, i.e., change that was commensurate 

with what might be expected as one moves through the life course. This, too, suggests 

what should be expected; having come to a place of ideological and spiritual 

commitment, the period of crisis and searching for the achieved diminishes and the 

spiritual space they now occupy becomes a settled way of being. Having ""found" a way 
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of being at home in the space of spiritual identity, other direcfions are no longer sought. 

The change looked for is further progress and faithfulness to themselves along the 

joumey they have begun. 

What I'm trying to do now is ...accelerate it [my commitment to Islam] and make 
m>'self more dedicated. In terms of making any changes in any other direction, 1 
can't even conceive of that. Clay, male, age 50 

1 would say that my understanding of myself as a spirftual person has evolved 
from a person who wanted .. .certain characteristics, who wanted to be known in 
certain kind of ways by people around me; to a person today who regards being a 
spiritual person as simply the way my life is, and that as permeating every aspect 
of who 1 am. Luke, male, age 43 

The Diffused 

The Diffused - Characterization ofthe Prototype from Existing Literature 

Characterized as being low in commitment and low in exploration, the diffused 

person reflects an identity pattem characterized as demonstrating a wide range of 

pathological woundedness, incapacitating the work of identity constmction. Without the 

psychological resources to own responsibility for their own identity development, the 

diffused seem forever eager for life to "happen to them" (Josselson, 1996). Lacking the 

skills of self-reflection, identity issues were not a quest but a passive hope that something 

or someone would claim them. Given to the pleasure ofthe moment, diffused 

personalities were highly responsive to their present contexts leaving a fragmented piece 

of themselves here and there with no continuity or sameness across contexts that could 

form a sense of identity. Having virtually nothing to claim from their childhood, the 

diffused face the task of identity construction not via reclamation and reshaping, nor 

deepening, but one of creation from the void. Marcia's (1993) review cites that diffused 
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adolescents t>pically saw their family as distant and rejecting. Particulariy germane to 

the respondent from my sample who fits this category is the association of diffusion with 

the experience of one's same sex parent as being non-accepting or non-emulatable. In 

Josselson's (1996) study of adult women, the diffused frequently reported a lot of 

experimentation but without a psychic structure capable of organizing these experiences 

to overcome ego deficits. The women in her study were prone to relationships with 

dominant men who would define them. These relafionships rarely endured, and soon 

after their abandonment the diffused women would be swept off toward another 

consumptive center. Consistent with the absence of this intemal anchoring, diffused 

persons would move frequently, vocationally and geographically, yet rarely offer a great 

deal of reflectiveness about these past experiences. They coped with the unpredictability 

and volatility of life by never taking things too seriously and being able to lose 

themselves in a good time. 

The Diffused - Characterization ofthe Diffused Sense of Spiritual Identity 

In my sample I found only one respondent who vaguely reflected this prototype. 

Bob, a twenty-seven-year-old, single man. This was not entirely surprising since my 

sample was drawn from an adult population, and the criteria used to select the sample 

assumed some capacity for reflectiveness and some degree of spiritual affiliation. Thus, 

if a diffused pattem could persist into the adult years, it would not have been likely that 

they would have been asked to participate in this study. Therefore, the following portrait 

should be read with a higher degree of conjecture than the other categories. 
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As discovered in previous studies (Waterman. 1993). the childhood experience of 

this diffused respondent entailed a void ofthe intersubjectivity with parental figures that 

diminished a sense of confidence in the ability to construct a sense of spiritual identity. 

Where there was no mutual regulation of ego functioning, the social mirror denied a 

consistent confirmation of his value or competence. Rather than ignoring the influence of 

the social context, the most proximate mirror seemed to determine ""in-the-moment" who 

Bob determined himself to be while at the same time he showed a general lack of self-

awareness or denied the power of these influences on him. 

Similar to this intemal contradiction, primary social relationships were at one and 

the same time highly valued in one breath and dismissed as irrelevant or superficial in the 

next one. Occasionally, Bob attempted to define himself by asserting what he is not, 

sometimes in a form of projecfion. Unable to tmst his own intemal psychic construction, 

he searched for a catalytic, identity-shaping person or event to help him anchor a sense of 

spiritual self; but whenever one presented itself as a possibility, an over identification 

occurred in which Bob had difficulty individuating his identity from this significant other. 

Thus the social context for this diffused was experienced as a precarious web that 

created its own psychological labyrinth. Bob seemed desperate to find an extemal 

validator, but then discovered that the social pressure associated with this role set up a 

double-bind. While appearing as an oasis in which to nurture identity. Bob seemed to 

feel as if a performance trap was being created resulting in the evaporation ofthe 

relationship as a mirage. Autonomy insists that one differentiate from dominant 
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significant others, but distmsfing one's self Bob also needed these people to validate him 

in becoming an adult. 

This extensive familial and relational history seemed important to understand as it 

explained how the domain of spiritual identity was particulariy susceptible because of its 

necessity of being grounded in basic trust (Erikson, 1963). The disendowment of this 

diffused respondent yielded a self which disallowed or inhibited the solidification of a 

sense of spiritual identity when spiritual roles were mediated in his proximal 

psychosocial space. Especially pronounced was the apparently unconscious similarity in 

rhetoric and description employed when talking about his familial relationships and when 

talking spiritually about his sense of self in relation to "God." It seemed apparent that the 

gateway to a healthy constmction of spiritual identity would require him to revisit 

lingering childhood anxieties; yet typical of a diffused person Bob seems to avoid such 

therapy, fearing the reentering of an imprisoning matrix from which he feared he may not 

be extricated. From an Eriksonian analyses it seems that Bob may be fixated in the stage 

of autonomy verses shame/doubt, frequently experiencing low self-esteem, lack of 

confidence, shame, etc. Indeed, there never occurred in this interview a conviction free 

from further complicity and self-doubt. The emotional tonality was one of anxiousness 

as Bob sought identity resolution without losing a fiirther part of himself in the process. 

Thus, for Bob, a secure spiritual space has yet to be fully reified, or if at once 

discovered, it now seemed again to elude. It seems that organized religion and communal 

involvements will continue to provide for him some degree of social life and a context for 

attitudinal experimentation. Yet, wherever hope seems to emerge, there always remains 
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the shadow of doubt emboldened by the suspicion of significant others. The asynchrony 

between his emerging, often confused, and intemal sense of self and the extemal 

expectations perceived to be implicit in the anticipatory, culturally offered spiritual roles 

seem to have felt incompatible. 

Saliency and Meaning 

In response to the opening question of the spirituality secfion of the interview, 

•"How much do you consider yourself a spiritual person?" Bob replied, "Well 1 have 

called myself a spiritual person. I question that." This self-doubt was created by the 

latest thing he had read which defined a spiritual person as free from some of the 

stmggles and fears he perceived as yet existing in himself Immediately the difficulty of 

the difftised was revealed. In the uncertainty of what extemal validator to rely upon 

whereby to evaluate the self, ambiguity and wispiness resulted. This same ambiguity was 

disclosed further when he revealed the feeling of being pressured by his parents to adopt 

their beliefs and practices. Yet despite this grievance, he nevertheless expressed at one 

point that having Christian parents would be beneficial because it would "make you one 

earlier." What was important to note was the language of his identity constmction. To be 

"Christian" was not something one chooses or constmcts; rather you are ""made one" by 

contextual osmosis in the passivity of childhood, a dominant influence he apparently felt 

was neglected or distorted in his own formation. 

Throughout the interview this paradoxical way of relating to others was revealed 

in such statements as the following, "I think I'll get closer to my parents by 
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contemplating being away for a year." Relationships ""happened" in his family only as 

one ""forced" their way into them. However, rather than creating a foreclosed posture this 

""making" never seemed to become a reality for Boh. Denied an emotional connection to 

either parent, especially his authoritarian father, he found little validation for his 

masculinit) and feared the possible self his father represented. As a result he retreated 

into finding emotional connection primarily with a sister and secondarily in a surrogate 

husband role to his mother. The resultant diffusion of identity could be heard in the 

recurrence ofthe rhetoric of uncertainty (e.g.. "'I don't know," ""I'm not sure,") and in the 

frequency of apparent contradictory statements (e.g., "I am glad I'm a male; I'm not sure 

I would want to be female...I think I would prefer to be female as compared to a male"). 

It's not surprising then to discover this same degree of intemal contradiction and 

ambiguity in his sense of spiritual self so closely connected to his stmggle for gender 

clarity. 

The background of Bob's family system and subsequent sexual identity stmggle 

became essential to understanding the salience and meaning he associated with his sense 

of spiritual identity. On our rating sheet Bob scored high on almost all measures of 

salience, naming faith as "the most important part of his life," expressing that ""it 

determines how I live" and that which "I can least do without." The importance and 

consistency of this pursuit seemed somewhat surprising for a diffused and must be 

attributed to the motivating factor of avoiding his feared self, defaulting to homosexuality 

if he left the constraint of his religious affiliation. Describing the aim of this area of his 

life he said: 
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1 hope someday to be able to realize my full heterosexual potential as a male and 
to fully apprehend all of the masculine that God has given me and to realize all 
that God has created me to be. in all areas of my life, vocationally and 
spiritually.... 

The motivation for Boh 's sense of spiritual identity was his hope to change his 

sexual proclivity and to learn a more acceptable and satisfying means of relating to 

others. However, consistent with the diffused pattem, the obstacle in attaining this was 

once again attributed to his inability to fully differenfiate from his father. 

I think one ofthe obstacles that I would name [in attaining this aim] would be 
how it relates to how my parents, particularly my father, relates to how he sees 
faith. He doesn't view the faith in a very supematural standpoint, more on a 
cognitive, behavioral standpoint and that still creeps into my thinking from time 
to time. That causes me to doubt the supematural and doubt God's supematural 
ability to change people. I'm pledging my hope on God's supematural ability to 
change people and my dad doesn't, he doesn't, he denies the supematural. 

Influence and Investment 

Much has already been stated about the dynamics influencing Bob's sense of 

spiritual self, but a few other statements were intriguing to note about his practice and the 

investment of himself spiritually. In many ways spirituality and heterosexual intimacy 

were experienced as rather fated possibilities. Upon entering seminary Bob ceased to 

date, coming to believe that the pressure in relating romantically was antithetical to the 

possibility of really getting to know someone. Yet his gender ambivalence also 

prevented him from one-on-one male companionship, fearing that any real connection 

could tum to perverted intimacy. The sole person he mentioned as a model for his faith 

was "an older man who mentors the Bible for me," especially admirable for his 

"boldness" and way of relating to people. Asked about what provides a sense of 
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assurance and guidance in his faith, he realized that ""chief people in my life influence 

how 1 think." The one person he did choose to talk to as a closest friend seemed to 

quickly become yet another over identification. He saw in this friend what he did not like 

about himself (e.g., ""low self esteem," "eager to please," ""undervaluing of himself), 

such that this attempted anchoring of his spiritual identity again became an extemal 

source both affecting rather violent mood swings and yet denied as having any impact. 

There were "specific experiences" that were not shared with this closest friend because 

Bob was too ashamed of them. Friendship, he said, was "very important" to him, but 

when asked about the amount of free time he spends in friendship, he names "ten 

percent." Consequently, the practices associated with his spirituality are "mostly 

private," prayer and Scripture reading. Interestingly, he had a practice of reading 

Scripture out loud to himself, a way perhaps of pseudo-extemal validation. Even so, 

when asked how these practices affected the way he feels about himself, he said he is 

uncertain they had any impact on how he feels. The difficulty for Bob in developing 

enough autonomy for self-constmction in the spiritual realm was further complicated 

because it became associated with a pride to be feared, the arrogance of "wanting my 

own way." If identity is a sense of sameness across time, ft appears that in Bob's 

percepfion of himself there remained a lack of historical coherence that would allow him 

to highly regard his spiritual self 
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Reflectiveness. Continuity and Change 

Finally, it comes as no surprise that unlike any ofthe other respondents. Bob was 

the only one in the sample who viewed those who question their faith as a "threat," 

adding that in the recent past it '"has been hard for me to accept people who disagree with 

me." As Bob looked for authentication through overidentification, so was he driven to 

fear those who would further exacerbate uncertainty. Fragile in his own ego identity, he 

had little room for taking another's perspective or exploring in insecure realms. 

Much to his credit, it was significant that Bob completed a graduate divinity 

degree, seeming at many points in his joumey to be well invested ideologically in 

exploration. However, when the demeanor associated with enacting a role commensurate 

with this orientation proved inauthenticating or unable to resolve the confused sense of 

self emerging from childhood, identity constmction at a vocational level was terminated, 

and uncertainty and a conflicted sense of self across several domains ensued. This more 

than anything else determined my categorization of Bob as fitting into a diffused category 

despite the evidence of some degree of commitment and stability in his sense of identity. 

As similarities with Josselson's (1996) characterizafion of diffused women in adulthood, 

particular issues remain umesolved for Bob, inner contradiction still dominates, and 

susceptibility to dominant others govems a sense of spiritual identity. On the other hand, 

the continued consistent attempt to embrace Christianity, despite frequently discounting 

whether he could actually count himself as legitimately included, does prove surprising 

for a diffused person and may be credited to the unique motivation Bob brings to it. 
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Thus, shut off largely from those who could offer another perspective by which to 

endow his spirituality and from which to reflect on his own spiritual development. Bob '.v 

immature spirituality has little psychosocial belongingness in which to safely construct 

his spiritual self His commitment to Christianity will likely persist, but real change may 

depend upon finding a person through whom he could gradually develop a more 

intemalized confidence in his sense of spiritual self However, if there is to be intimacy 

socially or connection spiritually, it is expected to occur only as something that happens, 

rather than anything that he may feel he can construct. It is almost as if he has dropped 

the keys to his own ideological, relational prison outside of his cell and is waiting 

desperately for someone to come and unlock it for him. A spiritual identity has been 

conceived, but rather than being nurtured into a fully differentiated self, it has proven 

difficult for Bob to find a way for it to survive on its own. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The impetus for this study emerged from Erik Erikson's interest in writing the 

psychohistories of key spiritual leaders, seeking to understand how the resolution of their 

own identity crises had made them transitional figures in societal change. Erikson 

recognized the capacity for a religious sense of self, homo religiousis that could become 

definitive of one's identity across the lifespan as it emerged from a particular social and 

historical context. Using the theoretical and methodological foundations of Erikson's 

psychosocial developmental perspective and Mead's symbolic interactionism, this study 

has attempted to utilize and extend the operationalization of Erikson's theory via 

Marcia's identity statuses to understand role-related spiritual identity. From the 

foundational assumption that society mediates religious and spiritual meaning through 

symbols to individuals in the midst of developmental change, a sense of spiritual identity 

was conceptualized as a role in which questions of ultimate meaning could be addressed. 

The aim of this study was primarily exploratory, seeking not to confirm or disconfirm a 

predetermined hypothesis, but to provide a means whereby the subjective knowledge of a 

person's sense of spiritual self could be understood. This final chapter summarizes 

insights that have been gained, recognizes limitations of this study, and suggests 

directions for future research in role-related spiritual identity. 
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Theoretical and Methodological Validations and Considerations 

This study was exploratory in nature, not attempting to test a hypothesis, but 

instead moving toward an initial understanding of spiritual identity and improving a 

methodology for further research. Toward this end I believe this study has much to 

commend it. 

The presupposition underlying the theoretical lens through which I undertook this 

exploration was that a sense of spiritual idenfity largely develops through interaction and 

affiliation with others as meaning is constmcted regarding uftimate questions of one's 

life. Erikson regarded the origins of religious faith to reside in the fundamental 

psychosocial developmental task of tmst. Mead posited that interactions with significant 

others become generalized and then serve to mediate symbolic meanings via societal 

stmctures into enacted roles. This study largely confirmed that this psychosocial 

theoretical approach provides both a comprehensive and coherent means for 

understanding spiritual identity. Although any theory can only offer a partial 

understanding of that to which it points, and although this is especially exacerbated when 

describing something like a sense of spiritual identity which may rely on things the eyes 

cannot see, the predominant influence ofthe psychosocial cannot be denied. The 

endowment or imposition of an ascribed role for spiritual identity sanctioned by one's 

family or community, the negative identity fragments that name taboo ways of being 

and/or evoke feared potential selfhood; the influence of significant others as guides or 

models that move in and out of a person's life; the shaping that comes by community 
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invoh ements and subsequent plausibility structures giving definition to finite domains of 

meaning; relationships that provide a place of contextual belongingness by which shared 

intersubjectivity validates and encourages the development of ones' role related spiritual 

identity; and the understanding of deity as it is mediated via human personality, gestures 

and symbols all give credibility to the utility of using Erikson's psychosocial stage theory 

and Mead's symbolic interactionism as a theoretical lens for understanding a person's 

sense of spiritual self By regarding spiritual identity as a role that is mediated in the 

interaction between the unfolding person and their surrounding social context, the 

methodology of assessing the salience and flexibility associated with a sense of spiritual 

identity could be ascertained. 

Although ft was not part ofthe original design of this study, Marcia's (1993) 

identity status approach proved useful for initially categorizing different pattems of a 

sense of spiritual self and linking the discoveries from this exploratory study to a larger 

body of identity research. Indeed, a sense of spiritual identity could be somewhat 

distinguished on the basis of exploration and commitment. However, though these 

dimensions proved useful for a preliminary sorting, they seemed limited in their 

explanatory capacity to accurately comprehend the subjective disclosures from all of 

these subjects. Utilizing qualitative interviews that focused on aspects of salience and 

flexibility provided a fmitful means for extending the exploration of spiritual identity, 

taking into account self reports of such things as language, motivation, affect, self-

evaluation, time commitment, consideration of change, and actual behavioral change. 

Employing this approach facilitated a means of perspective taking that necessitated a 
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constant attempt to see the world from the point of view ofthe subject being interviewed, 

probing the meanings, emotions, and investments a respondent associated with the role of 

spirituality. As anticipated, this methodology proved efficacious in several ways. First, 

qualitative interviews gave agency to respondents to describe their sense of spiritual 

identit>. Second, though identity status labels and their accompanying characterizations 

were used for initial categorization, it was not necessarily assumed that identity pattems 

would always reveal a neatly coherent pattem. By using a grounded theory approach to 

analyze predominant themes in these interviews, data from the respondents could be 

utilized for revising the theoretical basis. Third, this qualitative methodology, utilizing 

aspects of salience and flexibility, permitted the recognition of variability within a 

particular status. The exploration ofthe moratoriums, for example, may be compelled by 

different motivations; one may go in search of a space to inhabit, another may perpetually 

relish a new adventure. Similarly, an achieved sense of spiritual identity may represent 

the mending of a former identity wound, the discovery of a way to avoid becoming 

alienated from oneself or an encounter with Deity. Thus, knowledge could be advanced 

emerging from a closer association with a respondents' subjective knowledge of their 

own sense of spiritual identity through the use of qualitative interviews. Fourth, a 

deepened focus on aspects of process and change in role-related identity formation was 

gained. Because the qualitative interviews probed beyond the area of a sense of spiritual 

self to family of origin issues, I was able to construct a brief psychohistory of each ofthe 

respondents, which then informed my perception of their sense of spiritual identity. This 

process, though laborious, offered a methodology that more closely honored the 
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interrelatedness of stages in Erikson's developmental theory. Further, it provided a 

means for critiquing and elaborating the use of Marcia's identity status theory in 

exploring the sense of spiritual identity in adults. 

For example, in considering the psychohistories ofthe foreclosed, several issues 

emerged that posed challenges to Marcia's scheme. A subject high in commitment and 

low in exploration would typically be designated as foreclosed. Whereas this makes 

sense in identity domains where a person by default assumes a role predetermined for 

them, this may not necessarily be the case for a sense of spiritual identity. Rather, a 

respondent may have no spiritual role to default to, thus their sense of spiritual identity 

would resemble something like an "unendowed" status rather than one of foreclosed. 

Similarly, a respondent may reject the way their family of origin or nationality 

determined for them to be spiritually, but never enter a real period of further exploration. 

Again Marcia's scheme works in domains where a role must be assumed, but it is 

conceivable that one can simply avoid a sense of spiritual identity alltogether or develop 

a counterdependent posture defining oneself primarily by what they are not 

(philosophically, an "a-theist" would even fit this category). 

Conversely, as there were those who proved problematic for identity status theory 

because they avoided exploration, there were also those who proved problematic because 

they made exploration their commftment. These subjects defied categorization as 

achieved because they resisted any sense of becoming settled ideologically or 

experientially, but they also defied categorization as moratoriums because they had made 
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self authored choices.. .namely the choice to always be exploring. Exploration was not a 

means to an end, i.e., commitment, but an end in itself 

For those who fit the achieved status, the most driving question became whether 

Marcia's characterization of self-authored identity accurately described those whose 

sense of spiritual self was being sought in postures of receptivity and submission rather 

than in the determination to live life on their own terms. Although this often involved 

ideological commitment, and though it may have reflected an emotional break from the 

parental ideal established in one's childhood, and though it could have involved a 

prolonged period of searching and questioning, and though it was described by 

respondents as an awakening and discovery of their most genuine self, it nevertheless did 

not seem fully consonant with existing descriptions of achievement in identity. Does the 

existing characterization of ""achieving" a sense of spiritual identity honor the stories of 

those respondents who claim that their joumey began not of their own accord and who 

subsequently seek a deepened awareness of Divine initiative rather than the independence 

of agentic self-constmction? 

Although primarily qualhative in approach, this study was not without a 

quantitative component, creating a helpful methodology of triangulation in exploring a 

sense of spiritual identity. The various components of salience and flexibility were 

adapted from the Role Related Identity Interview (Sorell, Montgomery, & Busch-

Rossnagel, 1997) to obtain a holisfic picture ofthe intemal stmcture of a respondent's 

sense of spiritual self Utilizing a rating scheme and multiple raters provided both a 

sense of reliability to the analysis ofthe interviews and a quantitative means of 
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substantiating distinctions in identity patterns. Further, in adapting the rating scheme to 

role-related spiritual identity, two changes and one addition were made to the RRII that 

are noteworthy. First, the gender assumption in the rating scheme was changed to make 

the rating scheme applicable for men. This change came easily and the accommodation 

worked well. Second, the motivational quality categories were rewritten to account for 

the different reasons respondents involve themselves in the role of spiritual identity. 

These too were helpful, but frequent discussions between raters over how to categorize a 

particular respondent may have indicated a need for further clarification on the 

description of motivational quality. Third, the addition of a category for paradoxical 

affect and paradoxical self-evaluation seemed usefial in assessing some respondents' 

sense of spiritual self and should be encouraged for incorporation into the future use of 

the RRII in examining role-related spiritual identity. 

Insights Into A Sense of Spiritual Identity 

Saliency and Meaning 

For most ofthe respondents in this study, spirituality was largely regarded as 

holding utmost significance in the way they viewed and comported themselves, 

influencing and infusing other roles with meaning and direction. Because a sense of 

spiritual identity had become so definitive for many of these respondents, organizing and 

synthesizing the ego, a single motivation quality score became often was increasingly 

difficult to assess. Several of these respondents expressed deep spiritual aftachments to 

deity or significant others that were highly informed philosophically, may have resulted 
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from an existential encounter with anxiety of one kind or another and were now a source 

of a great deal of psychological and intrinsic value through their religious practice. 

Rating which of these aspects of their joumey most named the significance for them of 

their participation in this role presented a significant challenge. High scores were given 

across the interviews represenfing high levels of intensity for mofivation, affect, and self-

evaluation. For these respondents, spirituality largely determined who they were, a 

finding that gave credibility to the Eriksonian conceptualization of homo religiousis. 

Most of these respondents regarded this comprehensive sense of self deriving from the 

spiritual as thoroughly positive in their self-evaluations and productive of predominantly 

positive emotions. A few, however, reflected a paradoxical phenomena in which they 

reported both a strong sense of their tme self being discovered and validated while 

simultaneously being brought to see aspects of themselves that were unpleasant, 

disturbing, and inauthentic. 

Somewhat unexpectedly, Marcia's status approach to identity proved useful as a 

comprehensive scheme for categorizing these respondents according to their sense of 

spiritual identity. Foreclosed respondents could be identified primarily by the way they 

lived an ascribed role, identifying with traditional and conventional ways their particular 

family or faith tradition sanctioned a sense of spiritual identity. Following a sort of 

intrapsychic orthodoxy with their historical sense of self, their orientation to the 

foundation on which they were raised compelled a sense of spiritual identity motivated 

by security and approval. Spiritual space for the foreclosed was bounded, predetermined, 

and something they claimed as an appreciated birthright. By contrast, moratorium 
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respondents could be identified by the questing character inherent in their sense of 

spiritual self Either by virtue of role-related spiritual identity seeming to be 

uninhabitable or by virtue of a sense of spiritual identity becoming conceived as 

exploration and self-development, these respondents had not yet found and/or were no 

longer looking for a conventional role or an ideological belief system in which to ground 

identity commitments. Spiritual space for them was open and expansive, avoiding 

inauthenticity or stagnation. Achieved subjects could be identified by having passed 

through a period of identity exploration (in this sample especially characterized by 

personal loss or crises that evoked significant questioning and reflectiveness) that 

eventuated into some kind of constmction or resolution of role-related spiritual identity. 

Spiritual space for the achieved varied in its motivation: mending a former identity 

wound, avoiding alienation from a tme sense of self, joumeying into the indwelling of 

God. For some, commitment was toward greater autonomy and a self-authored sense of 

spiritual self; for others the commitment was toward attachment or surrender to Deity. 

Finally, a single respondent was identified as reflecting a diffused pattem in which the 

woundedness of early associations hindered the capacity for a sense of spiritual identity 

constmction. This respondent seemed to be both compelled to search for 

intersubjectivity by which to validate a sense of spiritual identity while at the same time 

discounting and contradicting such influence as legitimate. 
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Influence and Investment 

Equal to the high saliency scores and descriptions given to a sense of spiritual 

identity, the respondents in this study reported significant levels of investment in 

cultivating this aspect of their lives. For the foreclosed, this investment was most 

frequently associated with connection to family, the community from which they were 

hewn, or the traditions associated with their nationality. Thus, the investments occurred 

within an ascribed, closed space reinforcing and continuing the foundation on which they 

relied. For the moratoriums investment focused on exploration, self-enhancement, or 

reparation of past self-destructive pattems. This space was more open and less defined 

than that ofthe foreclosed. Moratoriums resisted anything that felt imposed or that 

prevented further exploration, promoting instead an appreciation for unity, variety and/or 

individualized customizing ofthe role of spiritual identity. For the achieved in particular, 

investment in spirituality took on the organizing pattem for their life, often committing 

them to positions of leadership and to vocational roles associated with their sense of 

spiritual self The vision for selfhood varied widely among the achieved. Some took a 

contemplative approach aimed either at avoiding alienation from themselves and others, 

seeking a posture by which to hear the voice of truth within. Others sought to be indwelt 

or ontologically shaped in this space, aligning themselves with the will of a Deity as it 

had been revealed in sacred writings. Another became invested in rituals of nature and 

life passages after identifying with mythic figures. The diffused subject in this study 

seemed most invested in the pursuft of an extemal validator for his sense of spiritual self 

Like other domains of his life, this space was often conflicted and confused. 
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An interesting corollary to these investments was the different ways respondents 

from within each ofthe statuses described their involvement in community. For quite a 

few ofthe foreclosed, community consisted of either their family of origin or those of 

like orientation. The spiritual community preserved ancient traditions, provided a 

plausibility structure for belief or made accessible exposure to authorities who 

safeguarded their spiritual and religious heritage. For the Moratoriums, community 

seemed to be either a therapeutic place and/or a place for sharing the creative gift that 

their adventures into selfhood were rendering. For the Achieved, community was 

sometimes sought for the encounter with voices not like their own, for mutual 

encouragement in unconventional practices, or for training and reshaping society. For the 

one respondent who fit the diffused category, investment was a means for protecting 

against a feared sense of self and holding out the possibility of reaching his potential. 

Reflectiveness, Continuity, and Change 

Reflectiveness scores largely mirrored what might be expected for each of the 

identity statuses. Thus, foreclosed respondents tended to disclose little reflection and few 

questions or doubts in their sense of spiritual identity, consistent with a rather ascribed 

role. The change they anticipated was simply deepening commitment to foundational 

values. Moratoriums scored quite high in reflectiveness, consistent with their varied 

experimentations and the value placed on self-discovery and enhancement. They 

anticipated further change in their role-related sense of self and/or continued intellectual 

exploration, often in the service of overcoming the limitations of familial expectafions. 
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Achieved respondents generall> followed the pattem of high reflectiveness in their past, 

often associated with an ego deflating event, but projecting mostly normative change in 

the future. Apparently, having once explored and committed ideologically, the assault of 

questions and doubts diminished and growth within a particular domain of meaning 

followed a more natural progression. For the one diffused subject, continuity and change 

would seem to predict continued struggle to resolve the paradoxical "need for, yet 

diminishment o f external validators from which to gain the intemal resources to 

construct a consistent, intrinsic sense of spiritual self 

Limitations and Directions for Future Research 

The respondents for this study were generally selected on the basis of their having 

some investment in spirituality and a capacity to be articulate about their comprehension 

of this dimension of their lives. They were typically men and women of moderate to high 

levels of educational accomplishment and vocational competence, and generally people 

of privilege. As a convenience sample, generalizeability to a larger population is highly 

limited. The experiences ofthe respondents in this sample should not be assumed to be 

representative; rather they were utilized in an exploratory attempt to make applications of 

existing theory and research to spiritual identity. However, despite this homogeneity the 

sample represented fairly diverse religious orientations, ethnic diversity, and a wide range 

of ages in adulthood though these were not analyzed as a part of this dissertation. 

Additional research is needed with less restrictive populations to substantiate and broaden 

the characterizations described in this study. 
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Secondly, additional research is needed utilizing a grounded theory approach for 

the exploration of spiritual identity. Indeed, this study revealed that many ofthe 

characterizations of identity statuses resulting from the use of Marcia's operationalization 

of Erikson held initial explanatory power for understanding a sense of spiritual self 

However, this study also showed that by extending the dimensions of exploration and 

commitment into a qualitative interview design, utilizing the dimensions of salience and 

flexibility, a more holistic perspective of a respondent's sense of spiritual self could be 

gained that was derived more directly from the respondents' self-knowledge. Thus, 

whereas saliency resembles commitment and would frequently parallel scores in rating, 

there were respondents for whom the meaningfulness and importance of a sense of 

spiritual identity were regarded as quite high but who had not yet made commitments in 

this domain of their life. Likewise, reflectiveness in many ways correlated with 

exploration. However, there were those who revealed a significant degree of reflection 

not in the service of anticipatory socialization that would eventuate into future 

commitment, but reflection that occurred as a result of having already committed to 

inhabiting a spiritual identity. Utilizing a qualitative approach, sensitive not only to 

issues of exploration and commitment, but also to saliency and reflectiveness, allowed for 

a much richer explanation, much like a topographical map yields added dimension to the 

surveying of a particular geographical area. For example, a high score on reflectiveness 

might have indicated something different than exploration. Marcia operationalized 

Erikson for the sake of examining adolescent identity crises and subsequently exploration 

became associated with a sort of anticipatory socialization preceding subsequent 
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commitment. However, in these interviews with adults, reflectiveness seemed to be less 

associated with anticipatory role taking and more in the service of closing the integrity 

gap between their projected ideal sense of spiritual self and behaviors, motivations, and 

prevailing dispositions of former ways of being. Both anticipatory reflectiveness and 

integrating reflectiveness serve to internalize and deepen an owned sense of selfhood, but 

the subsequent positioning ofthe self in relation to a particular role may be vastly 

different. This study therefore encourages research to foster an ongoing praxis whereby 

qualitative data can be utilized to refine existing theoretical conceptualizations. This 

seems especially critical when operationalizations originally designed for adolescence are 

used with adults, as Whitboume (1986) has extended the interview schedule; and/or when 

making application of theoretical designs to an area as under-explored as one's sense of 

spiritual self. 

Thirdly, and with some degree of speculation, this study suggests that both gender 

differences and developmental perspectives are important for consideration in future 

research. Although the evidence was by no means comprehensive, nor overwhelmingly 

convincing, it appeared that for some ofthe women in this sample, relationality begat 

spirituality whereas for men spirituality begat relationality. In other words, it was not 

unlikely for a woman to be introduced to spirituality via a relationship with another friend 

such that friendship enhanced the pursuit of a spiritual sense of self For a few ofthe 

men however, spirituality was creating for them an enhanced way of relating to others, 

i.e., spirituality enhancing their capacity for relationship. In future studies that explore 

role-related spiritual identity, consideration of gender differences may yield interesting 
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comparisons. Similarly, there may be developmental and/or cohort pattems that would 

emerge with a larger sample. For example, some ofthe demographic data pertaining to 

this sample suggests that a foreclosed status may be correlated both to: younger age 

respondents before they have really become their own person, or to older age respondents 

who ha\'e had relatively fewer role alternatives. Conversely, the demographics of this 

study reveal that those respondents who fit the achieved category were predominantly 

above age thirty-five, lending credibility to the developmental assumption that the 

reworking at midlife may often be the impetus for attention to one's sense of spiritual 

self 

Fourthly, the qualitative interview with questions pertaining to past and present 

change offered some windows into continuity and change across time. Indeed, quite 

frequently it appeared that understanding the processes and historical influences by which 

a respondent had arrived at their current identity location was as equally interpretive as 

the status label itself. This study provided some insight into understanding the processes 

that foster change in one's sense of spiritual identity. However, longitudinal studies are 

needed that could track respondents through identity status changes, yielding insight into 

the specific mechanisms that foster and prohibit change in a respondent's identity status. 

Suggested in this study was the use of dual designations such as Josselson's (1996) 

"foreclosed/achieved" status for further distinguishing variations within a particular 

status. Longitudinal studies may provide the capacity actually to name pattems such as 

the MAMA cycle that would serve well to help capture both process and current status 

germane to a more elaborate description of role related spiritual identity. 
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Finalh, 1 commend the further utilization ofthe metaphor of space as a 

multidimensional image to describe the location in which the interaction between the 

de\'eloping person and the social context mediates the construction of a sense of spiritual 

self Using space as a metaphor to describe and formulate questions about how a person 

experiences and inhabits the role which fashions or has fashioned their spiritual identity 

ma) pro\ e helpful in generating interview schedules and descriptive language for future 

research. Space seemed to be an apt descriptor for the role of spiritual identity, enabling 

a way of visualizing and distinguishing between certain identity pattems. Indeed, in 

much the same way that a person may choose to inhabit a pre-existing dwelling, custom 

build a home to their own liking, or stay roofless and walk through life wfthout a home, 

so too do we inhabit, construct, or search for a sense spiritual identity. 
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TEXAS TECH UNTVERSITY 
Department of Human Development & Family Studies 

Box 41162 
Lubbock, TX 79409-1162 
(806)742-3000 Office 
(806)742-0285 FAX 

INFORMED CONSENT 

I hereby give my consent for my participation in the Adult Identity Development Study. I understand that the person 
responsible for this project is Dr. Gwendolyn T. Sorell, whose telephone number is 806-742-3000. It has been 
explained to me that this study is part of a project that has as its objectives describing how individuals perceive 
themselves and their social roles and how tliese perceptions may differ among people who are different ages. 

Dr. Sorell or her authorized representative has (1) explained to me that participation in this project will involve my 
completing a set of paper and pencU questionnaires and meeting at my convenience with a-project Representative wiio 
will ask me to participate in a tape-recorded interview about those areas of my life that seem of primary importance to 
me at this point in time; (2) explained to me that the procedures involved are not designed to explore topics that I might 
feel uncomfortable discussing and are not expected to involve any risk or discomfort on my part; (3) explained to me 
that the information gathered in this project is expected to fiirther understanding of how adults view themselves and 
their lives,, and (4) explained that although some of fbe information that will be gathered through the procedures used 
in this project could be obtained using paper and pencil measures only, the depth and detail of understanding that will 
be provided using the methods that have been described would be lacking. It has also been explained to me that the 
information I provide wiU be confidential and that the probability of my incurring any damage or suffering from 
adverse consequences as a result of participating in the project is negligible. No risks associated with participation in 
the project have been identified. 

Dr. Sorell has agreed to answer any inquiries I may have concerning the procedures and has infonned me that I may 
contact the Texas Tech University Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects by writing them in 
care ofthe Office of Research Services, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409, or by calling 806-742-3884. 

If this research project causes any physical injury to participants in this project, treatment is not necesseirily available at 
Texas Tech University or the Student Health Center, nor is there necessarily any insurance carried by the University or 
its personnel applicable to cover any such injury. Financial compensation for any such injury must be provided through 
the participant's own insurance program. Further information about these matters may be obtained from the Office of 
Research Services, Room 203 Holden Hall, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409-1035. 

I understand 1 may not derive therapeutic freatment from participation in this study. I understand that I may discontinue 
my participation in this study at any time I choose without penedty. 

Signature of Respondent Date 

Signature of Project Representative Date 

Witness to Oral Presentation Date 

An EEO / Affirmative Action Institution 
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RESPONDENT DATA SHEET 

Please respond to the foUowing inquiries accurately and completely. 

AGE: Years Months 

RACE Black White Hispanic Asian 

RELIGION: Catholic Protestant Jewish Other 

Other _ 

None 

PLACE OF RESIDENCE: 
City State 

EDUCATION: 

1. Elementary School: 

2. High School 

Grades completed 
Year this grade was completed 

Grades completed 
Year this grade was completed 

3. Deerees Earned: High School Diploma 
A. A. 
B. A. or B.S. 
M.A.orM.S. 
PhD. orEdD. 
Other (please specify): 

Date 
Date 
Date 
Date 
Date 

Date 

5. 

Other Educational and Training Programs: (continue on reverse side if necessary) 

Technical and Vocational Training: 
Type of Training 
Name of Institution 
Dates of Training _ 
Type of Certification Earned 

Professional Training: 
Type of Training 
Name of Institution 
Dates of Training _ 
Type of Certification Earned 

Are you aurentiy enroUed as a student at an institurion of higher education? 
Yes No 

If you are currently enrolled in an educational program, are you working toward a degree? 
Yes No Not AppUcable 

If yes please specify type of degree: 
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7. If you are currently enrolled in an educational program, for how many credit hours are you 
registered at this time? 

Semester Credits 
Quarter Credits 
Not Applicable 

If you are currently enrolled in an educational program, what is your classification? 

Freshman -Senior 
Sophomore Graduate Student 
Junior 
Other (please specify) 
Not Applicable 

9. If you are NOT currently enrolled as a student at an institution of higher %education, do you plan 
to continue your education in the future? 

Yes No Not Applicable 

10. If you plan to continue your education in the fliture, please describe the type of program in which 
you plan to enroll and specify your reason for selecting this type of educational undertaking. 

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY (paid employment outside the home) 

1. Are you employed at this time? Yes No 

If your answer to Question 1 was "yes," please answer Questions 2, 3, and 6. Otherwise, skip to Question 7 
of this section. 

2 How many hours per week do you work? Hours 

3. Length of time in current employment: Years Months 

4. Name of current employer 

5. Current job title: 

6. Brief description of duties: 

7. In what year did you begin your first full-time employment? 

Since beginning your first full-time job, how many years of full-time work experience have you 
had? 

Years Not Applicable 
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9. If you are NOT currenUy employed, do you plan to seek employment in the fiiture? 

Yes No Not Applicable 

10. If you seek employment in the future, will you look for fixU-time employment? 

Yes No Not Applicable 

VOLUNTEER AND COMMUNITY SERVICE WORK (unpaid work outside Uie home) 

List below \ olunteer organizations and commimify service activities in which you participate and the 
approximate numbers of hours per month you spend engaged in these activities. Continue hst on reverse 
side of page if necessan. 

Activity or Organization Hours per Month 
1. 

3. ^__ 
4. 
5. _ _ ^ 
6. 

FAMILY STATUS: (complete each inquiry that applies to you) 

1. If you are now or ever have been married, list the dates of marriage. If any of yoin marriages have 
been terminated, please indicate the maimer of termination in the space right ofthe dates. 

Dates Manner of Termination 
(Divorced, Widowed, etc.) 

From 
From 
From 
From 

to 
to 
to 
to 

2. If you are currendy separated fi^om your spouse, how long have you and your spouse been living 
apart fi-om one another? 

weeks months years 
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List the age and sex of your natural, adopted, and stepchildren. If you have more dian 10 children, 
continue hsting information about them On the reverse side of this page. Please indicate adopted 
and stepchildren with a star (*) and note on the blank bne to the right the child's age at the time 
you began living together. If you have not lived continuously with a child from the time of its birth 
until it reached the age of 18 years, please describe these circumstances in the spate below. 

V child 
2"" child 
3̂ '̂  child 
4"' child 
5* child 

7* child 
S'̂  child 
9* child 
10* child 

Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 
Years 

Months 
Months 
Months 
Months 
Months 
Months 
Months 
Months 
Months 
Months 

Sex 
Sex 
Sex 
Sex 
Sex 
Sex 
Sex 
Sex 
Sex 
Sex 

Which ofthe children listed above reside with you at this time? 

None 

10" 

List the school and grade level of each of your children. If any of your children are not in school 
at this time, please list the highest level of education completed (e.g., high school, B.A., Ph.D., 
technical training) by each of these children. 

I^ child 
2"'̂  child ^ 
y^ child 
4*̂  child 
5* child 
6*̂  child 
7* child , 
8*̂  child 
9* child 
10*̂  child 
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Check die category diat describes annual income earned by you. 

None $45,000 to $49,999 
Under $5,000 $50;000 to $54,999 
$5,000 to $9,9999 $55,000 to $59 999 
$10,000 to $14,999 $60,000 to $64,999 
$15,000 to $19,999 $65,000 to $69,999 
$20,000, to $24,999 $70,000 to $74 999 
$25,000 to $29,999 $75,000 to $79,999 
$30,000 to $34,999 $80,000 to $84,999 
$35,000 to $39,999 $85,000 to $89,999 
$40,000 to $44,999 $90,000 or more 

If you are ciurendy married, please answer the following questions about your spouse. Please answer these 
questions even if you and your spouse are separated. 

7 What is your spouse's age? years months 

8. What is the highest educational degree earned by yoin spouse? 
Did not complete high school 
High School Diploma 
A. A. or Technical 
B.A.orB.S. 
M.A.orM.S. 
Ph.D. or EdD. 
Professional degree (please specify): 
Other (please specify); 

9. What is yoiu- spouse's job tide? 

10. What is yoin spouse's occupation? 

11. Please describe briefly your spouse's job duties 

12. How long has your spouse been employed in his/her current job? 
years months 

13. On the average, how many hoius per week does your spouse spend at work? 
hours/week 

14. Check the category that describes the annual income earned by your spouse 

None $45,000 to $49,999 
Under $5,000 $50,000 to $54,999 
$5,000 to $9,9999 $55,000 to $59,999 
$10,000 to $14,999 $60,000 to $64,999 
$15,000 to $19,999 $65,000 to $69,999 
$20,000, to $24,999 $70,000 to $74,999 
$25,000 to $29,999 $75,000 to $79,999 
$30,000 to $34,999 $80,000 to $84,999 
$35,000 to $39,999 $85,000 to $89,999 
$40,000 to $44,999 $90,000 or more 
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15, Which of the following describe you (check all that apply) 

Daughter 
Sister 
Sweetheart 
Wife 
Mother 
Homemaker 

Stiident 
Worker (Employee) 
Friend 

Son 
Brother 
Beau 
Husband 
Father 
Provider 

Other (please specify) 

Attached to the back of this questioimaire is a set of rating sheets - one for each life situation referred to in 
Question 15. People usually do not think of themselves in the same ways in all situations. For example, 
some people think of themselves as very independent, compared to others, when it comes to being a 
student, but as less independent insofar as being a son or daughter is concemed They may not think of 
themselves in term of independence at all when it comes to being a friend 

Since we are interested in knowing how you think of yourself in each of several aspects of your life, we 
would like you to complete one rating sheet for each ofthe ways you have described yourself in Question 
15. Select from the set of rating sheets those corresponding to the categories you have checked above. For 
each situation, circle the number on the "1" to "7" scale that reflects how you evaluate yourself in that 
situation on each adjective. Consider "4" to be the average for most people in the life situation-named at the 
top of the rating sheet. A rating of " 1" will indicate that you see yourself as being much less Uke the 
adjective than most people in that life situation, and a rating of "7" will indicate that you see yourself as 
being much more like the adjective than most people in that life situation. If you find it difficult to rate 
yomself on an adjective because you do not ordinarily think of yourself in those terms in a certain situation, 
circle die "X" at the far right. 

Complete one rating sheet for each ofthe ways you have described yoinself in response to Question 15. If 
you have checked the "other" category, use the rating sheet which is not labeled to evaluate yourself in this 
Ufe situation. Be sure to enter the name of this category in the blank space at the top ofthe sheet. 
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APPENDED C 

ROLE-RELATED IDENTITY ESTTERVIEW SCHEDULE* 

*This interview schedule contains two sections fi-om the original schedule: the sectitm potaining to femily 
roles and the section pertaining to spirituality For a completer interview schedule contact Dr. Gwen Sorell, 
Texas Tech university, Box 41162, Lubbock, TX 79409-1162 
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FAMILY ROLES 
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May 1998 Most Important Areas of My Life 

MOST IMPORTANT AREAS OF MY LIFE 

NOTE TIME WHEN THIS SECTION OF THE INTERVIEW BEGINS. TRY TO COVER 
WORK, FAMILY, HOMEMAKING, AND CONTNET-FREE AREAS IN 45 MINUTES. 

READ TO RESPONDENT BEFORE INTERVIEW BEGINS. 

We are interested in how people feel about various areas of their lives, and about what is important to them. 
I am going to ask you some questions about your feelings now about the main areas of your life, and about 
your work, family, values, and attitudes. 

I am also going to ask you some questions about what you think others expect of you in the various roles 
you occupy. Sometimes the expectations of others important in our lives differ from general social 
expectations. Important others, such as our parents, siblings, and other family members, may even differ 
among themselves in what tiiey expect of us. At various points in the interview, I wiU be asking questions 
about what you think society in general, as weU as your family and friends, expect of you in several ofthe 
roles you occupy. 

I would like you to answer these questions as honestiy as you can and with a focus on your views and 
feeling now. There are no right or wrong answers to any ofthe questions I wiU be asking you; no answer 
is "better" than another. I am interested in your views and how you feel. 

ADMINISTER "THE MOST IMPORTANT AREAS OF MY LIFE* 

I want to switch tiie focus now from the roles that were asked about in die questionnaires to various areas 
of your Ufe in general. First I am going to ask you some very general questions about what is important to 
you in your life now. Here is a drawing of a circle. 

HAND PIE DIAGRAM TO RESPONDENT 
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May 1998 Most Important Areas of My Life 2. 

Please divide this circle into sections as if it were a "pie," with one section for each area of your Ufe that is 
important to you now. Draw the size ofthe sections according to how important each area is to you. The 
largest section should be that area which is most important to you, the second largest that which is second 
most important to you. and so on. If aU areas of your life are of equal importance, then make the sections 
equal in size. Label each section after you draw it. 

LOOK OVER COMPLETED DIAGRAM. IF RESPONDENT USES NAMES OF PERSONS IN 
DIAGRAM, ASK HER RELATIONSHIP TO EACH, (E.G. MY HUSBAND, MY CHILDREN, 
ETC.) BEGIN IDENTITY INTERVIEW WITH QUESTIONS ABOUT LARGEST AREA OF 
DL\GRAM AND PROCEED TO SMALLEST. 
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THE MOST IMPORTANT AREAS OF MY LIFE 
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May 1998 Most Important Areas of My Life 3. 

Now I'm going to ask you some questions about the areas of yoin life that you have indicated in the circle 
diagram. 

USE "FAMILY" QUESTIONS FOR AREAS CONCERNING PARENTS, HUSBAND, 
CHILDREN, AND RELATIVES. THE TOTAL SIZE OF THE AREAS REFLECTING THESE 
CONCERNS DETERMINES WHEN THESE QUESTIONS ARE ASKED. QUESTIONS 
SHOULD BE ASKED SEPARATELY FOR EACH "FAMILY" AREA ON THE DIAGRAM 
UNLESS RESPONDENT PROVIDES INFORMATION SPONTANEOUSLY AS YOU ASK 
"FAMILY" QUESTIONS. 

USE "WORK" QUESTIONS FOR AREAS CONCERNING PRESENT OR USUAL PAID 
EMPLOYMENT AND THE CAREER ASPIRATIONS OR EMPLOYMENT PLANS OF 
STUDENTS. IF RESPONDENT DATA SHEET INDICATES THAT RESPONDENT IS 
EMPLOYED, BUT NO AREA FOR WORK IS INCLUDED IN DIAGRAM, ASK "WORK" 
QUESTIONS AFTER COVERING LABELED AREAS AND BEFORE GOING TO "ROLE 
STRAIN" QUESTIONS. 

USE "HOMEMAKING" QUESTIONS FOR AlvTY LABELED AREA CONCERNING HOUSE 
WORK OR HOUSEHOLD RELATED ACTrvmES. IF RESPONDENT HAS NOT INCLUDED 
A HOMEMAKING AREA ON HER PIE DIAGRAM, ASK "HOMEMAKING" QUESTIONS 
AFTER COVERING LABELED AREAS AND BEFORE GOING TO "ROLE STRAIN" 
QUESTIONS. 

USE "SPnUTUALITY" QUESTIONS FOR ANY LABELED AREAS REFERRING TO 
SPIRITUAL/RELIGIOUS CONCERNS. IF RESPONDENT HAS NOT INCLUDED A 
SPmnUAL/RELIGION AREA ON HER PIE DIAGRAM, ASK "SPnUTUALrrY" QUESTIONS 
AFTER COVERING LABELED AREAS AND BEFORE GOING TO ROLE STRAIN" 
QUESTIONS. 

USE "CONTENT-FREE" QUESTIONS FOR AREAS SUCH AS "ME." "CONTENT-FREE" 
QUESTIONS SHOULD NOT BE USED FOR AREAS THAT ARE AN ASPECT OF WORK, 
FAMILY, FRIENDSHIP, HOMEMAKING, SPnUTUALFFY, OR ROMANCE. 

DO NOT ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT AREAS CONCERNING RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
FRIENDS OR ABOUT THE CURRENT ROMANTIC INVOLVEMENTS OF SEPARATED, 
DIVORCED, WIDOWED, OR NEVER-MARRIED WOMEN DURING THE IDENTITY 
PORTION OF THE INTERVIEW, EVEN IF THEY ARE INDICATED ON PIE DIAGRAM. 
THESE AREAS ARE COVERED IN THE INTIMACY PORTION OF THE INTERVIEW. 
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May 1998 Family 1. 

FAMILY QUESTIONS 

CHECK TIME AND TAPE METER TO SEE IF TAPE NEEDS TO BE TURNED BEFORE 
BEGINNING THIS SECTION OF THE INTERVIEW. 

1. Please tell me about yoiu fami h 

PROBE - Please describe your family situation. 

ASK QUESTIONS 2-20 IN THIS SECTION FOR WIFE, MOTHER, DAUGHTER, AND SISTER 
ROLES. WIFE QUESTIONS SHOULD BE ASKED OF ALL RESPONDENTS WHO ARE OR 
EVER HAVE BEEN MARRIED, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THEY HAVE CHECKED THIS 
ROLE ON THE DATA SHEET OR INCLUDED fl IN THE PIE DIAGRAM. WIFE QUESTIONS 
SHOULD BE ASKED IN RELATION TO THE RESPONDENT'S MOST RECENT MARRIAGE 
IF SHE HAS BEEN MARRIED MORE THAN ONCE. MOTHER QUESTIONS SHOULD BE 
ASKED OF ALL RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE CHILDREN, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER 
THEY HAVE CHECKED THIS ROLE ON THE DATA SHEET OR INCLUDED FF IN THE PIE 
DIAGRAM. UNLESS BOTH OF RESPONDENT'S PARENTS ARE DECEASED, DAUGHTER 
QUESTIONS SHOULD BE ASKED. ASK ALL QUESTIONS IN RELATION TO WIFE ROLE 
BEFORE ASKING QUESTIONS ABOUT MOTHER ROLE. WIFE AND MOTHER QUESTIONS 
SHOULD BE ASKED BEFORE DAUGHTER QUESTIONS. DAUGHTER QUESTIONS 
SHOULD BE ASKED BEFORE SISTER QUESTIONS. IF RESPONDENT IS NOT MARRIED, IS 
NOT A MOTHER, AND DOES NOT HAVE A SIBLING OR LIVING PARENT, GO TO 
INSTRUCTIONS AT THE TOP OF PAGE 12 OF THIS SECTION. 
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May 1998 Family 2. 

IF RESPONDENT IS SEPARATED, DIVORCED. OR WIDOWED, WIFE QUESTIONS WILL 
REQUIRE SLIGHT MODIFICATION (E.G., PHRASE THEM IN THE PAST TENSE; SPEAK OF 
THE WIFE ROLE IN HYPOTHETICAL RATHER THAN CONCRETE TERMS IF THE 
RESPONDENT IS MORE COMFORTABLE WITH THAT TYPE OF APPROACH). IF 
RESPONDENT IS NOT CURRENTLY LIVING WITH HER HUSBAND DUE TO 
SEPARATION, DIVORCE, OR DEATH, SAY THE FOLLOWING BEFORE ASKING 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE WIFE ROLE: 

I kno\\ you are separated/divorced/widowed However, 1 would like to ask some questions about 
your feelings about being a wife. 1 am particularly interested in how you felt about being a wife 
when you were living with your husband. 

2. What is important to you about being a wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

PROBE - Why are these things important to you? 

3. How do you feel about being a wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

4. What are some of the things you like and dislike about being a wife/mother/daughter or sister? 

PROBE - Are there any other things you especiaUy like and especially dislike about being a 
wife/mother/ daughter/sister? 

5. What effect does being a wife/mother/daughter/sister have on the way you feel about yotu^lf as a 
person? 

6. What aspects of being a wife/mother/daughter/sister are the most satisfying and the most stressfiil 
for you? 

PROBE - Are there any other things that you find especiaUy satisfying and especiaUy stressfiil 
about being a wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

7. How does being a wife/mother/daughter/sister affect what you do in your everyday Ufe? 

PROBE - What do you do and not do especially because you are a wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

a. Are there any other things you might do diflferentiy if you weren't a 
wife/mother/daughter/sister')? 
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May 1998 Family 3. 

b. How do you balance the things you do and don't do because you are a 
wife/mother/daughter/sister with other things you must or would like to do? 

8. In which aspects of being a wife/mother/daughter/sister do you feel the most and the least 
competent? 

PROBE - What do you do especially well and what do you have the most diSRculty doing as a 
wife/mother/ daughter/sister? 

PROBE - Are there any other things you do especially well and have difficulty doing as a 
\vife/moUier/ daughter/sister? 

IF RESPONDENT HAS EVER BEEN MARRIED OR HAS CHECKED THE SWEETHEART 
ROLE ON THE DATA SHEET, ASK QUESTIONS 9, 10, AND 11. OTHERWISE, GO TO 
INSTRUCTIONS AT THE TOP OF PAGE 4 

What things in particular does yom husband/sweetheart want you to do and not do because you 
are a wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

BE SURE RESPONDENT SPECIFIES BEHAVIORS, NOT CHARACTERISTICS OR 
ATTIUDES (E.G., HONEST, GOOD, RESPECTFUL) IN RESPONSE TO THE EXPECTATIONS 
QUESTIONS. 

PROBE - How does he want you to behave because you are a wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

10. What effect do these expectations have on you? 

PROBE - How do these expectations affect the way you feel about yourself as a person? 

PROBE - How do these expectations affect the way you spend your time? 

11. In what ways do you believe you meet and do not meet these expectations? 

PROBE - How weU do you meet these expectations? 
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May 1998 Family 4. 

IF AT LEAST ONE OF THE RESPONDENT'S PARENTS IS LIVING, ASK QUESTIONS 12, 13, 
AND 14. IF BOTH OF RESPONDENT'S PARENTS ARE DECEASED, GO TO 
INSTRUCTIONS FOLLOWING QUESTION 12 BELOW. 

12. Wliat things in particular do your parents want you to do and not do because you are a 
wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

BE SURE RESPONDENT SPECIFIES BEHAVIORS, NOT CHARACTERISTICS OR ATTirUDES 
(E.G. HONEST, GOOOD RESPECTFUL) IN RESPONSE TO THE EXPECTATIONS QUESTIONS. 

PROBE - How do they want you to behave because you are a wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

13. What effect do these expectations have on you? 

PROBE - How do these expectations affect the way you feel about yourself as a person? 

PROBE - How do these expectations affect the way you spend your time? 

14. In what ways do you beheve you meet and do not meet these expectations? 

PROBE - How weU do you meet these expectations? 

IF RESPONDENT HAS CfflLDREN OVER THE AGE OF SDC, ASK QUESTIONS 15, 16, AND 
17. OTHERWISE, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS FOLLOWING QUESTION 17 ON PAGE 5. 

15. What things in particular do you think your child/children want you to do and not do because you 
are a wife/mother/daughter/sister? 
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May 1998 Family 5. 

BE SURE RESPONDENT SPECIFIES BEHAVIORS, NOT CHARACTERISTICS OR 
ATTirUDES (E.G. HONEST, GOOOD RESPECTFUL) IN RESPONSE TO THE 
EXPECTATIONS QUESTIONS. 

PROBE - How do they want you to behave because you are a wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

16. What effect do these expectations have on you? 

PROBE - How do these expectations affect the way you feel about yourself as a person? 

PROBE - How do these expectations affect the way you spend your time? 

17. In what ways do you believe you meet and do not meet these expectations? 

PROBE - How weU do you meet these expectations? 

IF RESPONDENT IS NOT CURRENTLY LIVING WFFH HER HUSBAND DUE TO 
SEPARATION, DIVORCE OR DEATH, AND YOU ARE ASKING QUESTIONS ABOUT THE 
WIFE ROLE, PHRASE QUESTION 18 AS FOLLOWS: 

18. When you were Uving with your husband and you thought about yourself as a wife, were there 
ways in which you wanted to change? 

REPHRASE FOLLOW-UPS TO QUESTION 18 TO DETERMINE WHAT CHANGES 
RESPONDENT CONSIDERED AND WHETHER OR NOT SHE ACTUALLLY MADE THEM. 

18. When you think about yourself as a wife/motiier/daughter/sister, are tiiere ways in which you 
would like to change? 

PROBE - Do you ever think about different ways of feeUng about being a 
wife/mother/daughter/sister? 
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PROBE - Are you presently considering any alternatives to the way you behave as a 
wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

Yes No 

ASK FOLLOW-UP 
QUESTIONS ON 
PAGE 8 

(a) Is there anything that keeps you 
from considering changes? 

Yes No 

Please describe what 
this is. 

T 

(b) Do you have any doubts or questions about being a wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

PROBE - Do you ever wonder why you feel as you do about being a 
wife/mother/daughter/sister? 
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PROBE - Do you ever question your feelings toward your husband/cliildren/parents/siblings? 

Yes No 

(a) What is it that you have 
questions or doubts about? GO TO QUESTIONS BEFORE Q 19 

ON PAGE 9. 

(b) How serious are these 
questions for you now? 

GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE 
Q 19 ON PAGE 9. 
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(a) Wliat are Uie changes you are considering? 

(b) Why are you considering these changes? 

(c) How seriously are you considering these changes? 

(d) Do you think you might actually change in this area of your life? 

Yes 

(a) 

(b) 

What do you think 
that change might be? 

What are you doing to 
bring this about? 

No 

(a) Is there anything that keeps 
you from making any change? 

Yes No 

Please describe these 
things. 

(b) How are you 
coping with not 
making any 
change? 

(b) How are you 
coping with not 
making any 
change? 

GO TO INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE Q 19 ON PAGE 9. 
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IF RESPONDENT IS NOT CURRENTLY LIVING WITH HER HUSBAND DUE TO 
SEPARATION, DIVORCE, OR DEATH, PHRASE QUESTION 19 AS FOLLOWS: 

19. Do you feel differentiy today about being a wife than you did when you were living 
with your husband? 

Yes No 

(a) Describe these differences. 

(b) How did you come to feel 
the way you do today 
about being a wife? 

(a) How did you come to feel 
the way you do today 
about being a wife? 

GO TO Q 20 ON PAGE 11 
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19. Ui the past have you made any changes in your role as a wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

Yes_ 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

No 

Describe these changes. 

Why did you make these 
changes? 

Please describe the 
impact these changes 
have had on you. 

How have these 
changes affected 
the way you feel 
about being a 
wife/mother/ 
daughter/sister? 

(a) Have you had doubts/ 
questions in the past 
about being a wife/mother/ 
daughter/sister? 

1 
Yes No 

Describe these 
doubts/questions 

(b) How do you think you came to feel the 
way you do today about being a 
wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

GO TOO 20 ON PAGE 11 
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20. In the fiiture do you think you might change as a wife/mother/daughter/sister? 

PROBE - What altematives in your feelings and behavior as a wife/mother/daughter/sister do you 
think you might consider in the fiiture? 

Yes. 

(a) 

(b) 

No 

What do you think 
that change might 
be? 

Why would you 
make this change? 

(a) Is there anything that 
would keep you from 
considering a change 
in the fiiture? 

r 1 
Yes No 

What? 

GO TO PAGE 12 
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ASK QUESTIONS ABOUT AT LEAST FOUR FAMILY ROLES. IF RESPONDENT HAS NOT 
ANSWERED THE WIFE, MOTHER DAUGHTER AND SISTER QUESTIONS FOR ALL 
FOUR ROLES AND HAS NOT LABELED A FOURTH FAMILY AREA, ASK QUESTIONS 21-
39 FOR ONE FAMILY ROLE INDICATED ON THE DATA SHEET CHECKLIST OR 
MENTIONED IN RESPONSE TO QUESTION 1. AFTER ASKING QUESTIONS 2-20 FOR 
WIFE, MOTHER DAUGHTER AND SISTER ROLES, ASK QUESTIONS 21-39 FOR ALL 
OTHER FAMILY ROLES (E.G., AUNT, GRANDMOTHER) SPECIFICALLY LABELED IN 
THE PIE DIAGRAM. IF MORE THAN ONE ADDITIONAL FAMILY ROLE HAS BEEN 
NOTED OR MENTIONED, ASK RESPONDENT WHICH ROLE SHE CONSIDERS MOST 
IMPORTANT AND ASK QUESTIONS 21-39 FOR THAT ROLE ONLY. 

IF RESPONDENT HAS NEVER BEEN MARRIED, IS CHILDLESS, OR HER PARENTS ARE 
DECEASED, ASK QUESTIONS 21-39 ABOUT AREAS LABELED IN THE PIE DIAGRAM, 
NOTED ON THE DATA SHEET CHECK LIST, OR MENTIONED IN RESPONSE TO 
QUESTION 1, UNTIL INFORMATION IS COLLECTED ABOUT A MINIMUM OF FOUR 
ROLES. QUESTIONS WILL BE ASKED ABOUT MORE THAN FOUR FAMILY AREAS ON 
HER PIE DIAGRAM. FOR SOME RESPONDENTS, I I MAY BE IMPOSSIBLE TO IDENTIFY 
FOUR IMPORTANT ROLES. 

IF QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ASKED ABOUT ALL FAMILY ROLES, AND THERE IS A 
FAMILY AREA LABELED ON THE PIE DL .̂GRAM THAT HAS NOT BEEN COVERED, GO 
TO QUESTION 40 ON PAGE 20 OF THIS SECTION. IF ALL FAMILY AREAS HAVE BEEN 
EXPLORED, GO TO QUESTIONS ABOUT NEXT AREA. IF WORK, CONTENT-FREE, AND 
HOMEMAKING AREAS HAVE BEEN COVERED, GO TO ROLE STRAIN QUESTIONS. 

21. What is important to you about being a 

PROBE - Why are these things important to you? 

22. How do you feel about being a ? 

23. What are some of the things you like and dislike about being a 

PROBE - Are there any other things you especiaUy like and especiaUy dislike about being 
a ? 
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24. 

25. 

Wliat effect does being a 

What aspects of being a 

Family 13. 

have on the way you feel about yourself as a person? 

_ are the most satisfying and the most stressful for you? 

PROBE - Are there any other things you find especially satisfying and especiaUy stressfiil about 
being a ? 

26. How does being a affect what you do in your every day life? 

PROBE - What do > ou do and not do especially because you are a ? 

(a) Are there any other things you might do differentiy if you were not a 

(b) How do you balance the things you do and don't do because you are a with 

other things you must or would like to do? 

27. In which aspects of being a do you feel the most and the least competent? 

PROBE - What do you do especiaUy weU and what do you have the most difficulty doing as a 
? 

PROBE - Are there any other things you do especiaUy well and have difficulty doing as a 
? 

IF RESPONDENT HAS EVER BEEN MARRIED OR HAS CHECKED THE SWEETHEART 
ROLE ON THE DATA SHEET, ASK QUESTIONS 28, 29, AND 30. OTHERWISE, GO TO 
INSTRUCTIONS FOLLOWING QUESTION 30 ON PAGE 14. 

28. What things in particular does your husband/sweetheart want you to do and not do because you 
area ? 

BE SURE RESPONDENT SPECIFIES BEHAVIORS, NOT CHARACTERISTICS OR 
ATmUDES (E.G., HONEST, GOOD, RESPECTFUL) IN RESPONSE TO THE 
EXPECTATIONS QUESTIONS. 
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PROBE - How does he \\ ant you to behave because you are a 

29. What effect do these expectations have on you? 

PROBE - How do these expectations affect the way you feel about yourself as a person? 

PROBE - How do these expectations affect the way you spend your time? 

30. In \A'hat ways do you believe you meet and do not meet these expectations? 

PROBE - How weU do you meet these expectations? 

IF AT LEAST ONE OF THE RESPONDENT'S PARENTS IS LIVING, ASK QUESTIONS 31, 32, 
AND 33. IF BOTH OF REPONDENT' S PARENTS ARE DECEASED, GO TO INSTRUCTIONS 
FOLLOWING QUESTION 33 BELOW. 

31. What things in particular do your parents vk-ant you to do and not do because you are a 

BE SURE RESPONDENT SPECIFIES BEHAVIORS, NOT CHARACTERISTICS OR 
ATTITUDES (E.G., HONEST, GOOD, RESPECTFUL), IN RESPONSE TO THE 
EXPECTATIONS QUESTIONS. 

PROBE - How do they want you to behave because you are a ? 

32. What effect do these expectations have on you? 

PROBE - How do these expectations affect the way you feel about yourseff as a person? 

PROBE - How do these expectations affect the way you spend yom time? 

33. In what ways do you beUeve you meet and do not meet these expectations? 

PROBE - How weU do you meet these expectations? 
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IF RESPONDENT HAS CHILDREN OVER THE AGE OF SIX, ASK QUESTIONS 34, 35, AND 
36 ON PAGE 15. OTHERWISE, GO TO QUESTION 37 ON PAGE 15 

34 What tilings in particular do you think your child/children want to do and not do because you are a 

BE SURE RESPONDENT SPECIFIES BEHAVIORS, NOT CHARACTERISTICS OR 
ATTITUDES (E.G., HONEST, GOOD, RESPECTFUL) IN RESPONSE TO THE 
EXPECTATIONS QUESTIONS. 

PROBE - How do they want you to behave because you are a ? 

3 5. WHiat effect do these expectations have on you? 

PROBE - How do these expectations affect the way you feel about yourseff as a person? 

PROBE - How do these expectations affect how you spend your time? 

36. In what ways do you believe you meet and do not meet these expectations? 

PROBE - How weU do you meet these expectations? 

3 7. When you think about yourseff as a , are there ways in which you would Uke to 
change? 

PROBE - Do you ever think about different ways of feeling about being a ? 
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PROBE - Are you presenUy considering any altematives to the way you behave as a 

Yes No 

ASK FOLLOW-UP 
QUESTIONS ON 
PAGE 18 

(a) Is there anything that keeps you from 
considering changes? 

; i 
Yes No 

Please describe these things. 

(b) Do you have any doubts or questions about being a 

PROBE - Do you ever wonder why you feel as you do about being a 
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PROBE - Do you ever question your feeUngs toward 

Yes No 

(a) What questions or doubts do 
you have? |GO TO Q38 ON PAGE 19] 

PROBE - What is it tiiat you have 
questions about? 

(b) How serious are these questions 
for you now? 

|GO TO Q38 ON PAGE 1^ 
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(e) What are the changes you are considering? 

(f) Why are you considering these changes? 

(g) How seriously are you considering these changes? 

(h) Do you tiiink you might actuaUy change in this area of your Itfe? 

Yes 

(a) 

(b) 

What do you think 
that change might be? 

What are you doing to 
bring this about? 

No 

(a) Is there anything that keeps 
you from making any change? 

Yes 

Please describe these 
things. 

(b) How are you 
coping with not 
making any 
change? 

No 

(b) How are you 
coping with not 
making any 
change? 

GO TO Q38 ON PAGE 19 
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In the past have you made any changes in your role as a 

Yes 

(a) Describe these changes. 

(b) Why did you make these 
changes? 

(c) Please describe the impact 
these changes have had on you. 

(d) How have these changes affected 
the way you feel about 
being a ? 

No 

(a) Have you had doubts/questions 
in the past about being a 

f i 
Yes No 

Describe these 
doubts/questions. 

T 
(b) How do you think you came to feel the way you 

do today about being a ? 

GO TO Q 39 ON PAGE 20 
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39. In the fiiture do you think you might change as a 

PROBE - What altematives in your feelings and behavior as a 
you might consider in the fiiture? 

do you think 

Yes No 

(a) What do you think that 
change might be? 

(b) Why would you make 
this change? 

Is there anything that would keep you from 
considering a change in the fiiture? 

Yes No 

What? 

n̂ ' QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ASKED ABOUT AS MANY FAMILY ROLES AS POSSIBLE, 
AND THERE IS A FAMILY AREA LABELED ON THE PIE DIAGRAM THAT MAY NOT 
HAVE BEEN COVERED IN THE QUESTIONS ABOUT PARTICULAR ROLES, ASK 
QUESTION 40 BELOW. IF ALL FAMILY AREAS HAVE BEEN EXPLORED, GO TO 
QUESTIONS ABOUT NEXT AREA. IF WORK, CONTENT-FREE, AND HOMEMAKING 
AREAS HAVE BEEN COVERED, GO TO ROLE STRAIN QUESTIONS. 

40. What can you tell me about the importance of this area labeled 
about so far? 

that we have not talked 

n=̂  IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF THIS AREA HAVE NOT BEEN COVERED, ( JO BACK TO 
PAGE 12 OF THIS SECTION AND REPEAT QUESTIONS 21-39 FOR THIS AREA IF 
AREA HAS ALREADY BEEN EXPLORED, GO TO QUESTIONS ABOUT NEXT AREA. IF 
WORK, HOMEMAKING, AND CONTNET-FREE AREAS HAVE BEEN COVERED, GO TO 
ROLE STRAIN QUESTIONS. 
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SPIRITUALITY QUESTIONS 

ALL RESPONDENTS ARE TO BE ASKED THESE QUESTIONS. W RESPONDENT LISTS 
AN AREA IN THE "MOST IMPORTANT AREA OF MY LIFE" DIAGRAM THAT PERTAINS 
TO SPIRITUAL/RELIGIOUS CONCERNS, SKIP QUESTION 1 AND GO TO QUESTION 2. 
OTHERWISE. ASK QUESTION 1. 

CHECK TO SEE IF TAPE NEEDS TO BE TURNED BEFORE BEGINNING THIS SECTION 
OF INTERVIEW. 

1. Do you think of yourseff as a "spiritual person?' 

I" 
Yes Not at aU_ 

(a) How do you define the most important aspects 
of who you are? 

PROBE - What makes Ufe meaningfiil? 

PROBE - Where do you find meaning in 
life? 

2. Please teU me something about this area of your Ufe? 

3 What terms do you use to describe this part of yourseff? 

FILL IN THE SPHUTUAL nDENTTTY TERM BOX ON THE ROLE SHEET WITH THE TERM 
FROM THE ABOVE QUESTIONS, USE H IN THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS FOR 
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ff someone wanted to get to know this part of you, what would you tell them? 

Wliat's important to you about this area of your Iffe? 

PROBE - Why are these aspects of yow Iffe important to you? 

6. What foimdational Iffe commiUnents (reUgious affiliations/religious preferences) flow from this 
area of your Iffe? 

PROBE - What spiritual commitments, religious affiliations or preferences, or other basic 
commitments and values are associated with this area of your Ufe? 

What affect/effect do these commitments have on your every day Iffe? 

PROBE - Are there activities you engage in because of yoiu commitments to this area of your 
Iffe? 

Some effects 

(a) What activities do you engage in? 

(b) How often do you participate in 
these activities? 

No effects 

GO TO QUESTION 8 

(c) Do you think of this area of your 
Itfe as something private or 
something shared with a 
group, i.e., corporate or 
part of a community? 

(d) How do balance things you do 
because of this area of your 
Ufe with other things you must 
do or that you would like to do? 
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8. ff you had a lot of free time, would you invest it in developing this aspect of yoiu seff? 

Yes No 

(a) How would you go about it? 

9. Wliat effect does tliis area of your Itfe have on the way you feel about yourseff as a person? 

PROBE - What do you do well and not do well in this area of your Itfe? 

10. What do you find is most satisfying about this area of your Ufe? 

11. What do you find is most stressfiil or what is the biggest stmggle you associate with this area of 
vour Ufe? 

12. What has most influenced the development of this part of your Itfe (i.e. your sense of 
)? 

a. What books, people, or experiences stand out as being vety influential? 

b. Of all that you have mentioned which was most significant? 

c. ff someone wanted to develop their sense of in the same way that you have, 
where would you point them or what would you suggest they do? 

13. When did you come to see yourseff as a spiritual person (or as 

a. How did you become committed to these beUefs/commitments/values, etc.? 

b. Were you certain that this was right? 

tf it's more fitting)? 

Yes 

(a) What provided that sense 
of assurance? 

No 

(a) Why not? 

PROBE - What doubts did you have? 
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14 In the past, did you ever consider any other beliefs, commitments, religions, or values before 
deciding on this way of developing your sense of ? 

15. Have your beliefs/commitments/feelings/values in this part of yourself changed since you first 

came to see yourseff as you do in this area of your life? 

(a) Have you ever had questions or doubts about this area of your Itfe? 

Yes No 

(a) What questions and doubts? 

(b) How did you resolve these? 

16. Have there been other significant turning points or crisis events that affected the way you felt or 
thought about this area of your Itfe (your seU)? 

Yes No 

(a) Please describe them. 

(b) Where are you cuTrentiy in 
working through them? 

17. Has the shape or the form of this area of your Itfe changed over time? 

Yes No 

(a) In what ways? 
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18. Are there things about yourseff in this area that you want to change in the fiiture? 

Yes No 

(a) What would you like (a) What keeps you from changing your 
to change? beliefs/behaviors, etc., 

about ? 

19. How willing would you be to change your involvementybeliefs/commitments in this area of vour 
Itfe? 

20. What would the consequences be for you tf you neglected abandoned or rejected this area of your 
Itfe? 

21. What ultimately do you seek/hope to attain, or hope to become in practicing these things? 

22. Is there anything that prevents or prohibits you in attaining these aims? 

Yes No 

What? 

23. What feelings are associated with attaining/losing your ? 

24. Are there ongoing problems/conflicts for you, internally or extemally, in holding to your 
commitment to ? 

Yes No 

What are these problems/conflicts? 
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25. Were your parents/guardians spiritual persons? 

26. Did you feel pressured by them or anyone else to adopt their beliefs/practices/etc. ? 

27. How are your beliefs/convictions/practices the same or different from theirs? 

28. How do those closest to you feel about your involvement in this area of your Ufe? 

29. Is it important to you that people in these relationships agree with you? 

Yes No 

Why? 

30. Does your commitment/involvement affect your intimate relationships? 

Yes No 

How? 

31. Is the sense of, or practice of connected to what others expect of you? 

Yes No 

In what ways? 

PROBE - Describe these connections 
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32. In your sense of who or what gives you a sense of direction, or what provides 
guidance'̂  

PROBE - Is tiiere anyone who models for you what you would like to become as a spiritual 
person? 

Yes No 

Who? 

Why? 

33. Is there any other aspect or dimensions of this part of your Itfe that was not talked about in this 
interview that helps explain how you see and feel about your seff in this area of your Iffe? 

How do you feel about people who are always questioning their 

GO TO AGE QUESTIONS. 
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